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I NTRODUCTION

This publication has been designed to present
complete and accurate information on the subjects of
bombs, bomb fuzes, pyrotechnics, land mines and firing
devices used by the armed services of the United States.
In addition to information on currently used ordnaace,
such obsolete or obsolescent ordnance as might be encoun-
tered in bomb disposal activities has been included.

The plan of this publication is as follows:

SECTION I: High Explosive Bombs

Part I: U. S. Army "Modified Mark" Series
II: U. S. Army "M" Series

III: U. S. Navy "Mk" Series
IV: U. S. Army-Navy "AN" Series

SECTION II: Incendiary & Chemical Bombs, Pyrotechnics

SECTION III: Bomb Fuzes

SECTION IV: Land Mines, Firing Devices

Deviation from this plan has been made in
the case of the more recently developed bombs Which bear
the "M" or "Mk" designation, but which possibly will be
standardized for both Army and Navy use in the future.
When such material is standardized, and as further if

 concerning the subjects covered in this publica-
tion is received, that information will be forwarded to
the possessors of the publication in the form of Correction
and Addition sheets.
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE BOMBS
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INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1941 the Army and Navy had separate manufacture and designs for all
bombs, and each service had distinctive nomenclature to indicate a particular piece
of ordnance. The Navy nomenclature was prefixed by the word "Mark" (abbreviated Mk),
the number of the design was given by a Roman Numeral, and modifications to the
original design were indicated by the abbreviation "Mod." followed by the number of
the change; i.e., Mk XII-Mod 2 500 lb. G.P. bomb). The Army nomenclature prior to
July 1, 1925 was similar to this, differing only in method of designating modifica-
tions. A modificaton was designated by the letter M followed by a Roman Numeral;
i.e., Mk I-MII 100 lt. G.P- bomb.

In 1925, the Army changed its method of nomenclature to avoid confusion with
the Navy, and all items since then have been named "e (for Nodal) followed by an
Arabic Numeral. Modifications are indicated by adding the letter "A" and the
appropriate number (thus, M 38A2 indicates tne second modification of the 38th de-
sign of the bomb).

Early in 1941, a joint cam .aittee for standardization of ordnance known as the
Army-Navy Standardization 33ard was created and since its inception, bomb production,
with very few exceptions, has been of the types approved by this Hoard for joint
issue to Army, Navy and British forces. The responsibility of designing bombs for
land targets was given the Army, and bombs for Naval objectives or for carrier use
were to be developed by the Navy. Designs accepted by this Committee are designated
by the prefix "AN" followed by the Army or Navy name of the design. Thus, an Army
bomb approved for joint production would be named AN-N 64A1, and a Navy bomb which
was accented would be named AN- Mk 33.

In this book the bombs have been classified according to the series in which
they have been developed; hence, the bomb section consists of four parts, each of
which has an introduction listing the common characteristics of the bombs within
that series:

Part I: 	 U.S. Army "Modified Mark" Series Bombs.

Part II: 	 U.S. Army "M" Series Bombs.

Part III: U.S. Navy "Mk" Series Bombs.

Fart IV: 	 U.S. Army-Navy "AN" Series Bombs.

Since the development of the "AN" series there have been two further modifica-
tions of the general purpose (G.F.) bombs within the series, successively the "AN-
Op" and "AN-GP Al" modifications. The changes characteristic of these two modifica-
tions are dealt with in the introduction to Part IV.

In brief, the fundamental characteristics of the bombs in each of the differ-
ent series are as follows:

U.S. Army "Modified Mark" Series  - stresned and filled with 1005 T.N.T.

U.S. Army "M" Series - parallel sides, ogival nose, boat tails; box-type
tail fin construction; and filled with 50/50 Amatol
sealed at both ends with T.N.T. surrounds.

U.S. Navy "Mk" Series - similar design to Army bombs and filled with 1005
T.N.T.; discontinued with some exceptions under
the standardization program,

U.S. Army-Navy "AN" Series - similar to "M" series, except (a) third sus-
pension lug added at center of gravity and
180 degrees removed from other two and (b)
base plate changed to a male plug.

-4-
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U.S. ARMY "MODIFIED MARK" SERIES

i00 LB. AA 	 M

BOO LB. MK. I M.

— (47. 2." LONG )

••••11.111■•■•LXVINI

511 2: . LONG)

600 LB. MK M. 	 —(G3 .0" LONG)

2000 LB MK.I 	 —(135.e" LONG)
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FA'ET I: 	 U. 5. 	 .Sr'!I 	 SEFIES

This partlui:lar series oC ,, OLT-2S Woe nut satisfactory for woo use and hes been
abandoned, except :or a fev, uf tnese bc:cas vOocn er rein„: used 2t present for
tac.8et practice and training pLurpeses. l'noy ade all el tne aa5oe tybe and intended

	

for tfte same target use: 	 crocy Dc:culition-H.E. dozboz for Lieneral Bu:obardment. The
chort contains the essential oats conoerning the bombs of this series:

S OMFS

100 lb.
lk I 	 MIV

300 lb.
Mk 1 	 MII

600 lb.
Mk 1 	 MIII

1100 lb
Mk III M:

2000 lb.
4k I 	 M III

& M IV

2000 lb.
Mk I 	 MV

Fi5ZES Nose: 	 ,:_,25 	 Tall: 	 72.36

C7E5ALL LEi;OTH 47.2" d'.2" E..3" e2.5" 130.8"

173032 07 500Y 39.5" 40.6" 52.2' 61.6" 97.0"•

702 7 -1A=EF 7•.5" 10-2" 16.5" 217.3" 15.5"

3022 THIC=ESS 0.16" O.12" 0.2" 0.15" 0.53"

Steel.

HOSE CCl.:SI. FOSIION Streanolined oody farned ty woldino
tnree cast steel sections 	 toether.

Cart 	 steel 	 Scolnless
nose riveted 	 steel tub-
to 	 seaoJess 	 ing.
steel 	 t',buing;
rear not
•.f.ered.

lliso U5 	 0305E:75:02 Horizontal.

0O2512202101; 37
SUSPENSION

Two U-snuped Oar steel eyebolts weld-
ed to bojy along longltujinal bxls,

Two U-shaped eyebolts
on plates secured to
body by cab screws.

COL ,n & Y.ARKINOS Prior 	 to A!arch 11, 	 30:2, 	 tress tbocOc 	 vi ,f,:lo: 	 have leen y(llow
all over with Olbck manufacturers rarklInso, but 	 since that date
will be olive-drat with one inch yellow tants arounb nose and
base anj c 2/4 	 inoh banj dro'and 	 c,noer of zravity.

LENT,:F C7 TAIL E.5" 12.0" 14.0" 53.5" 49.2"

V.71ITH 	 C...= 	 TAIL 11.0" 15.0." 2305" 2c.5" 26.1" 	 .

.'.ATE7IAL OF 	 TAIL Sheet Etee_ Sheet 	 steel with oast
steel tail 	 cone.

TAIL 	 UOUSTFirOTio:: A	 cast 	 steel 	 sleeve secured
to 	 :.oroly-	,.,-,:,	 F 	 fin 	 lockinE 	 nut!with
four 	 fins 	 or ..•anes: 	 lnternal
tox-tye 	 strilts.

Four vanes
bar

struts, .
attached
to 	 L,ody
by screws,

Four vones riveted to
tail cone;	 two sets
external bar struts
to reinforce vanes.
Cone secured to flange
on base plate.

'2EI00T 07 UAIL 2.67 6.1,7 5.02 55.0 140.0ff

7250 OF FillIr;i: Cast lNI"

Y.ZiEHT OF :I20133 65.0ff 106.0# 356.01 650.0 960.0#

ac:TAL WEIOET 119.02 225.9# eli.o 1175.04' 1920.01 1630.0#

CHAROE/WEICHT
RATIO

54.55 52.05 56.C5 55..3% 50.05 52.4%

590703 0 - 44- 2
- 7 -
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PART II U.S. ARMY RX" SERIES BOXES
INTRODUCTION

Bombs included in the "8" series are:

M-30 100 lb. Demolition H.E.
M-31 300 lb. Demolition H.E.
8-32 600 lb. Demolition H.E.
8-33 1100 lb. Demolition H.E.
M-34 2000 lb. Demolition H.E.
M-57 250 lb. Demolition H.E.
M-43 500 lb. Demolition H.E.
8-44 1000 lb. Demolition. H.E.

(Prior to standardization these bombs were designated as "Demolition H.E." bombs;
since standardization the designation has been "0.F.H.E.").

Other bombs that carry an "M" designation, though not actually classified in
the ''M" series, and are included in this section because they are obsolescent are:

	

8-62 	 600 lb. A.P.-H.E.

	

8-61 	 800 lb. A.P.-H.E.

	

8-60 	 900 lb. A.P.-8.E.
M-52 1000 lb. A.P.-H.E.

	

M- 5 	 30 lb. Frog.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE "M" SERIES (8-30 THRU 8-34); M-43, W-44, M-57:

Targets: Ammunition dumps, railway engines and cars, all types, of construction em-
end airplanes on the ground.

	

Fuzes: 	 For regular missions: 	 (a) Nose- 8-103 or AN-8 103.
(b) Tail- 8-100 series or AN-8 100 series, including

Al and A2 modifications.

	

For special missions: 	 Nose- Shipping plug left in nose.
(b) Tail- 8-112 series for masthead bombing from land

base only.
M 115 series for masthead bombing from land

or carrier base.
8-123 series for long telay.

Body Construction: These Samba may be made by any one of the fallow 4 ng methods:
(a) From seamless steel totin,:.; in which the nose of the bomb is 2crmed by swaging
and the tail oy drawing to the necessary diameter; (b) or the case may be forged
In one piece; (c) or the ocmt may be formed from cast sections welded together.
These bombs have female base filling plates.

Type of Suspension: Always held horizontally by dual lugs.
i,onstruction of Sispension Luz: Two eyebolts welded to body along lonmitutinal axis

of the bomb. The eyecolts are formed from bar steel, shaped In the form of a U
and then welded to the body.

Color a Markings: Prior to March 11, 1942, these tombs would have been painted yel-
low ail over with black manufacturer's markings; since that date nley have been
painted olive-drab with a one inch yellow band around the nose and base and a
1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

Material of Tail: Sheet steel.
Tail Construction: This type of tail oonists of the following parts: (a) a cast

steel sleeve secured to the body of the bomb by a fin locking nut; (b) four fins
or vanes; (c) internal box-type struts. One vane and one strut are pressed from
one piece of metal and the four pieces are welded together and to the sleeve.

Type of Filling: (a) 50/50 Anatol filling with T.N.T. surrounds around the nose and
tall booster sleeve to seal the amatol from moisture since amatol Is hygroscopic;
or (b) 100% T.N.T., which will be stencilled on the bomb. All of this series ex-
cept the 100 lb. 8 - 0 contain two built - in M -1D4 auxtllery boosters, one in the
nose and one in the tail, which contain tetryl. The 100 lb. 8 -30 has the auxili-
ary booster in the nose only. The 8 -102 adapter booster (tetryl) is threaded to
the base ;late of all bombs in the series and receives the tail fuze.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS CF THE "8" DESIGNATED A.?.-H.E. BOMES:

Target: Armored naval seacraft, reinforced concrete, heavy steel construction.
g'lizes: 	M-102 or AN-8102, including Al ami A2 modifications.
Material of Wall:  Steel.
Sody Construction: These bombs are converted seacoast artillery shells from which

the rotating bands may have been removed. The cases are single-piece forgings.
8-62 and modifications differ only slightly in external dimensions and are all
equipped with a nose cap for streamlining.
e of Suspension: Horizontal.

tonstruction of Suspension Lug: Two U-shaped eyebolts welded to plates that are
. welded or riveted to suspension bands. The bands are secured to the case by

tightening bolts on under side of bomb.
Color & Markings: Same as for bombs in "M" series.
Construction of Tail: Truncated tail cone slide fit over bomb base, secured by a

locking nut at top of fuze body; four fins or vanes; internal box-type struts.

- 10 -
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Data
U.S. ARMY EMS

30 LB. FRAG.
M 5

(Obsolescent)

OVEF:,LL L=GTH 	 25  5 in.
B077,T? LT",NGTH  	 13.05 	 in.
BODY OIAMETER  	 4.2 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	 0  6 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 6  5 in.

.TA5GET:

Personnel, notcr convoys, 	 airplanes on she :round, etc.

FUZINa:

:,2.: 	 KIV

6,0.5Y CON52EUCTI.:N:
•

	

Sane as 	 the ,,,:;-Y. 40 and 	 .;-M 41 frc;:nensation boncs, 	 except that 	 the outside

	

v.-rapping is 	 replaced by rtn.-s 	 cut iron, 	 ,7:8St 	 steel 	 pipe. 	 The 	 tube 	 is 	 steel.

SYSPE::SION:

Hor'zontally, 	 vertically, or in s cluster. 	 U-shaped eyebolts are welded to
	tomb at center of opacity and to rear of tail.	 Individual suspension is prohibited,
	all bombs to be dr -Cpped in the M3 cluster of 6 	 M5 300 frag bombs.

	Prior	 to 	 March	 2.■., 	 1942: 	 yellc.w 	 v..ith 	 al	 man,J.fact,.1rAr's 	 -P-1, ' ,':s; 	 s'Ince
	thot da -ae s 	olive-drab with 1 inch -.yellow bands 	 around nose and base, 1/4 inch
	band around	 center of 	 ,7ra -:ity.

TAI:: 	 .=:-Y.:011- SN:

Your rectaniar sheet steel vanes wel'ed to a length of 1 inch cast iron pipe
coat 	 screws 	 into 	 she base 	 filltn::: plu.

';.--2IGHTS:

T.N.T.

Weint 	 of Filling 	 4.6:: lbs.

'fatal 	 Veight 	 29.3 	 lbc.

TharEe/Weizht 	 -,'.atic 	 16.3

r.:62LaS:

Obsolete bone.
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5EZTRI 	 TE"2.

US. ARMY "AK' SERIES
ARMOR-PIERCING BOMBS

(OBSOLETE)

600 M62.
62.06" LONG

SOO lb. M6I
58.72" LONG

90011 , M60
61.72 LONG

CONVERTED
ARTILLERY
PROJECTILES

.\NN
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DATA ON "M" DESIONATED A.P.-H.E. BOMBS

BOMBS M-62
600 lbs.

M-51
800 lbs.

M-60
900 lbs.

M-52
1000 	 lbs.

OVERALL LHNGTH 62.1 	 in. 52.7 	 In. 61.7 	 in. 70.9 in.

LENGTH OF 20= 46.2 in, 37.7 	 in. 40.7 	 in. 50.0 in.

CIAMETER OF BODY 10.1 	 in. 11.6 in. 11.5 in. 12,2 	 in.

WALL THICKNESS 2.3 in.

LENGTH OF TAIL 17.8 in. 21.0 in. 24.5 in. 26,0 ir. 

16.6 in.WIDTH OF TAIL 13.8 in. 18.5 in.

WEIGHT OF TAIL 15.12 lbs. 22.4 lbs. 22.4 lbs. 21.0 lbs.

TYRE OF FILLING Exnlosive D Exnlosive D Exnlosive D Explosive D

WEIGHT OF FILLING 33.61 lbs. 32.62 lbs. 43.0 lbs 52.35 lbs.

TOTAL 80ME WEIGH: 576.0 lbs. 787.28 lbs. 690.0 lbs 1077.0 lbs.

CHARGE/WEIGHT
RATIO

5.9% 4,2% 4.8 % 5.4%

-15 -
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• U.S. NAVY

"MK! SERIES

BOMBS

With the exception of Armor Piercing
and depth bombs, the U. S. Navy bomb produc-
tion is very limited, since other types of
bombs procured for Navy use are of Army design
and joint A-N manufacture. Prior to the stand-
ardization program the Navy manufactured many
different bombs, and in the following section
the bombs which are likely to be found are
illustrated.

a

                    





RES TRI CT ED

,
Data

0
U. S. NAVY BOMBS

100 	 LB. 	 G.P

Mk 1 and Mods
Mk 4 and Mods

(Obsolescent)

Mk I 	 Mk IV
Mods. 2-3 	 Mods. 1-4

OVERALL LENGTH 	 48.8 in. 	 36.2 in.
EODY LENGTH 	 23.0 in.
EODY DIAMETER 	 7.9 in. 	 8.0 in.
tilaLL THICKNESS 	 0.175 in
TAIL LENGTH 	 21.0 in. 	 9.1 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 9.8 in. 	 11.0 in.

TARGET:

General bombardment except modern seacraft and reinforced fortifications.

FUZING:

AN-Mk 219 	 •

RODY 03NSTBU00I0N:

Inc I, Mods: 2-3: 	 Two sheet steel castings -welded together, the bomb having a
"Tear drop" shape.

Mk IV, Mods. 1-4: 	 Single piece steel forging; 	 cylindrical with ogival nose.

SUSPENSION:

Mk I. Mods. 2-3: 	 Horizontal suspension by two lugs welded on body; nay have
single lug or trunnions on band,

Mk IV, Mods. 1-4: 	 Two iuts welded on body 14 inehes apart; single luE welded
on opposite side.

COLOR AND MARKINGS:

Grey overall with 11 inch yellow disc between two lug . s, indicating H.F. May
be yellow overall.

TAIL C0NSTR',:0 7 ION:

MR I, Mods. 2-3: 	 Four vanes which pass down over the body are welded to a
tail cone. 	 Vanes fastened to body of bomb by screws and
are braced by two sets of bar struts riveted to vanes.

Inc IV, Mods. 1-4: 	 Four vanes welded to a sleeve whIch is secured to bomb
body with a locking nut. 	 Sox type internal struts are
welded to the vanes.

WEIGHTS:

T.N.T. 	 T.N.T.
Mk I	 Mk 4

Weight of Filling 	 65 lbs. 	 55 lbs.

Total Weight 	 116 lbs. 	 123 lbs.- Mod. 1
105 lbs.- Mod. 	 4

Charge/Weight hatio 	 56 5 	 45.8%, 52.8%

-19 -
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Data

U. S. NAvx Boxa

500 	 LB. 	 G.F?

12 Mod 2Kic 

(Obsolescent)

OVERALL LENGTH 	 59  5 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	 42  6 in.
DIAMETER OF BODY 	 14  0 in.
THICKNESS OF CASE 	 0  36 in.
LENGTH OF TAIL 	  20 in.
WIDTH OF TAIL 	 19 4 ir.

TARGET:

General bombardment except against modern warships
cations.

and reinforced fortifi-

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AN-Mk 219 (Instantaneous) (Requires Mk 219 adapter ring and one addition-
Mk 221 (.02 aecond delay) 	 . 	 al Mk I auxiliary booster.)

Tail: 	 Mk 223 (.01 second delay)

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

One piece steel, forged or drawn; cylindrical with ogival nose.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension by two lugs or suspended from dive-bomber by trunnions
on a band.

COLOR AND MAREINGS:

Grey overall with yellow disc between lugs indicating H.E.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four sheet metal vanes welded to cone which is attached to body by a nut which
surrounds the fuze. 	 Box type struts.

WEIGHTS:

T.N.T.

Weight of Filling 	 256 lbs.

Total Weight Of Bomb 	 504 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 50

REMAPS:

Three other 500 lb. G.P. bombs, now obsolete, are:

500 lb. Mk III, Mod. 1.
500 lb. Mk XII, Mod. 1.
500 lb. Mk IX.

The 500 lb. 	 Mk 12 	 Mod. 2 is still to be found in the field, but is no
longer being manufactured.

In order to get a wider selection of possible tail fuzings, use an M 102 adapter
	booster with a .47 inch spacer ring, and install any of the following fuzes: 	 Al..

X 101■2, M 113 Al or 1 116.
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Data U.S. NAVY BOMB

OVERALL LENGT .,

I'NTH O 7 1.= 	53  0 in.
DIAMETER OT HODY 	  17.7 In.
THICKNESS 0 7 CASE 	 0  45 in.
LENGTH CF TAIL 	 22 3-in.
AiDlii ON TAIL 	 ....... 	 . 	 . 	 23.5 in.

1000 	 LB. 	 G.P
Mk 13 Mod 2

(Obsolescent)

TARGET:

Oeneral bombard.ment except against modern wa'-ships
ations.

and reinforced fortifi-

FUZINO:

Nose: 	 AN-Mk 219 	 (Instantaneous).

	

Mk 221 	 (.01 	 second delay). 	 .
Tall: 	 Mk 221 	 ;.01 second delav).

F2.7,2. CO:=HUCTION:

One piece drawn or forzed steel; 	 cylindrical wIth ogival nose.

STSRESION:

Horizontal by two nusTension ltg,s, or stspented by trunnions on band around
toiv for dive-bombinz. Torpedo sling guide key welded to bomb for suscensiun in
torpedo slings.

- =.HHI:H2O.:

dray overall with 11 inch yellow disc between ststensicm lt. , 	 to indicate H.E.

TAIL 	 .0.)H-.2H000ION:

Four vanes welded to tall cone which is secured to body by a lockint nut
. on screws onto threaded collar of the base plate.

AZ:OHTS:

T .N.T.

Welzht of filling 	 511 lbs.

Total weitht 	 1,005 lbs.

-harge/Tetht Ratio 	 o-

Thou,h this bomb may be found in the field, 	 it is no lon;.er being manufac-

In order to get a wider selection of possible tall fuzings, use an M 102 adapter
booster with a .47 inch spacer ring, and install any of the following fuzes: AN-5102A2.
M 11411 or M 117.

590703 0 - 44 - 3 - 23 -
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Data
U. S. NAVY BOMBS

650 LB. DEPTH
Mk 29 (Obsolete)
Mk 37 (Obsolescent)

Mk 29 	 Mk 37

OVERALL LENGTH 	 70.0 in. 	 63.0 In.
BOPY LENGTH 	 41.0 in. 	 41.0 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 17.7 in. 	 17.7 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	 .12 in. 	 .12 in. 	 -
TAIL LENGTH 	 36 in. 	 29 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 17.7 in. 	 17.7 in.

TARGET:

Submarine or light surface ships.

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AN-M 103 (Instantaneous)
AN-Mk 219 (Instantaneous)

Athwartship: AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234 	 .
Tail: 	 Mk 229

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Bombs are manufactured with a hemispherical nose reinforced with steel disc.
The suspension lugs are reinforced with a steel strip. 	 Flat nose attachment in the
shape of a bucket and fitting down under the nose of the bomb,can be used to im-
prove underwater trajectory. 	 The vacant spaces are then filled with plaster of
parts. 	 These attachments increase the weight by 72 lbs.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension by the usual two suspension lugs, with threaded holes on
each side 	 900 removed to receive trunnion lugs for suspension from dive-bombers.

COLOR AND MARKINGS:

Painted olive drab overall with an 11 inch yellow disc between the two sus-
pension lugs. 	 May be light grey overall.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four sheet steel vanes welded to tail cone which is secured to the body by
locking nut screwing onto the rear of the body. 	 Annular strut is used around rear
of vanes. 	 The tail of the Mk 37 was shortened by 7 inches so that the Mk 229 tail
Puce could arm more readily. 	 Otherwise the tail is similar to that of the Mk 29.

WEIGHTS:

T.N.T. 	 T.N.T.
Mk 29 	 Mk 57

Weight of Filling 	 464 lbs. 	 464 lbs.

Dotal weight 	 657 lbs. 	 659 lbs.

Charge/Weioht Ratio 	 70 % 	 70 %

REMARKS:

(l) AN-)k 219 will not arm under 2500 feet altitude if flat-nose attachment
is used.

(2) Use.M1219 	 adapter ring and insert additional auxiliary booster when using
AN-Mk 219.

(3) AN-M103 will not arm with flat-nose attachment, unless special arming vanes
are used.

(4) An extender is supplied with each bomb to permit installation of the AN-M1224
or AN-Mk 234 hydrostatic fuze in the longer athwartsbip tube.

- 25 -
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U. S. NAVY BOMBS

650 LB. DEPTH

W4 38 (T.N.T.)
Mk 49 (Torpex)

(Obsolescent)

	

 	 32.5 	 in.
3,2.1 LL.0TH  	 36.4 in.

';,-(LL OHiaKiTESS 	 12 	 in.

AIL .A.I.O' 	 17 	 7 	 in.

'.322T:

Litht surface vessels or submar nes.

F1'dIN3o

Nose: 	 AN-M 103 (Instantaneous setting only) w.tr. modified arming vane.
AN-Mk 219 ;:nstentanecus)

Athwertshir: 	 AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234.
Tail: 	 Xg. 229 	 '

(See Remarks)

•

" 	 a:NOTHOC1ISN:

The body it 	 ocnstracted in 	 tnree pieces, 	 the flat nose and tail piece being
ael bed onto 	 tne 	 sneet steel 	 oenter t.:Ze. 	 The s ...snelon luz-z are reinforced with a

sOaeet 	 stevl.

.:':..o5EN3IJN:

Horizontal s-spenzitn ty the USt:al 	 two sa(spension lds., 	 with 	 tnreaded noles 	 on
e	 side 	 'DT 	 rectal to receive 	 tne 	 tr 	 Ctcon 	 ' '.5s 	 for 	 s 	 a 	 es'or 	 from aive -bem,,.rs

ddi.5.55 	 (-.::: 	 )0.A.F. -

'live drab with yellow disc between lu:s.

, e7. ,,,s 	 szpperte5 be 	 , 	 :ircular 	 str'.t.

	36 	 Mk 49

	

T.N.T. 	 TaO1PEY.

.i.izht of Fillinz 	 425 lbs. 	 472 lbs.

:otal W.elpht 	 634 	 lts. 	 531 lbs.

-H5 ,iteri:eicht 	 5atic 	 57 5 	 69 5.

	

) 	 ki.:-i:k 213 will non an: if 	 drop:.ed from under 2552i) feet. 	 A 	 kk219adapter
and an additional Mk 1 aunlilary booster must be used with t).1s fuze.

	

(2) 	 Mk 221 arms with difficulty, 	 ant snould not be used because of delay.

(3). An extender is supplied witn each tomb to permit Installation of the
A:;-/k 224 or AN-lik 234 hydrostatic fuze in tne loncer athwartsnip tube.

	

(4)	 AN-M 123 must have special flat nose depth bomb vane.

.27-
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MESTEICTM D

Data 	 Mk 13 	 Mk 12 Mod 1
U. S. NAVY MINES

1000 LB 	 1600 LB.
AIRCRAFT MINES

Mk 13, 1000 lb.
Mk 12, Mod 1, 1600 lb.

(Servtoe)

1000 lb. 	 1600 lb.

OVERALL LENGTH 	 67.6 in. 	 130.9 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 19.9 in. 	 20.9 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	 .11 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 24.25 In.
TAIL 7,-IITH	 25.25 in.

TARGET:

Snipping, submarines, etc., or with AN-Mk 219
be used as demolition bombs.

or AN-Y 103, tnese mines can

FULING:
'

Hydrostatic and AN-Mk 219 or AN-M 103.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Hemispherical nose welded to tubular steel body; rear cap screws on the body
of the 1,000 lb. mine which is a bomb type mine without a parachute; the 1,600 lb.
mine contains a parachute to slow down rate of descent.

SUSPENSION:

1000 lb.: 	 Three sets of double lugs 45° apart.
1600 lb.: 	 Slimes.

COLOR ANT MARKINGS:

Hlack.

TAIL OONSIT-U"CTION:

1000 lb.: 	 4 sheet metal vanes folded loneitudinally in "V" shape and welded
to tail piece, which is welded to body.

1600 lb.: 	 Aluminum alloy parachute container.

WEIGHTS:
1000 lb. 	 1600 lb.
T.N.T. 	 T.N.T.

Weight of Filling 	 675 lbs. 	 1,100 lbs.

Total weight 	 1,026 lbs. 	 1,660 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio- 	 65 % 	 66 %•

REMARKS:

These are ground mines and should not be dropped in water over 15 fathoms
deep. 	 The clock in these nines is started by a hydrostatic clock-starter after
mine has reached a depth of 15 feet in water, armingthe magnetic-influenced firing
mechanism in about 15 minutes.

- 29 -
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Data

U.S. NAvz BoaB

30 LB. FRAG.
Mk 5

(Obsolescent)

OVERALL LEN1TH 	 22  2 ' in.
LENGTH OF BOD' 	 12  8 in.
DIAMETER OF ,, OEF 	 4  0 i-.
WALL THICKNESS 	 0  57 4 -..
LENGTH OF TAIL  	 7.0 in.
ZTETH OF TAIL 	 6  5 in.
WEIGHT OF T ,. -rI 	 2  5 lbs.

TARGETS:

Personnel, motor convoys, 	 clones on the zround, etc.

F2C. 	 3:

Nos'. 	- A:	 4 212. I,,sV and Mod. 	 .. 	 use Army M'..: XIV fuze.

BOCF CJN2THU.2212.N:

Oast 	 steel 	 nose 	 ant 	 tail 	 ;:iece 	 threaded onto 	 t.;..c.ular 	 steel 	 ocdy. 	 The 	 only
difference in oonstr ....ction is 	 that in the :,1k.V 	 :od. 	 1 and 2, 	 23 rinos 	 cut from
seanless tubing are fitted arono 	 the 	 t2.b21ar Cady, 	 while on 	 the W .K.7 	 :,:cd. 	 3,
steel wire is helically wa -,:r.O. left-handed, 	 the aaacent 	 so.rfaaeo 	 of wlre being
oarallel.

a

523PENSION:

Horizontaf suspension by a sinle eyebolt whion is 	 screwed Into a rin.7 at
the 	 center of the 	 :Lady.

COLOR & 	 .'.A.F.KTN2S:

Yellow overall or -re's with yellow disc

TAIL 2.2NSTR2OTIC:::

Four sheet steel 	 .:ancs welded to 	 tail 	 cone, 	 which is 	 $ecarea to base pug
a 	 s1r.1e bolt.

WEI2ET5: 	 -	 -.-

Weight of Filling 	 4.5 its.

Total Weight 	 33.4 its.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 15.2

- 31-
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Data

Es--L-14.a...=

5 LB. 	 A.A.
Mk 34

(Service)

OVERALL LENGTH 	 15.0 in.
BODE LENGTH 	 12  0 in.
BODY DIMMER 	 , 	 3  0 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	 05 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 3  0 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 3 0 ir.

TARGET:

Enemy aircraft in flight or on the ground.

FUZING:

Mk 227 	 (Nose) 	 •

BODY CONSTROCTION:

Reinforced steel nose and conical tail section welded to cylindrical steel
body. 	 Carried in Mk 3 container holding 20 bombs.

SUSPENSION:

Ifk 3 	 container.

:CLOP AN: 	 .',HEINGS:

Grey or olive-drab overall. 	 If grey,will have yellow disc on body; if olive-
drab may have yellow nose band.

TAIL CONSTRGCTION:

Eight sheet steel vanes welded to tail cone which, in turn, is welded to body.
Vanes are welded on cone at ten degree angle from the longitudinal axis.

WEIGHTS:

T .N.T.

Weight of Filling 	 1.9 lbs.

Total Weight 	 5.5 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 34.5 5

FEnEES:

3 le. Type C 	 (Mk XXXII) A.A. bomb is a smaller copy of the 5 lb. 	 bomb. 	 It is
no longer belng used.

- 33 -
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-G. C." NAYY PRA CTICE OPA.ES

5 L. Ms. 5,4,5,25 	 3,25" LONG - 2. 	 DiA.

4 1/2, L5. MK.A3

15 LB.MK. 9 	 ;3.o" LONG 	 - 2.6 	 .c.:1;-%,.

COL. MK.7 4:,2" LONG - 3.0 DIA.

100 LB. MK .15 .41.2" LONG — 8,0 DIA.

•

_
500 LB. MK.21 	 61.8" LONG -

.... 	 ..

•

!000L.. MK. 22 79.0 "LONG — 19.0 - PIA.
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U. 3. NAVY

PRACTICE BOMBS

The United States Navy uses two types cf practice tombs: (a) Mintatdre
practice bombs and (b) regt.lar-sized proctice bombs. Since the miniature practice
bombs ocntain only a practice signal zartridge as a spotting onarge and the regular-
sized practice boots contain neither a fuze nor a spotting znarge, the iufcruation
on these tombs has been condensed Into the tables below.

MINTATUFE PRACTICE 33M7S:

3 lb, ((ks. 3, 4: AN V:k 5 and 	
23, 43 	 13 lb. nk 19

5.25 in. 	
13.0 in.

The AN-Ilk 4 practice signal cartrid L
:e is an extra long 10-gauge

shot gdn shell which is inserted in the nose of the tomb. On
impact the cartridge is fired, expelling a large puff of black
smoke from tall of bomb. The f'ring device consists of two
shallow' cups separated by a spacer, the firing pin extending
through the bottom of one obt. The firing, mechanism in the
71c 5 Mod. 1 is more sensitive than in other marks. The 1 5
sional cartridge is the same site but filled with fluorescein,
whion stains the water, giving a spot of lon

- er duration than

the AN-31k 4. Difference between bombs is primarily a differehce

in alloy of casting.

OVE:(:.11i "i:=NJTH

3321' 21AolETS3 	
2.18 in. 	

2.6 in.

301,33) "., AAF,E2i;.:S 	
Unpainted 	

Unpainted or clack

302Y 3L3STRUi:Ti,31( 	
Alloy Casting.

FILLINi: 	
These bombs use either the Al;-Mk 4 or nk 5 Signal Cartridge.

001.2H 	
- 7 -.1112

	

41.2 in. 	 2.0 in. 	 Slack. 	 41.1 It. 	 33.0 its.

	

41.2 in. 	 "6.0, in. 	 51501 	 1 7 . 1 Iss.

	

67.3 in. 	 1600 in. 	 'Slack 	
3:02.1 its. 	 61C0 1:t3.

	

t1.5 in. 	 ls.0 in. 	 alaok 	
21.0 lbs. 	 4:45,0 its.

	

La. 	 15.0 in. 	 Elatik 	
489.0 its.

	

30.0 in. 	 11.0 in. 	 31tok 	
550.0 lbs. 	 1000.0 lbs.

	

73.0 in. 	 19.3 In. 	 block 	
1013.7 lts.

No fuses are used in these tsmbs and they contain no spotting charge, being fill-
ed either with water or wet sand. The filling is usuell7 stencilled on the body of
the bomb. To prevent freezing and splitting of cases at hi:On aititude, anti-freeze
Is added. To improve spotting of hits, a spotting dye is also used.

3i:(aEnS:

Mk 15 1(33 and Mk 21
 5007 are tne only ones teing Issued now; the others are

obsolete.
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U. S. ARMY-NAVY

"AN" SERIES

BOMBS
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INTR0DOCTION

The creation of the Azzy-Navy Standardization Committee resulted io the
standardization of the bombs of these two services into the AN series. This
series was very sihilar to the "1-1" seriQz exce,t for these modifications:

a. A third suspeosicn leg was added at the center of gravity end dia-
metrically opposite the desk stospensios lugs to fit British release devices.

b. The base plate was changed to a male ;.Log to increase the strength
on low eagle penetration of targets.

c. The b:hoss wore :aizted an overall oeive-arao with I Loot yellow
bands arommd the hose coo case end a 1/4 inch yellow 'aeon around :he CCLteT of
gravity.

The sonbs in this series included toe fcalswihg wei6nts: 	 250fr, 50CS=,
1000ih cod 2003.ff 	 These ocmos are all general pur:pcse 	 somos.
Though other types of comss ii.e. armor-iescing, shmi-ormor-pierciag, fragmenta-
tion, incendiary, depth, etz.) have been subseqoently standardized ehd
AN desigaations, it is with the AN general pur .:use schcs and their hodificaticos
that this introduction shall to concerned.

AN G.P. series:

The AN series was suose,hehtly replaced by toe Al; G.F. series to mato it
possible for these bombs to oc used in Anti-suom,mtte wore as Well as for general
bombardmeht. This modification was iocorporated in:. the 500, 1000#, end SOCCi'i
boobs only, their zew designations becomink AN-11 64, 	 65, sad AN-M 66, and
cohsisted of a change from the M102 adaptor booster to the L115 ada,ter booster.
Witt the 5115 adapter booster, it became nessiole to use either standard coo tail
fuzes or the AN he 230 tail hydrostatic fuze. The standard fiilizg of these comes
was 50/50 Amatol until toe sup -ydy of T.N.T. oecame ample in .1943, at which tlue
T.N.T. became toe standard fioler. At the ;resent time, 25p of the prchuctico of
these bombs is filled with Composition "5".

AN 0.F. Al series:

The Al modification consists of two steel pins on the bash ;lute which icos
the base ;late to the main filling, thus preventing removal of the base plate once
the tomb is filled. In this series the adapter boosters have also been codified
to the 11102 Al and toe 14115 Al. Tnis modification consists of a tole ttrough the
adapter scoster aod a groove in the threads of the base plate to receive a loosing
pin whion is shipped aitn all anti-wittdrawal tail fuzes. Insertion of the inn
which is held in by the fuze :body prevents Hith:rewal of :he adapter booster. This
series is the current prodhotioh 0.1. bomb series and is coed jointly by toe Army,
Navy, and Hritish.

Genersi iuroose Bomb Cesi,vnations:

The fs.ilowng taole wiil assist in ,Loderatencing the development of the
desikhatiens that have been successively applied to general purpnse oomos used by
too Army aod avy:

10 Series 	 Navy 	 AN Series 	 AN-Of Series AN-Or Al Series
WEIGHT (it.1

	

101 	 530 	 1ds4-4	 AN-m3c 	 AN-ho 	 ,Y;—M30 Al
	250	 557 	 AN-557 	 5-557 	 50-1457 Al

	

300 	 1431

	

500 	 0:43 	 Ma12-2 	 AN-543 	 AN-164 	 50-564 Al
	600	 532

	

1000 	 544 	 51:13 - 2 	 Al;-m.44 	 50-1465 	 50-565 ;_l.

	

11°0 	 1133
	2000	 534 	 A.N-1:34 	 50-566 	 50-566 Al

GO:1110N ChitHACTEISTIO:d OF "AN" ICE-CIGNA=

Coiy Gonstruction: 

The body construction of American G.F. bombs =ay be in one, two, or three
pieces. Methods of manufacture include (a) one piece cast or spun, (b) two piece
cast and welded or (c) three piece cast and welded. The ogival nose tapers to
join the thin parallel side walls which terminate In a boat tailed shape at the
after end. The threaded nose opening to closed by the fuze seat liner and the
threaded base opening is closed by a male plb;.:, the tail fuze pocket being made by
the adapter booster.

- 3€ -



FIESTF,ICTED

INTRODUCTION - cont'd.

Suspension

Dual suspension lugs for horizontal suspension are welded directly to the bomb
case, being spaced 14 inches apart on bombs up to 2000 pounds, and 30 inches apart
on bombs 2000 pounds and over. A single horizontal suspension lug is also welded
to the bomb case at the center of gravity and diametrically opposite the dual lugs.
The lugs are eyebolts, shaped from bar steel and formed in the shape of a U. M
series bombs could be carried on single suspension racks by using an additional
single suspension lug welded on a band fitting around the bomb body at the center
of gravity.

For suspension in dive bomb displacement gear, trunniona are provided on a
separate band which may be one of two types. The first type provides the trunnion
only, and the second, a more common type, provides a single hoisting lug in addi-
tion to the trunnions. On some of the newer designs of AN bombs of Navy manufacture,
the suspension and hoisting fittings are not attached to the bomb case by welding,
but are held to the case by threaded bolts fitting'into holes tapped and threaded
into the body. For suspension in torpedo slings, the torpedo sling guide key found
on Navy bombs can be made on AN bombs by using the base of the single saspersion lug
with the lug removed by gentle hacksawing.

To hoist bombs into Navy planes, the AN bombs not equipped with hoisting lugs
must have a hoisting lug furnished by either an expendable band with single or dual
lugs, or by a removable hoisting band. The removable band is preferred, since it
does not effect the terminal velocity ef the bomb. The newest and best of these
bands is the Mark 8 universal hoisting band. For Army planes, bonba are usually
hoisted by canvas slings, which also have the advantage of not effecting air trajec-
tory.

Tail Fin Construction

The tail construction is known as the box type tail and consists of the follow-
ing parts: A cast steel sleeve secured to the body of the bomb by a fin locking nut,
four sheet steel fins supported by 4 sheet steel struts in the shape of a box. One
fin and one strut are pressed from the single piece of metal and the four pieces are
then welded to the sleeve.

Color and Markings 

The standard color scheme employed on these bombs since March 11, 1942, has
been an olive drab body with yellow bands to indicate the H.E. filler. The banding
system for Amatol and T.N.T. fillers is a 1 4 yellow band at the nose, a 1 4 yellow
band at the tail of the bomb body, and a 1/4 4 dotted band at the center of gravity.
Because Composition 4B4 is more sensitive and requires more careful handling, it is
given an additional marking of a second 1 4 yellow band at the nose and at the tail.
On these bands 4 Comp.S 4 is stencilled in black paint. Recent production eliminates
the 1/4" band, since the center of gravity is located accurately enough by the single
suspension lug.

The following standard markings are painted on the bomb body in black paint;
type, weight and name of bomb, type of filling, lot number, place of filling and
date of filling and inspector's initials.

Additional indestructable marking is stamped into the metal of the bomb case on
the rear conical surface of the bomb body; type, size, name, maker's initials, lot
number and date (i.e., G.P. 500 lb. AN-M 64 C8C0 Lot 57 4/42).

Explosive Filling 

The filling of these bombs is accomplished in the following manner. With the
nose fuze seat liner in place, the bomb is placed on end nose down and an M 104
auxiliary booster is positioned behind it. The M 104 is a bakelite tube containing
tetryl. The initial pour of the explosive is sufficient to secure the auxiliary
booster when it cools, then the remainder of the filling, 50/50 Amatol, T.N.T., or
Composition 4 84 is added until approximately 6 inches remains to be filled. A sec-
ond I 104 auxiliary pooster is than inserted in all bombs except the 100# and the
tail surround is added to complete the filling. A wooden former is inserted in the
tail fuze cavity as the filling cools. After cooling, the former is removed and the
appropriate adapter booster is inserted. The adapter booster consists of the fuze
seat liner with an additional steel cup containing a tetryl pellet. The M 102 (and
M 102A1) adapter booster has an internal thread diameter of 1.50 inches. The M 115
adapter booster has an internal thread diameter of 2.0 inches and an adapter ring
to further reduce the diameter to 1.50 inches when smaller fuzes are used. For
reference to adapter boosters, see page 122.

590703 0 - 44 - 4 	 - 39 -





RESTRICTED

Data:
AR115-NAVY BOMB

100 	 LB. 	 G.P
AN-M 30A1

OVERALL LENGTH 	 36.0 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	  29.0 in.
DIAMEIMR 	  8.2 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	  0.16 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	  9.75 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 11.0 in.
TAIL WEIGHT 	  3:5 lbs.

TARGETS:

Ammunition 	 dumps, railway engines and cars,
types of construction, plus light surface vessels.

airplanes on the ground, andiight

FUZING:

Regular Missions-- .

base only.)
carrier or land base.;

land targets.;
used in the 	 tail.

Nose: 	 AN-M 103, M 103
Tail: 	 AN-M 100A2, AN-N 100AI, M 100

Special Missions--

Tail: 	 II 112 	 (Masthead bombing from land
Al,:.4 115 	 (Masthead bombing from
M 123 	 CLong Delay Time fuze against

Nose: 	 Shipping plug, when above fuzeo are

WEIGHT:
50/50 Amatol 	 T.N.T.

Weight of Filling 	 54.0 lbs. 	 57.0 lbs.

Total Weight 	 l.0.0 lbs. 	 115.0 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 49 74 	 50 %

FF:".ARKS:

The difference between these two bombs is:
■a) 	 The AN-N 30A1 incorporates two pins fitted into the base plate which extend

into the main filling and prevent removal of the base plate.
(1: 	 The AN-N 30A1 uses the M 102A1 adapter booster, which has a 3/3" hole,

mating with a groove in the internal threads of the base plate. 	 A locking pin,
shipped wf.th anti-withdrawal fuzes only, fits through the hole and into the groove
and prevents extraction of the adapter booster. 	 The pin is held in place by the
fuze body,

FOR CONSTRTITION OF BODY, SUSPENSION, COLOR & MAR::INGS, TYPE OF FILLING, AND
TAIL CONSTRUCTION see -

INTRODUCTION . 	 . 	 . . Page 33





RESTRICTED

Data:

OVERALL LENGTH 	 05.'
LENGTH 0 	 BODY 	 36.0 in.
DIAMETER 	  10.9 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	  0.27 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 12.1 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 14.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT 	  6.0 lbs.

ARMY-NAVY BOMB

250 	 LB. G.P

AN-M 67A1

TARGETS:

Aamunition dumps, railway engines end cars,
types of construction, and lignt surface vessels.

airplanes on the ground, light

FUZING:

Regular Missions—

Nose: 	 AN-M 103, Li 103 	 .Tail: 	 AN-M 100A2, AN-M 100 Al, L 100

Special Missions--

Tail: 	 M 112 ;14asLuesd DO=i2f..; from land base only.)
AN-M Ilf, 	 (Masthead bombing from carrier or land base.)
M 123 	 (Long Delay Time fuze agaihst land targets.)

Nose: 	 Shippins plug, when above fuzes are usea in tile tail.

WEIGHT:
50/50 Anatol 	 T.N.T.

Wei&L; of Filling 	 123.7 105. 	129.0 los.

Total Weight 	 256.9 lbs. 	 260.0 lbs.

Charge/Weight ratio 	 48.0% 	 50.0%

FFT:.ARKS:

The difference between these two bombs is:
(a) The AN-M 57A1 incorporates two pins fitted into the base plate which

extend into the main fillins and prevent removal of the base plate.
(b) The AN-M 57A1 uses the M 102A1 adapter booster, vinich has a 3/8" hole,

matins wth a groove in the internal threads of the base plate. 	 n locking pin,
shipped with anti-withdrawal fuzes only, fits throumh the hole and into the groove
and prevents extraction of the adapter booster. 	 The pin Ls held in place by the
faze body.

. 	 ee061R:CTION OF SODY, 	 SUbIENSION, COLON A y:Ai,,Fa:,, 	 TYRE OF PILL:Na, AND
TAIL 	 ,T7U0T1ON see -

INTRODUCTION 	 'aL75 	 za

-

16





RESTRICTED

Data: 	 AN-N 43, AN-M 64 & AN-N 64A1

ARMY-NAVY BamBs

500 	 LB. G.F?

AN-M 64A1
AN-M 43

OVERALL LENGTH 	 56.8 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	 45.0 in.
DIAMETmd 	 14.2 in.
WALL TBICKMSS 	  0.3 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 13.9 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 16.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT 	 12.3 lbs.

TARGETS:

Ammunition dumps, railway engines and cars,
types of construction, and light surface vessels.
the AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic tail fuze can be used against
vessels and submarines. TIM AN-M 43 WILL NOT TAKE

airplanes on the ground, all
In addition, the AN-M 64 with

more heavily armed surface
THE AN-Mk 230 FUZE.

FUZING:

The fuzing of these bombs is the same WITH ONE EXCEPTION: the AN-Mk 230 fuze
can be used in the AN-N 64 because this bomb has the M-115 (or M-115 Al--see Intro-
duction) adapter booster. 	 The M-115 adapter booster has a sleeve that can oe
easily removed making it possible to use a fuze with a larger diameter. 	 ,iith the
removable sleeve screwed in the adapter booster any Army tail fuze may be used.
The A:14 -h 43 uses the M 102 adapter booster which has no removable sleeve and a
diameter too small to receive the AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic fuze. 	 The possible fuzing
of these buses is as follows:

Regular Missions--

Nose: 	 AN-N 103, M 103
Tail: 	 AN-K 10IA2, AN-N 101A1, 14 101

Special Missions--

Tail: 	 M 113 	 (Masthead bombing from land based planes only.)
AN-M 116 	 (Masthead bombing from carriers and land bases.;
X 124 	 (Long Delay Time fuze 	 against land targets.)

Nose: 	 Shipping plug, when above tail fuzes are used.

Additional Fuzing (AN-M 64 only)—Coastal patrol missions

Nose: 	 AN-N 103 (selective arming), M 103.
Tail:	 AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic tail fuze (sleeve in M-115 adapter booster

most oe removed before this fuze can be used.)

WEIGHTS:
AN-M43 	 AN-N 64 	 AN-N 64AI

Amato' 	 T.N.T. 	 Amatel 	 T.N.T. 	 T.N.T. 	 Comp. B

Filling Weight 	 262# 	 267# 	 262# 	 267# 	 267# 	 274#

Total 'i.eight 	 510# 	 525# 	 paw 	 525# 	 525# 	 535#

Chg/Tt. Ratio 	 51.2% 	 51.0% 	 51.2% 	 51.0% 	 51.0% 	 51.05'.

REMARKS:

The difference between these bombs is in the adapter booster which is employed
in the base plate to receive the tail fuze. 	 The AN-N 43 uses the M 102 adapter
booster, the AN-Y 64 uses the M 115 adapter booster and the AN-N 64A1 uses the
24 115AI adapter booster.

The Al modification also includes two base plate locking pins fitting into the
main filling, preventing removal of the base plate, and a groove in the internal
thread of the base plate which mates with the hole of the 2 115A1 adapter booster
to receive a locwing pin, supplied only with anti-withdrawal fuzes. With this pin
held in place by the fuze body, the adapter booster cannot be extracted.

FOR CONSTRUCTION OF BOGY, SUSPENSION, COLOR & MARKINGS, TYPE OF FILLING, AND
TAIL CONSTRUCTION SEE -

INTRODUCTION . . . Page 38
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RESTRICTED

Data: 	 AN-M 44 	 & 	 AN-A) 65 	 A: AN- M65A1
ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

8000 LB. G.P

AN-M 65A1
AN-M 44

,
OVERALL LENGTH 	 67  1 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	  53.1 in.
DIAMETER 	  16.8 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	 0  5 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	  18.5 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 25  4 in..
TAIL WEIGHT 	 21  5 lbs.

TARGETS:

Ammunition dumps, railway engines and cars,
types of construction, and ligut surface vessels.
the AN-Ilk 2;0 hydrostatic tail fuze can be used
vessels and submarines. TEE AN-M 44 WILL NuT TAKE

airplanes on the ground, all
In adnition, the AN-M 65 with

against tare teavily armed surface
TnE AN-Ma 230 FUZE.

ECE7 NO: 	 •

Tho fuzing of These boobs is the sate VaTh CNE EXCETTION: 	 the AN-OS 230 fuze
con be used in the AN-ni 65 because this 	 bons Las toe M 115 (00 41 11551--see Intro-
duction) adapter booster. 	 Toe M 115 adapter boonter has a sleeve that can be
easily removed maKitg it possible to use a fuze with a large: diameter. 	 With toe
removabLe sleeve screwed in toe adapter 	 booster any Army tail fuze may be used.
The 	 .N- :1 44 uses the M 102 adapter booster which has no removable sleeve and a
diameter too small cc receive the AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic fuze. 	 The possible fuzing.:
of 	 theca bombs is as 	 "ollows:

negdaar Missiens--

..iose: 	 AN-L 103, 	 M 103
Too.,.: 	 ,,...N-li 10252, 	 AR-M 1025l, 	 M 102

Special Missions--

Tail: 	 M 114 	 (Masthead combing fret lamo based planes °any.)
AN- 	 117 	 (Lasttead bombing froo. carriers Cr land bases.)

125 	 (Long Delay Time fuze against latd targets.)
Nose: 	 Snipping plug, wten above tail fuzes are used.

Additional luzitg (AR-M 65 only)--Coestal patrol missions

Nose: 	 AN-1Z. :03 	 (selective er;_das, 	 i:: 103
Tail: 	 AN-EL 230 hydrostatic, tail fuze (sleeve in M 115 adapter booster

must se removed before ttis fuze con be used.)

':.EIOHTS:

AN-M44 	 AN-M 65 	 AN-M 65A1
Amatol 	 T.N.T. 	 Amatol 	 T.N.D. 	 T.N.T. 	 Comp, B

iTht of filling 	 530# 	 558# 	 530# 	 556# 	 5504 	 595#

lotal V.eight 	 964# 	 990# 	 965 	 9905 	 9905 	 1040#

.21-:;-/7..t. 	 Patio 	 54.9-7 	 56.0A 	 55.85 	 56.05( 	 56.05 	 57.05

The difference between these bombs is in the adapter booster which is employed in
toe OE„se plate to receive the tall fuze. 	 The AN-M 44 uses the N 102 adapter booster,
toe AN-Y 65 uses the 1 115 adapter booster, and the AN-M 65A1 uses the M 115A1
P 	 -er booster.

The Al modification also includes two base plate locking pins fitting into the
main filling, preventing removal of the base plate, and a groove in the Internal
threads of the base plate which mates with the hole of the M 11552 adapter booster
to receive a locking pin, supplied only with anti-withdrawal fuzes. V,Ith this pin
held in place by the fuze body, 	 the adapter booster cannot be extracted.

PCB "OCNSTFl7CTICN OF BODY, SUSPENSION, 	 COLOR & MAPHIN2S, TYPE OF FILLING, AND
TAIL CONSTFUCTION SEE -

INTRODUCTION . 	 • 	 . Page 38
1
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RESTRICTED

.
Data: 	 AN-2 34 	 & 	 AN-2 66 & AN-2 66A1

ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

2000 	 LB. G.P

AN-2 66A1
AN-2 34

OVERALL LENGTH 	 90.4 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	 0 in.
DIAMETER 	 23  3 in.
WAIL THICKNESS 	 0  5 in. 	 .
TAIL LENGTH 	 25 7 in.
TAIL wiDni 	 31  6. in.
TAIL WEIGhT 	 3b  0 lbs.

TARGETS:

Ammunition dumps, railway engines and cars,
types of construction, and light surface vessels.
the AN-la 230 hydrostatic tai4 fuze can be used against
vessels and submarines. THE AN-2 34 WILL NOT TAKE

airplanes on the ground, all
In addition, the AN-2 66 with 	 .

more heavily armed surface
THE AN-Mk 230 FUZE.

FUZING:

The fuming of these bomos is the same WITH ONE EICE2TI0N: the AN-11 230 fuze
can be used in the AN-2 66 because this bomb has the 2 115 (or 2 115A1--see Intro-
duction) adapter ocoster. The 2 115 adapter ocoster has a sleeve that can be
easily removed psdhing it possible to use a fuze with a larger diameter. 	 With the
removable sleeve screwed in tne abapter acoater any A.1-7*- tail fuze may be used.
The AN-2 34 uses the M 102 adapter booster which has no removable sleeve and a
dlemeter too small to receive the AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic fuze. 	 The possible fuzing
of these bombs is as fellows:

Regular Missions--

Nose: 	 AN-2 103, 	 2 103
Tail: 	 AN-2 102A2, AN-2 102A1, 2 102

Special Missions—

Tail: 	 M 114 	 (Masthead bombing from lend based planes only.)
AN-1.4 117 	 (Masthead bombing from carriers or lend bases.;
X 125 	 (Lens Delay Time fuze against land targets-)

Nose: 	 Shipping plug, when above tail fuzes axe used.

Additional Fuzing (AN-2. 66 only)--Coastal patrol missions

Nose: 	 AN-2 103 (selective arming), 2 103
Tail: 	 AN-Mk 230 hydrostatic tail fuze (sleeve in 2 115 adapter booster

must be removed before this fuze can be used.)

WEIGHTS:
AN-2 34 	 AN-2 66 	 AN-2 66A1

Amatol 	 T.N.T. 	 Anatol 	 T.N.T. 	 T.N.T. 	 Comp. B

Weight of filling 	 1063# 	 1117# 	 1063# 	 1117# 	 1117# 	 1142#

Total Weight 	 2049# 	 2103# 	 2052# 	 2106# 	 2106# 	 2140#

Chg/Wt. Ratio 	 51.9% 	 53.1% 	 52.0% 	 53.0% 	 53.0% 	 53.0%

131-4-"ILARKS:

	

The difference between these bombs is in the adapter booster which is employed in 	 -
the base plate to receive the tail fuze. 	 The AN-2 34 uses the 2 102 adapter booster,
the AN-2 66 uses the 2 115 adapter booster, and the AN-2 66A1 uses the 2 1151.1
adapter booster.

The Al modification also includes two base plate locking pins fitting into the
main filling, preventing removal of the base plate, and a groove in the internal
threads of the case plate which mates with the hole of the 2 11511 adapter booster
to receive a locking pin, supplied only with anti-withdrawal fuzes. With this pin
held in place by the fuze body, the adapter booster cannot be extracted.

FOR CONSTRUCTION OF BODY, SUSPENSION, COLOR & MARKINGS, TYPE OF FILLING, AND
TAIL CONSTRUCTION SEE -

INTRODUCTION . . . Page 38
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RESTRICTED

Data: AETZ-NAVY BOMF,

LNEEALL LENGTH 	 117.3 	 Ia.
LENGTH OE BODY 94 9 iq.
BODY DIAMETER •   34.0 in.
WALL THICKNESS 0  37 io•
TAIL LENGT' 	 26.C.; it.
TAIL WIDTH 	 - 47.6 lil.
TAIL Aa7GHT  	 95.0 ibu.

4000 LB. L.C.
AN-!.: 56

TA.RGETS:

General Osoubardteht, khrticularly effective
factories, 	 etc.	 oeint: desi,oned for :,:a•cituh olast

against residential areas,
effect.

lOtING:

Nose: 	 103, IO 103 	 Set for instantaneous attics always)
Tail: 	 AN-N! 102A2, AN-it 102-1 	 (Non-dela , action).

EODY CONSTRUCTICN:

The body 	 is oace of several 	 cast bieces weide 	 tL..,_;etner.. 	 The 	 site 4a11s
Tate a tinimut thicaness of .3 ihch ant a tamituh thic:uless of .5 inca. 	 Closed
at the 	 case 	 by a fenale ca .,D. 	 It has a rcuodec hLse and 	 .,h..rallei 	 side wails.

SUSILII..;N:

	

Sus .,.ehsi,o is 	 oy teahs of two lugs 	 welded to 	 toe case 15 ihches on eitncr
side of 	 toe 	 tooter 	 of 	 :::::avity.

TAIL OONSIRECTIN:

:no horoal 	 Cox t.ii:e tail is tocified oh this 	 bohb 	 by eight additTsnal
0 , - ht rods 	 to :.i',e increased stability for 	 tnis 	 larjo 	 ootb.

The stunta -- fLIiny for tnis 	 oetb at Lresent is cost T.N.T. 	 A full
'e 	 t:TIll aua 	 ry 	 cocsLer is edn.loyed to insure cor4dete detcoatioh.

WEIGHT: 	 T.N.E. 	 Anatol

,Teicont 	 of lilting 	 33b2.0 lbs. 	 :5245	 lbs.
•

Total WeiL.nt 	 4205.0 lbs. 	 4•85 li.s.

Cnarg. e/Wt. 	 Eatic 	 S0.0:7; 	 79,05
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RESTRICTED

Data: 	 500 lb. 	 1000 lb.
ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

500 a 1000 LB •

AN-M 58A2 (500 lb.)
AN-M 59A1 (1000 lb.)

OVERALL LENGTH. 	 . 	 . 57.8 Lt. 	 69.3 in.
LENGTH OF BODY. 	 • 	 . 46.8 in. 	 57.3 in.
BODY DIAMESTR . 	 . 	 . 11.8 in. 	 15.1 in.
KAU. THICKNESS. . 	 . 	 0.75 in. 	 1.0 in.
TAIL LENGTH . 	 . 	 . 	 . 15.05 in. 	 lb.8 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 16.18 in. 	 20.7 in.
TAIL WEIGHT . . 	 . 	 . 11.4 lbs.	 17.0 lbs.

TARGETS:

Moderately armored surface vessels, reinforced concrete or steel construction.

FUZING:

Ordinarily tail fuzes only are employed in the S.A.I. 	 honbs, but in an
emergency an instantaneous nose fuze, the AN-M 103, can.be used if fragmentation
effect is desired. 	 Wheu this is used, a non-delay primer detonator should be used
in the tail fuze. 	 Otherwise, in regular missions a short delay primer detonator
is used in the tail fuze and no nose fuze is used.

Regular Use - Tail fuzing only

	

500 lb.: 	 AN-M 101A2, AM-M 101A1 (with short delay primer detonator)

	

1000 lb.: 	 AN-M 102A2, AN-M 102A1 (with short delay primer detonator)
Special Use - Fragmentation effect

	

500 lb.: 	 Nose, AN-M 103 (instantaneous setting)
Tail, AN-M 101A2, AN-M 101A1 (non-delay primer detonator)

	

1000 lb.: 	 Nose, AN-M 103 (instantaneous setting)
Tall, AN-M 102A2, AN-M 102A1 (Non-delay primer detonator)

	

Special Uses- 	 Minimum Altitude Bombing 	 Long Delay

	

500 lb.: 	 UT 113A1 or M 116 	 M 124 or M 133

	

1000 lb.: 	 M 114A1 or M 117 	 M 125 or M 134

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

S.A.i. bombs are of single piece constructi-n, either cast or spun, slightly
streamlined in shape with semi-pointed noses. 	 The thraded nose opening receives
a fuze seat liner and a steel nose plug, which can be renuved in order that an
instantaneous nose fuze may be inserted when fragmentatiun effect is desired.

SUS1-ENSION:

Suspension lugs are welded to tne case in a
bombs—see INTRODUCTIoN, page 381 - 	 Trunnions on

manner similar to the G.P.
band (ftive-boubin) nay be usea.

TAIL CONSTRUOTIoN:

Box type tail is employed as on the G.P.	 bombs, see INTRODUCTION, page38 	 .

AN■M 58A1 MODIFICATION:
To increase the penetration of the 500 lb. AN-N 58, 9.5 pounds of Amatol were

removed and replaced by 31.5 lbs. of steel. 	 These bombs are designated 500 lb.
AN-M 58A1.
AN-N 58A2 and AN-M 59A1 MODIFICATION:

To enable these bombs to be used with anti-withdrawal fuzes, the base plate
looking pins, and N 102A1 adapter booster are employed to prevent removal of base
plate and adapter booster.

FILLING:

Gast T.N.T. is currently oeing used, witn a wax 	 pad employed in the noso
to cusnion the explosive in order to prevent premature detonation on impact with
an armored target. One M 104 auxiliary booster is used, positioned just forward
of the M 102 adapter booster. Filler was formerly Anatol With T.N.T. surrounds.

COLOR 4 MARKINGS'
Olive drab overall with one inch yellow band around nose and base and 1/4 inch

yellow band around center of gravity. 	 Bombs having wax in the nose can be identified
/ the marking "with pad".

WEIGHTS: 	 (With T.N.T.) 	 AN-( 58 	 AN-M 55A1 	 AN-M 59
Filling weight 	 160 lbs. 	 162 lbs. 	 320 los.
Total Ueight 	 472 lbs. 	 494 lbs. 	 995 lbs.
Chg/Wt. Ratio 	 33.9% 	 31.0% 	 32.0%

- 53 -
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RESTRICTED

Data: 	 1,000# AN-Mk 33 	 1,600# AN-Mk 1
ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

1000 LB-, 1600 LB.
ARMOR PIERCING

AN-klc 33 (1000 lb.)
AN-Mk 1 	 (1600 lbs.)

OVERALL LENGTH.— 73.0 in. 	 83.5 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	 58.0 in. 	 69.5 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	  12.0 in. 	 14.0 ia.
WALL THICN1SSS 	 1.3 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	  17.0 in. 	 20.5 ia.
TAIL WIDTH 	  16.0 in. 	 20.6 in.

TARGETS:

Heavily armored ships such as battleships and
land targets.

Tail: 	 AN-Mk 228 	 (.09 sec. delay)

cruisers, and heavily fortified

•
BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Single piece, forged and nachined, with pointed noses, parallel sides and
slight boat tailing. 	 The base plate is of the male type.

SUSPENSION:

Suspenslon in the IS: 1 1500 lb. design was by means of lugs welded to bands, the
bands being rosit 4 cned by grooves aa the external bomb surface. The newer designs,

AN-Tz 1
 & Hk 33 are suspended by fittings which screw into holes drilled in the bomb

case and secured by bolts.

TA21 CONSTRUCTION:

The normal Box type tail assembly is used on those snobs. 	 (INTRODUCTION, p.38)

FILLING:

The main filling of these bombs is pressed 	 Explosive "0" or cast T.N.T.
The tail fuze pocket requires the use of the Ifk 1 granular T.N.T. auxiliary booster.

COLOR & MARKINGS:

Olive drab overall with one inch yellow bands around nose and base and 1/4 in.
yellowband around center of gravity.

WEIGHTS:
1000# - AB-8 33 	 1600# AN-Ez 1

Weight of filling (EXpl.D) 	 140 lbs. 	 215 lbs.

Total Weight 	 1025 lbs. 	 1590 lbs.

Cag/ Wt. Ratio 	 14.0% 	 14.0%

590103 0- 44 - 5



RESTRICTED

AIRCRAFT DEPTH BOMB MK.17 MOD.i, AN-MK. 17 MOD. 2 & AN-MK. 44
AN MARE 44. TOSSER LOADED, WEIGHS mo LBS

mARX 17 MOD 02 AN•mARK 17 MOD, t, TNT LOADED, WEIGHS lif LIT.

FORK REST

TR 1,11.101.

.RUNNION BAND (REmOvASLE)

HYDROSTATIC SUET AN MN 1,4 CANNOT Pi
INSTALLED WHEN TR, ,,41ON SAND ■S U5ED

LUG, SINGLE SUSPENSION
(AMERICAN OR

FIN ASSEM9L

FORK REST

HYDROSTATIC SEIZE. AN.mKsm

TRUNNION

TRUNNION SAND (REmOvAELE)

LUG SINGLE SUSPENSION
(AMERICAN OR BRITISH TYPE)

SAFETY
(FAHNESTOCK,CLI

AIRCRAFT DEPTH BOMB AN-MARK 41 AND AN-MARK 47
AN MARK II, TNT LOADED, WEIGHS APPROXIMATELY 3I3 LIS. 	 AN.mARK 47, TOSSES LOADED, WEIGHS APPROXIMATELY SIX LBS
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AN-Mk 17-2 	 AN-Ba 41
Data: 	 AN-Y4 44 	 AN-Mb 47 ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

325 LB. DEPTH
AN-Mk 17-2 (T.N.T.)
AN-Mk 44 	 (Torpex)
AN-Mk 41 	 (T.N.T.)
&N-Mk 47 	 (Torpem)

(Service)

OVERALL LENGTH 	 52.5 in. 	 49.9 in.
LENGTH OF BODY — 	 31.1 in. 	 27.8 in. 	 .
BODY DIAMETER 	 15.0 in. 	 15.0 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	  0.06 in. 	 0.06 in.
TALL LENGTH 	 20.2 in. 	 24.6 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 20.6 in. 	 15.4 in.

(Note: 	 AN-Mb 17-2 & AN-Mk 44 have round nose,
can use flat nose attachment; AN-N4 41, n1N-Mm 47
are flat nosed; Mks.44, 47 weigh 3505, 	 use TPX.)

TARGETS:

Submarines or light surface vessels, or as Light Case bomb for general bombard-
ment when dropped on land.

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AN-MX 219, Will not arm if dropped from below 2500 ft. when used on bomb
with flat nose attachment or flat nose. 	 Requires auxiliary booster
and vk219 adapter ring. 	 Gives instantaneous action.

Mk 221,delay of .01 seconds; will not arm on flat nose if dropped from
below 2500 ft.

AN-N 103 (instantaneous only); special vanes for flat nose bombs
Athwartships: 	 AN-Mk 224 & AN-Mk 234 (hydrostatic fuzes, capable of functioning

at 25, 50, 75, 100, or 125 ft. depending on setting).

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

AN-Mk 17-2 & AN-Mb 44: 	 These depth comes are made with round noses welded to
a Cylindrical steel tube. 	 There is a strengthening also around the nose anc a
steel strip along the suspension lugs to reinforce the body. 	 The transverse fuze
pocket is 11.9 inches aft of the nose. 	 To prevent ricochet and improve underwater
trajectory a flat. nose attachment is made for these bmbs, the attachments being in
the shape of a bucket which fits down over the nose and is filled with plaster of
paris, increasing the weight or the bomb by 44 lbs. 	 nb case extremely thin.

AN-38c 41 & AN-Mb 47: 	 These tomes constructed with a flat nose, there being a
slight taper from the walls to the nose. The ocdy is in three pieces, tne sloes
being tubular with a transverse fuze pocket tube welded in place 15 inches aft of
the nose.

SUSPENSION:

Suspension of these combs is cy the usual dual or single lugs, 	 the lugs oeiag
welded to the bomb. 	 The single lug is actually somewhat different than is usually
found., being in the form of a bracket ratner than a lug. 	 These bombs can se
suspended from dive bombers by trunnions on suspension Elands.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Instead of employing the box type tail these ooslcs use a drur, toil. 	 Looking
at it from tte after end, it is circular and has four fins extending at right angles
to each otner. 	 The fins are spot welded to e cone wnich fits over the after end cf
the bomb. 	 The fins are also spot welded to the drum shroud. 	 The tail is bolted onto
bgile of bomb,
FILLING AND WEIGHTS:

AN-Mb 17-2 	 AN-Mk 44 	 A.N-Mk 41 	 AN-W4 47

Filling 	 T.N.T. 	 Torpex 	 T.N.T. 	 Torpex

Filling ,eight 	 224 	 249i 	 227# 	 2525

Total Weigtt 	 325Y 	 354 	 330# 	 355#
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Data
U. S. NAVY BURS

325 LB. DEPTH

Mk 53 (TNT)
Mk 54 CT orpex)

(Service)

OVERALL LENGTH (including fuze) . . 54.6 in.
BODY DIAME'ER 	 13.5 in.
WALL TRICKMESS 	 06 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 24  5 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 13  9 in.
TYPES OF FILLER 	  Mk 53-T./I:T.

Wz 54-Torpox
LOADING FACTOR   70% (approx.)

TARGET:

Submarines or light surface vessels, or as light
general bombardment when dropped on lend.

case demolition bombs fcr

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AN-U 103 (must have modified arming vanes for use with flat nose bomb).
AN-MR 219 (with an adapter ring may be used in the nose if the AN-M 103

with the modified vanes is not available. The AN-rx 219 re-
quires 2,500 feet of air travel to arm).

Tail: 	 AN-bfk 230 Hydrostatic tail fuze.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Cylindrical welded sheet steel body with a flat nose. 	 A base closing plate in
secured to the rear of the bomb by four bolts.

SUSPENSION:

These bombs are suspended horizontally by two lugs 7" on each side of the center
of gravity, or by a single lug at the center of gravity and 1800 removed from the
other lugs. 	 There is no external band, the bombs being strengthened internally by
a band which is fitted into the bombs at the center of gravity. 	 Trunnions for dive
bombing may be threaded to the case and internal strengthe^lrg band.

COLOR & MAREINGS:

Olive drab overall. 	 MR 53 - 325 lb. depth bomb, Mk 54 - 350 lb. depth bomb
stencilled on the respective bomb bodies.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Welded to the tail cone are four vanes which are strengthened by interior box-
type struts, and an exterior wide ring strut. The tail cone is secured to the base
closing plate by four bolts.

RDIARES:

These two bombs (the same except for filling) have been designed to replace
depth bombs using athwartship fuzes, since difficulties have been encountered at times
in the past with the AN-Mk 224 and AN-Mk 234. 	 The Mk. 53 and Mk. 54 will use the
AN-MR 230 and a nose fuze, having no athwartship pocket.
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Data:
U. S. AFMY BOMB

4 LB. FRAG
(BUTTERFLY)

M 83
(Service)

OVERALL LENGTH 	  3.0 in.
BODY DIABOTER 	   3.0 in.
WALL 7EICKKESS 	  0.25 in.
FILLER 	  T.N.T.
WT. OF FILLER  	 0.47 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	 3.2 lbs.
COLOR 	  Olive Drab

TARGETS:

Residential areas, airfields, roads and troop
etc. This bomb is am adaptation of the Germar.
for minor details is an exact replica or that bomb.

movements, industrial districts,
SD-2 "Butterfly" bomb and except

FUZING:

Three different 	 fuzes will be available

	

the German fuzes. 	 At present they have experimental
both the "T" and the future "k" designations:

	

Experimental 	 U.S. 	 German

.

which have also been adapted from
"T" desigsatioas. 	 Below are

2/22

Air or Ground Burst
Time (Maximum: 30 min.)
Anti -Disturbance

Length of Fuze (incl. Booster),
inches; Diameter of fuze, 1 3/4 in.;
47 is the only fuze which can be

on top of the fuze.
head thread end are tightened

holes in the top of each
fit. 	 Assembly of the

this work will not be required

T 47 	 M 129 	 Con' of (41)
T 48 	 M 130 	 " 	 " 	 t67)
T 49 	 M 131 	 '	 "	 (70)3

All three fuzes have identical measurements:
2 inches; Length of Fuze (lose booster), 1 1/8
Length of Arming Spindle, 6 1/2 inches. The T
Identified, having a settiag switch "AIR - GROUND"

The fuzes screw into the bombs with a left
with a spanner wrench which fits into the two spanner
fuze. Luting on the threads insures a tight, moistureproof
fuzes in the bombs is done at the factory so that
of service . personnel.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

The bomb body is cylindrical in shape, cast in two halves and welded together.
The fuze cavity, 1 3/4 inches in diameter, is threaded with a left hand thread 	 .
to prevent unscrewing of the fuze while the bomb is in flight and is situated
athwartships in the body.

ARkaNG VANE ASSEMBLY'

The vane assembly coasists of four pieces hinged together: two semi-cylindrical
surfaces (wings) and two 	 discs (propeller blades) inclined at a slight angle.
While the bomb is still in the cluster the vane assembly is folded around the
bomb to form a 	 cylindrical casing which can be closed against the pressure of 	 the
vane springs by means of a safety clip, the ertilag spindle projecting through the
comb casing.

When the bombs are packed in the cluster adapter the safety clips are
removed, but the bombs remain in their closed status due to their proximity , to
eat: other. 	 When the cluster adapter bursts open, the individual bombs scatter
and the vane assembly on each, under the influence of its coil springs, spreads
open, air resistance causing it to raise up the arming spindle. 	 The square head
on the spindle engages a square tole in the hinge of the vane assembly. 	 The two
"wings" reduce the ve-ocity of descent of the bomb, and the two "propellers",
oeing set at angles to each other cause the vane assembly to turn in a counter-
clockwise direction, thereby screwing the arming spindle out of the fuze body,
permitting the fuze to arm. 	 The arming spindle is not withdrawn completely from 	 the
fuze, being retained in the fuze by a collar on the spindle.

CONTAINERS (CLUSTER ADAPTERS):

There are two sizes of cluster adapters (containers) for these bombs, the
100 lb. M 15 (T 10) which coataina 24 bombs and is then labeled the M 28 cluster,
and the 500 le. M 16 (T 11) holding 90 bombs and when loaded called the M 29 cluster.
Both clusters 	 use 	 the 	 1(111A2 aerial burst fuze. 	 Clusters should be released
from an altitude of 3000 to 5000 feet with the fuze set to function 5 to 8 sec.
respectively after release. 	 With such settings the M 83's will scatter to form
a pattern of approximately 200 x 300 feet.
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BUTTERFLY BOMB CLUSTER ADAPTERS
(SEE PREVIOUS PAGE)

MODIFIED T 7 (MI5) CLUSTER ADAPTER

T8 (MI6) CLUSTER ADAPTER LOADED WITI-1 NINE WAFERS
T 11 (M85) FRAGMENTATION BOMBS
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Data
ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

20 LB. FR AG.

23 LB. PARA - FRAG.
	AN -M 41 	 20 lb.)

	

111-M 40 	 23 lb.) and Al Mods, See

	

M 72 	 23 lb.)	 Remarks

	

20 lb. 	 23 lb.

	

AN-M 41 	 AN-N 40 & M 72

OVERALL LENGTH 	 19.5 in. 	 26.7 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 11.3 in. 	 11.3 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 3.6 in. 	 3.6 in.
WALL THICENESS 	 0.56 in. 	 0.56 in
TAIL LENGTH 	 9.25 in. 	 13.9.in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 5.1 in. 	 4.35 in.
TAIL WEIGHT 	 1.6 lbs. 	 5.3 lbs.

TARGET:

Personnel, motor convoys, airplanes on the ground,
used against ground targets by airplanes flying at

etc. 	 Fcr AN-N 40 & M 72:
low altitudes.

FUZING:
•

AN-M41: 	 AN-M 110 Al; M 110.
AN-1140
& M 72: 	 AN-M 120; AN-N 104.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

These bombs are constructed of the following: 	 (1) Cast Steel nose and tail
pieces; 	 (2) A seamless steel inner tube; 	 (3) helically-orapped drawn steel wire
wrapping around inner tube. 	 The tube is threaded to hold the nose and tail sections.

SUSPENSION:

For individual suspension of these bombs, a U shaped eyebolt of steel is welded
to bomb at center of gravity.

The AN{ 40 bombs, however, are always clustered, 3 	 of them with the AN-M 3
cluster adapter forming the AN-N 4 cluster.

The AN-N 41 has an eyebolt welded to rear of tail for vertical suspension. 	 May
be dropped in a cluster of 6 bombs in the AN-N 1A2 or M 1 cluster adapter, forming
the AN-14 1A1 or M 1 cluster. 	 The cluster adapter is made of sheet metal and does
not use eyebolts of bombs for suspension.

The M 72, slightly modified version of the AN-N 40, is adapted for individual
vertical suspension and can be carried in vertical cellular racks by several types of
arriy planes.

COLOR AND MARHINGS:

Clive drab with a 1 inch yellow band around the nose and extreme rear of the
bomb and a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

AN-N 41: 	 Four rectangular sheet steel vanes welded to a length of 1 inch cast
iron pipe which screws into base filling plug.

AN-N 40 and M 72 are fitted with cylindrical sheet steel parachute housings
which have end caps at the rear and contain a white silk parachute.

WEIGHTS:
20 lb. AN-N 41 	 23 lb. AN-N 40 & M 72

T.N.T. 	 T.N.T.

Weight of Filling 	 2.7 lbs. 	 2.7 lbs.

Total Weight 	 20.3 lbs. 	 24.5 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 13 % 	 11.0;

alaARKS: (1) The AN-N 40 and M 72 are low-level fragmentation bomos and should
be dropped from a maximum altitude of 400 ft.

(2) The AN-M 41 is a high-level fragmentation bomb and should De drop-
ped from a minimum c 	 800 ft.

(3) The Al modification consists of a shoulder around the nose of the
bomb to facilitate clustering with unSuzed bombs. Heretofore the spacers of
the cluster adapters have fitted against the fuze; hence, without the shoulder
the bombs could not be clustered unfuzed. 	 Fuzes are now being shipped in
individual waterproof containers.
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Data_—
U.S. ARMY BOMB

90 LB. FRAG

M 82

OVERALL LENGTH 	  28 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 19  8 in.
BODY DIAMETER  	 5 in.-
WALL THICKNESS 	 94 in.

TARGET:

Parked aircraft, vehicles, and personnel.

FUZING:

AN-M103 nose fuze only (instantaneous setting).

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Nose and tall pieces of cast steel screw on to a central section of seanless
steel tubing. 	 A square helical steel spring is wound around the steel tubing.
nose sad tail pieces are partially cut through to afford greater fragmentation.

The

SUSPENSION:

Suspended in a cluster of 6 bombs. 	 No suspension lugs used.

COLOR AND MAREaNGS:

Olive drab overall. 	 One inch yellow band around the nose and extreme rear
of the bomb, and a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Tail with nonzal U.S. box construction. 	 Secured to bomb by locking ring.

NalGETS:

Comz.B.

Weight of filling 	 11.4 lbs.

Total weight 	 90.0 lbs.

'Charge/Weight Ratio 	 14.0 55,
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AN-M-81, 260 LB, FRAGMENTATioN BOMB
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Data
ARMY-NAVY BOMB

260 LB. FRAG.

. AN-M 81

OVERALL LENGTH 	 43  6 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 32  8 in.
BODY DIAMETER  	 8 in. 	 •
WALL THICKNESS 	 1  25 in.

TARGET:

Parked aircraft, vehicles, and personnel.

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AS-H 103 (Instantaneous setting).
Tail: 	 AN-M 100A2 or AN-M 100A1. (A non-delay M 14 primer detonator must be

used).

BODY CONSTRUCTION:
Nose and tail pieces of cast steel screw onto a central section of seamless steel

tubing. 	 A square helical steel spring is zound around the steel tubing. 	 The nose
and tail pieces are partially cut through to afford greater fragmentation.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal; two eyeoolts being welded to body along longitudinal amie of the
bomb, 14" apart. A third eyebolt is welded to the body at center of gravity and
1900 removed from the other eyebolts.

COLOR AND MARKINGS:

Olive drab overall. 	 One inch yellow band around the nose and extreme rear of
the bomb, and a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Sheet steel tail, normal U.S. box construction. 	 Secured to bomb by locking
ring.

WEIGHTS:

Cors.o...3.

Weight of filling 	 7>4.1 lbs.

Total weight 	 250.0 lbs.

Charge/Weight Ratio 	 14.05
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INCENDIARY & CHEMICAL
BOMBS

PYROTECHNICS



RESTRICTED

CHEMICAL, INCEND/APIES AND PYROTECH:CICS 

These items are grouped together inasmuch as they are designed by the Chemical
Warfare Service,

Chemical: 

In general the chemical bombs are of two types, classified according to case
construction. The light case bombs nave the advantage of higher charge weight ratio,
wnereas the heavy case bombs have better stowage and handling characteristics. Both
types have full length ourster charges to split the bomb case and disperse the fill-
ing over the area to be contaminated. Fuzing must always be ihstantanecus or serial
burst to maintain maxima= dispersion of contents. Va:icus filainas can be employed
for different effects.

Incendiaries: 

Incendiaries in use at the present time are classified by their construct , on
and use into two types. The intensive type burns as a unit, ccnfining its intense
heat to a relatively small area. The bombs are small in size and are always dropped
in clusters to give area coverage. They are normally employed against targets naving
a hieh percentage of roof coverage, sucn as industrial establishments and crawAea
residential areas. Since the bombs have heavy nose plugs and substantial case
strength, some penetration can be expected, and the high burning temperature of its
filling will oe eflective in industrial areas

The scatter type is usually a larger bomb which disperses small chunks of its
burning material over a large area to ignite many small fires. It is normally em-
ployed against readily inflammable targets such as frame construction, material
storage and grain fields. These bomos explode on impact to throw burning fragments
of gasoline gel or other sticky emulsions against its target.

Pyrotsahnics: 

Military pyrotechnics are used for illumination, signalling, or screening pur-
poses, and are used by all forces on land, at sea, and in the air. The field of
pyrotechnics is a broad one, but the major items of aircraft pyrotechnics have been
ancluded in this book.

For illumination, aircraft parachute flares are the principle items, with float
lights being used to a lesser extent. The parachute flares are employed for emer-
gency night landings on unilluminsted fields for night aerial reconnaissance and
for night bombardment. Float lights have been employed primarily for marking points
of depth bomb attacks on submarines, out can be used as a navigational "fix" and to
locate the water surface for night seaplane landings.

Signalling devices are of many and varied types, ranging from Very cartridges
to parachute suspended flares. By adding different colors to the signals, several
prearranged messages can be sent from aircraft to other planes, to ships or to
ground forces.

Screening or muoke producing items are useful in masking ground positions from
enemy forces, and for daytime signalling.

Color & Markings:

Chemical bombs have different markings than other types of ordnance. The bomb
body is painted light grey, and colored bands indicate the nature of the filling.
The bands are located between the dual suspension lugs and forward of the center of
gravity. One band indicates a non-persistent filler. Two bands indicate a persis-
tent filler. Green indicates casualty agents; red, harassing agents; yellow, smoke
or screening agents; purple, incendiaries.

Incendiary bombs may follow the scheme of chemical bombs, with light grey body
color and a purple band, or more recently, an olive drab body color with a purple
band has been standardized.

Pyrotechnic devices are usually light grey or unpainted metal, with various
colored oands and embossed markings to make identification easy either by day or
night. In addition to color coding, each item is labeled completely, giving name,
purpose and type of device, and in most items, instructions for use of the parti-
cular device. If the piece is too small to permit complete labeling, the shipping
container will be marked appropriately.

CAUTION: All of these items represent a different type of hazard than high explo-
sive filled bombs. They are particularly susceptible to fire and proper
precautions should be observed. In nandling several of the pyrotechnics
and incendiaries, remember to avoid friction as would be caused by roll-
ing or dragging the missile.
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CHE'LICAL, INCENDIARIES AND PYROTECHNICS, (contid) - Page 2.

Suspension: 

Heavy case chemical bombs are suspended in the same manner as G.P. bombs; that
is, by dual jugs or by a single lug welded to the bomb case. The light case chemi-
cal bamos are suspended by lugs welded to bands which fit around the bomb body. In-
cendiary bombs of the large scatter type have the same suspension as the chemical
bombs. The smaller incendiary bombs are always clustered, and for maximum packing
efficiency are hexagonal in shape. The clusters employed on incendiaries are of
two types, the quick opening variety and the aimable type with cluster opening con-
trolled by an aerial burst fuse. The quick opening clusters come in two sizes - 100
lb. and 500 lb. The cluster adapters for 4 lb. intensive incendiaries will carry
34 bombs in the 100 lb. size or 128 bombs in the 500 lb. size. The adapters for
6 lb. scatter incendiaries carry 14 Comps or 60 bombs. The cluster adapters con-
sist of steel tubes sup;orted by plates with the bombs asseoled around the tubes.
The bombs are held in place by spring steel bands secured by an anaing wire running
through a buckle at the ends of the band- Removal of the arming wire assembly as
the cluster drops releases the buckles and the bands open to release the bombs
Immediately.

The atmable clusters are relatively new. They fit a 500 lb. bomb station and
are designed for precision bombing fro= high altitudes. To give the cluster the
desired ballistic properties, a standard box type tail assembly is attached by a
single bolt to the aft plate of the cluster adapter. A strip of primacord (PETN)
running full length along the side of the cluster serves to break the spring steel
bands and allow the bombs to scatter when the aerial burst nose fuse functions.
The M 17A1 500-lb. aimable cluster is filled with 110 AN-M 50A2 and AN-Y 50XA3 4-1b.
incendiary bombs. The E652 500-lb. simable cluster contains 38 M 74 (E5) 6-1b.
incendiary bombs.
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Data

ARMY-NAVY BOMB

2 LB. INCEND.

AN -M 52

OVERALL LENGTH 	 14  22 in.
WIDTH ACROSS FLATS 	 1  89 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 • 	 9  13 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 5  79 in.
MATEMIAL 	  Magnesium alloy
FILLING   Tharmate
WEIGHT OF FILLING   0.4 lb.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	  2 lbs.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

lbs, with bore one inch shorter
are three vent holes below the

Hexagonal cast magnesium alloy body weighing 1.13
than the body length, thus making a solid nose. There
primer cap assembly to assist in initial burning.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal sheet metal tail, secured to body with three screws.

SUSPENSION:

Carried in clusters. 	 The 100 lb. it 10 cluster consists of 51 bombs secured by
the M 5 cluster adapter, and the 500 lb. M 11 cluster consists of 192 bombs and the
M 8 cluster adapter.

ACTION:

Spring loaded safety plunger is depressed by adjacent bomb; upon release from
cluster it jumps out, leaving a thin brass cross holding striker. 	 On Impact, striker
breaks free from cross, igniting primer, first fire charge and thermate. 	 The ther -
mate burns, igniting the magnesium alloy case. 	 Total burning time is 8 minutes.

MURES:

For COLOR & MARKINGS, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 72

NOTE: 	 Thermate is a composition of 80% Thermite and 20% First fire charge:

Thermite 	 First Fire Charge

Iron Oxide 76% 	 Sodium Nitrate 50%
Aluminum Powder 24% 	 Aluminum Powder 4 ,,% 	 75%

Sulphur 	 4
Boiled Linseed Oil 1%
Black Powder 	 25%
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Data 	 AN-M 5011

ARM-Y-NAVY BOMBS

4 LB. INCEND.

AN-M 50A1
(and modifications)

OVERALL LENGTH 	 21  3 in.
WIDTH ACROSS FLATS 	 1  69 in.
BODY LZ,IGTH 	 14  0 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 8  7 in.
MATERIAL   Magnesium alloy
FILLING   Thermate
WE/GET OF FILLING   0.63 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	  3.6 lbs.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal body of magnesium alloy, weighing 1.25
There are three vent holes below the primer cap assembly

,
lbs., with an iron nose plug.

to assist in initial burning.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal sheet metal secured to body with three screws.

SUSPENSION

5 cluster adapter) holding 34
 	 128 bombs.

Carried in clusters, either All-M 6, 100 lb. (X
bombs, or the M 7, 500 lb. (M 6 cluster adapter) hole 4 =g

ACTION:

Spring loaded safety plunger is depressed by adjacent bomb; tpon release from
cluster it jumps out leaving a thin brass cross bolding striker, which breaks free On 	

1impact and ignites primer. 	 The theroate burns, igniting the magnesium alloy case.
Total burning time is 9.5 to 10.5 ani ,,,ttes.

REMARKS:
_

AN-It 50XA , contains 170 grains of black powder in a steel capsule at nose, re-
1.5 minutes, black powder

and first fire charge.
a steel nose cap which houses three
delay fuze is ignited and seta off
fragments of steel and burning

assembly around primer cap and

a secret toxic agent,
incendiary. These bombs are
of 95% AN-1( 50TA2 and 5% AN-
a purple band painted around them.

and Type B. 	 Type A indicates
minutes; Type B indicates

seventy seconds.

placing portion of thermate. 	 The bomb burns approximately
explodes, scattering burning magnesium over wide radius.

AN-M502 is waterproofed around the primer cap
AN-MbOXA2 has an explosive head consisting of

tetryriiiianri, a detonator and a delay fuze. The
the detonator, exploding tetryl pellets, projecting
magnesium.

AN-M5OXA3 is identical to AN-X50XA2 except the
first fire charge is waterproofed.

AI-M5OTA2 is identical to AN-X50&2 except it contains
which does not effect the burning properties of the
carried in the M 14 cluster, which will be composed

.M5OXA3 bombs. These clusters will have a green and

AN-M 50XA2 	 and AN-X 50XA3 each have a Type A
that the delay from impact to explosion is two to four
that the delay from impact to explosion is sixty to

For COLOR & MARKINGS, see

INTRODUCTION, page 	 72.
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RESTRICTED

Data 	 AN-EL 54

ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

4 LB. INCEND.

AN-M 54
(and modifications)

OVERALL LENGTH  	 21.35 in.
WIDTH. ACROSS FLATS  	 1.69 in.
BODY LENGTH  	 15.6 in.
TAIL LENGTH  	 10.0 in.

TERIAL  	 Steel.
FILLING  	 Thermate
WEIGHT FILLING  	 1.6 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT  	 4.0 lbs.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Steel cylinder having a hexagonal nose plug.
.lug assembly. There are three vent holes below the
initial burning.

The fuze is installed in the tail
primer cap assembly to assist in

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal hollow sheet metal tail.

SUSPENSION:

Carried in clusters, either the AN-M 8 100 lb. cluster (M 5 cluster adapter) 	 .
carryg 54 bombs, or the M 9 500 lb. cluster (II 6 cluster adapter) carrying 128
bombs.

ACTION:

Spring loaded safety plunger is depressed by adjacent bomb; upon release from
cluster it jumps out leaving the firing pin riding on a creep spring. 	 On impact the
firing pin overcomes its creep spring and strikes primer, igniting the thermate which
melts the steel body and releases molten iron.

REMARKS:

AN-M 54X is the same as AN-K 54 except that next
small—Fi-iThE of the thermate charge is replaced by
grains of black powder which explodes and scatters
burned about one minute.

AN-M 541/a is the same as AN-M 54 except inside

to the hexagonal nose plug a
a steel capsule containing 170
the molten iron after bomb has

.

the hexagonal nose plug there is
charge with a delay fuze and a

thermate and fuze opening of ex-
fuze is ignited, exploding the

for naval service, and should not
not available.

22

a steel cylinder containing a tetryl high explosive
detonator. 	 A thin spacer of magnesium is between
plosive cylinder. 	 After one minute of burning the
tetryl. 	 These bombs are no longer being procured
be used except when AN-It 50A2 or AN-M 69 bombs are

FOR COLOR & MARKINGS, see

INTRODUCTION, Page
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RESTRICTED

Data

AR,IY-iiAvy SORB

6 LB. INCEND

AN-M 69

OVERALL LENGTH 	 19  5 in.
WIDTH ACROSS FLATS 	 2  87 in.
MATERIAL . . . . . 	  Steel.
-ILLIVG   Oil.
FILLING WEIGHT 	 2  8 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	 6  0 lbs.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal case, nose cup, fuze and powder charges
by impact diaphragm and plug.

sealed off from rest of case

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Tail assembly consists of a tail cup, tail retainer and disc. 	 Four gauze stream-
ers, each 54' long are attached to tail retainer by tail disc to stabilize bomb and
reduce terminal velocity.

SUSPENSION:

	

Carried in clusters, either the AN-M 12 100 lb. clusterlwith X 4 cluster adapter) 	 -
carrying 14 bombs 	 or the Ali-X 13 500 lb. cluster(with X 7 cluster adapted which car-
ries 60 bombs. 	 Latest cluster arrangement is in the X 17A1 or E62 500 lb. aimable
cluaters. 	 Those Clusters are streamlined, consisting of two semi-cylindrical metal
pieces held together by straps. The M 17A1 U803 the X 127 aerial burst fuze, and the
E6R2 uses the T 59E1, which is the same as the X 127 except the booster has 7 grams
tetryl instead of 18 to prevent injuring the bombs as it sets off the primacord which
severs the straps bolding the two pieces together.

ACTION:

Spring loaded safety plunger jumps out of M 1 fuze upon release from cluster,
arming fuze. 	 On impact the striker overcomes spring, detonates primer cap, which
ignites a lead-coated spitter fuze. 	 The spitter fuze burns from 3 - 5 seconds, al-
lowing penetration, and ignites black powder booster charge. 	 This ignites the ig-
niter-ejector charge consisting of 2 bags of black powder and oiled magnesium powder.
The combustion blows off tail cup, ignites incendiary filling and ejects it for a
maximum of 75 yards.

BREAM:

For COLOR & MARRING, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 72
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. RESTRICTED

Data

U•S• 	 RKY BOMBS

10 LB. MOEN()

10 LB. SMOKE
M 74: 	 Incendiary
if 77: 	 Smoke

OVERALL LENGTH 	 19  5 in.
lams ACROSS FLATS 	 2  9 in.
MATERIAL 	  Sheet steel.
FILLING:
* 74   Oil gel, white

phosphorus, or
mustard gas.

K 77   H.C. Smoke
FUZES:
X74   M 3 Nose
M 77   m 4 Tail

(similar acting)

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Same type construction as AN -If 69 6 lb. oil incendiary,
leak-proof casing with a nose cup housing the fuze
bombs filled with incendiary composition IN or NP,
located immediately behind the dome of nose cup, filled
aids ignition and produces smoke. In bombs with IK
cheesecloth sock; if white phosphorus is used, it
tubes inside the casing.

made out of sheet steel
fitting into front of casing. In
a small chemical container is

with white phosphorus, which
or NP, filling is enclosed in

is enclosed in impregnated paper

TALL CONSTRUCTION:
The K 74 has a telescope type tail which fits inside the tail cup And is ejected

under spring pressure when the bomb is released from the cluster. 	 A well inside the
tail cup bolds the tail sleeve when the assembly is compressed in the cup. 	 The M 77
does not have the jump out tail. 	 z

SUSPENSION:

Carried in AN-K 12 100 lb. or AN -K 13 500 lb. clusters 	 with M 4 cluster adopter
and 14 bombs in the former and M 7 cluster adapter and 60 bombs in the latter. 	 Lat-
est clusters are the K 17A1 and E652 500# streamlined aimable clusters 	 with the
X 127 aerial burst fuze in the M 17A1 and the T 39E2 (M 138) in the E6i2.

ACTION:

As bombs are releaaed from cluster, the arming pin is forced out by its spring,
permitting the safety pin of the fuze to enter the cavity in the striker. 	 Impact
forces the striker and sleeve together, igniting the K 29 percussion primer and
built-in delay charge of black powder and collodion 	 giving a 1 to 2 second delay
before igniting the booster of fuze powder and filling.

REMARKS:

Do not reinsert arming pin after it has been ejected, as it may cause the fuze
to function. 	 FOR COLOR & MARKINGS, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 72
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RESTRICTED

Data

U.S. ARMY BOMB

30 LB. CHEMICAL

I 46A2

OVERALL LENGmH 	 316 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	  29 	 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 5  13 in.
LENGTH OF FINS 	  11 	 La.
TAIL WIDTH 	 6  88 in.
MATERIAL 	  Sheet steel.
FILLING   Mustard (H) or

White Phosphorus
(NT)

FILLING WEIGHTS 	 19  8 llos.-(H)
28.1 lbs. -(WP)

TOTAL WEIGHTS 	 31  4 lbs. -(H)
39.7 lbs. -(WP)

FUZING:

AN -X 126A1 (Nose), which has replaced the M 108.

BJDY CONSTRUCTION:

Sheet Metal cylindrical type body with hemispherical nose threaded to receive
nose fuse. 	 A suitable closing block is fitted to the adapter to keep the fuze and
booster cavities free of foreign matter. 	 A male filling plug threads into the base
of the oomo.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:
:

Four sheet steel fins are welded to the bomb bass.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal or vertical suspension, with a single lug on a band at the center of
gravity for horizontal autpension and a lug welded to the tail assembly for vertical
SUSI) arta 1012.

COLOR AND EARNINGS:

Light grey overall with one or two colored banes indicating tne type of filling.

REARS:

This bomb replaced the 30 lb. M 1 streamlined chemical bomb. 	 The M 46A2 is a
modification of the earlier X 46.

590103 0- 44 - 7
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RESTRICTED

Data

U.S. NAVY BOMB

100 	 LB. 	 1NGEND.

lez 28

OVERALL LENGTH 	 45  4 in.
BODY LENGTH   33.7 in.
800I DIAMETER 	 8  0 in.
WALL THICKNESS  05 in.
TAIL LENGTH   11.75 in.
GAIL WIDTH   11.3 in.

TAhG=^:
'Thuildings of frame construction, etc. 	 This

tice bomb without a chemical filling.
bomb is frequently used as a prac-

7711 NO:

M 102 (Army 	 ze). 	 When used for practice bomb, it takes AN-N 126A1.

BODY CONSTFCTION:

Three niece sheet steel construction with hemispherical nose piece 	 and
conical tail cone welded to a tubular body.

SCSPENSION:

• 	 Two suspension lags on bands or siagle lug on band near center of.cTevity.

COLOR AND XAhKINGS:

Grey overall with bright red disc 4 inches in diameter in middle of body.

TAIL CONSTRUCTIGN:

Four sheet steel vanes welded to tail cone, which is welded to oody.

TYFE OF FILLING:

Gasoline, gascline-ael, masc'ine and waste, or rub b er. Water or sand for practice.

WEIGHTS:

Weitht of Fuel 	 42-45 lbs.
Total Weight 	 65-68 lbs.
Charge/Weight Fatio 	 65 5 (apprux.)

FETARKS:

(1) This bomb is like the AN-M 47A2 bomb, except that It Sc equipped with a
filler cap. 	 Both bombs are prone to leak and should be examined frequently. 	 Refer
to page _2 __ .

(2) There is also a 100 lb. Mk I w: -.:Ich is almost identical with the old Army
M-47, 	 ooth of wh:ch are obsolete.

- 69 -
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;RESTRICTED

Data

U.S. NAVY BOMB

100 	 LB. 	 CHEMICAL

Mk 42

OVERALL LENGTH 	 39  43 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 27  70 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 8  0 	 Lc.
THICKNESS OF WALL  	 0,175 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 9  468 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 11  0 	 in.
MATERIAL OF WALL 	  steel
MATERIAL OF TAIL 	  Sheet steel
TYPE OF FILLING   Mustard
WEIGHT OF FILLING   43 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 86  5 lbs.

FUZING:

AS-Mk 219.
,

TARGET:

Personnel and materiel.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Steel tube, swagged aft. An adapter screws into the nose and is threaded to re-
ceive the fuze. 	 A burster tube containing T.N.T. running the length of the bomb
body screws into the after end of the adapter. 	 The after end of the body is closed
by a male base plate 	 which is threaded for the tail assembly to be fitted. 	 The
bomb is filled through the nose.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension with two lugs 7" on either side of the center of gravity
or a single lug 1800 removed and at the center of gravity.

CONSTRUCTION OF TAIL:

Box type, four fin tail, secured by locking nut.

COLOR & MAREINGS:

Olive drab overall with two green bands 1/2 inch wide and 1/2 inch apart aft o:
the nose.
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RESTRICTED

Data 	 • 	 AN -M 47A2

ARLy -NAVY BOMBS

 100 LB. CHEMICAL

AN-.M 47A2
(and early mods)

IL 75

OVERALL LENGTH 	 48  9 in.
BOTM 	 8  1 in.DY DIAME
WALL THICKNESS 	 0  06 in.
WEIGHT OF CASE 	 26  5 lbs.
MATERIAL 	  Sheet steel
TAIL LENGTH 	 12  9 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 10  9 in.
FILLING   Mustard Gas, white

phosphorus or gas-
oline gel incen-
diary IN or NP

FUZING   AN -IA 126A1 or
M 126

USE

White phosphorus as smoke screen; incendiary filling against buildings of frame
construction and mustard to cont=inate enemy personnel.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Sheet steel tube with longitudinal seam weld; nose mad hemispherical and base
piste at rear end welded to the tube. 	 Several bursters may be used interchangeably
and run the length of the bomb. 	 The M 12 burster is a tube containing magnesium
powder and black powder. 	 M 15 burster is a double walled tube containing T.H.T.
in the inner tube and white phosphorus in the outer tube. 	 A special burster con-
sisting of M 13 burster with T.N.T. in inner tube and sodium in outer tube has been
developed for use in igniting oil slicks an water as well as against land targets.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four vanes welded to truncated cone with box-type interior struts.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension by two eyebolts formed by holes in each half of the two
suspension bands, the halves then being crimped together to form a complete band.
The bands are secured to bomb body by tightening the bolts on the underside of the
body. 	 One of the bands can be loosened and slipped to the center of gravity if
single suspension is desired.

R::?AARKS:

JO -M 47A2 Incendiary: 40 lbs. gelled gasoline, either IM or NP, with total

coating of acid-proof paint

white phosphorus, with M 7
powder and total weight 126.5 lbs.

with charge of 105 lbs. IT and total

equipped with M 4 T.N.T. burster.
with oil. Total weight, 94.5 los.

black paint instead of oil.
thickness of only 1/32 inches.
ore) filling for marking targets

ranges, using the M 108 fuze.

weight of 66 lbs.
M 47A1 Incendiary: 	 Like AN -M 47A2, with interior

instead of oil.
AN -M 47A2 Smoke: 	 Main filling is 100 lbs.

burster containing black
M 47A1 Smoke: 	 Like AN-N 47A2 Snoke,

weight 129.5 lbs.
AN -M 47A2 Gas: 	 68 lbs. of H (Mustard),

Inside of body is coated
Y 47A1 Gas: 	 Interior coated with acid-proof
11 47 Chemical: 	 Original design with wall
M 75 Target -Identification: 	 Hematite (red iron

on snow covered bombing
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RESTRICTED

Data

.a-NAVY BOMB

115 	 LB. 	 CHEMICAL

M 70

OVERALL LENGTH 	 48  7 in.
LENGTH OF BODY 	 36  95 in.
DIAMETER OF BODY	 8  1 in.
"NALL -THICKNESS 	 0  224 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 12  9 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 10  9 in.
FILLING   Mustard (H), White

Phosphorus (MP), TM
or NY incendiary mix-

, 	 ture.
FILLING WEIGHT 	  Mustard - 58.3 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT   115.9 lbs.
FUZING 	  Al-M 110111 (Nose)

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

The bomb is made from 001=11e3S steel tubing, with an ogival nose threaded to
receive the nose fuze. A burster well tube rums the length of the body, fitting
into a positioning cup at the rear.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four fins welded to a sleeve, which is secured by a locking nut threading into
the tail closing block. 	 The fins are supported by box-type struts.

SUSPENSION:

The bomb is carried horizontally by dual lugs 7 inches on eithar side of the
center of gravity, or 	 a single lug 180v removed at the center of gravity.

COLOR & MARKINGS:

Light grey overall with one or two colored bands indicating the type of filling.
Two green bands indicate - Mustard.

ACTION:

On impact the fuze functions instantaneously, setting off the burster charge
which explodes the bomb and scatters the main tilling.
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RESTRICTED

U.S. 500 LB., AN-M76
INCENDIARY BOMB
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RESTRICT ED

Data

ARMY-NAVY BOMB

 500 LB. INCEND.

AN-M 76

OVERALL LENGTH 	 59  2 in.
BODY LEGTH 	 45  3 in.N
BODY DIAMETER 	 14  2 In.
WALL THICKNESS 	 0  3 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 13  9 in.
TAIL WIDTH   14.8 in.
FILLING   Oil gel F71
,FILLING WEIGHT   180 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT   473 lbs.
MATERIAL 	  Steel
'COLOR & MARKINGS 	  Olive drab witn

purple band be-
tween suspension
lugs.

FUZING:

Nose: 	 AN-M 103 (Instantaneous setting)
Tail: 	 AS- M 10112 or AN-M 10111 (Non-delay

.

1(14 primer detonator)

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

One piece cast steel with base plate welded to body, and a burster tube 3.5
inches in diameter, 35.75 inches long running through center of bomb welded to nose
and base plate. 	 )A 115 adapter booster screws into base plate.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Cast steel sleeve with 4 sheet steel fins and internal box-type struts.

SUSPENSION: 	 .

Dual suspension lugs welded on body 7 inches on each side of center of gravity
and single lug,180° removed, and at center of gravity.

ACTION:

On impact, fuzes function and detonate the 1.25 lb. tetrytol burster in the
burster tube and initiate the 9 lb. white phosphorus igniter which, in turn, ignites
the main filling. 	 The bomb has a dispersal area of about 300 x 600 feet.

REMARKS:

Attention 19 drawn to the fact that white phosphorus rs present in the igniter,
and proper precautions should be taken in disposing of these bombs. The incendiary
mixture, FT', consisting essentially of paste of magnesium, gasoline, and a thickener,
liberates heat at about 4 times that given off by the usual Incendiary mixture IN.
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RESTRICTED

Data

D. S. A= BOhT.

500 LB. CHEMICAL

M 78

OVERALL LENGTH 	 59  25 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 46  7 	 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 14  19 in.
WALL THICKNESS 	0 3	 'in 
TAIL LENGTH 	 13  0	in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 18  9 	 in.
MATERIAL   Steel
FILLING   Hydrocyanic Acid (AC)

mustard or phosgene.
LLING WEIGHTS   100 lbs. - (AC)

205 lbs. - (CG)
TOTAL WEIGHTS   359 lbs. - (AC)

464 lbs. - (CG)

FUZING:

Nose: 	 M 103 or AN-N 103, M 127 (with M 117 adapter

Tail: 	 AN-N 101A2, with M 14 non-delay primer

booster)

detonator.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

	

Resembles the 500 lb. G.P. AR-M 64. 	 Body is one piece oast steel with an M 15

	

burster well rnn,ing the entire length. 	 The burster is threaded internally at the
nose to receive the nose fuze and at the rear to receive the M 115 adapter booster.
The base plug consists of a special forging welded to the case containihg the M 1
needle valve.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

A standard box type fin assembly is secured to the bomb by a locking nut which
threads on to the base plug.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension by dual lugs 7" on either side of the center of gravity or
by a single suspension lug 1800 removed at the center of gravity.

COLOR & MARKINGS:

Blue-grey overall with stencilled green lettering and one or two colored bands
painted around the body to indicate the type of filler.

REMARKS:

The M 117 adapter booster is used in conjunction with the M 127 nose fuze. 	 This
nose fuze is required for aerial bursts with persistent gas agents.
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RESTRICTED
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E R STRICTED

Data

ARMY-hAVY BOMB

1000 LB. CHEMICAL

AN-M 79

OVERALL LENGTH 	 69  5 in.
BODY LENGTH 	 53  6 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 18  6 In.
WALL THICKNESS .. 	 .58 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 18  5 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 25  4 in.
FILLING   Hydrocyanic acid (AC)

mustard or phosgene
FILLING WEIGHT 	  200 lbs. - (AC)

417 lbs. - (CG)
TOTAL WEIGHT 	  722 lbs. - (AC)

939 lbs. 	 - COG)

FLING:

Nose: 	 AN-M 105 or M 127 with M 117 adapter booster.

Tail: 	 AN-M 102A2 with non-delay M 14 primer

•

detonator. and M 115 adapter booster

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Resembles the AN-M 65 1000 lb. G.P. bomb, taking the same tail assembly, arming
wires and fuzes. The body is one piece cast steel and has a steel bursterwell 2.5"
in diameter axially through it and expanded in both the nose and base plate before
welding; eliminating any possibility of decomposition of chemical fillers due to the
presence of crevices. The base plate differs from that of the standard G.P. bomb in
that it is a special forging welded to the case and containing the M 1 needle valve.
It also has a 1.25" filling hole closed by a soft iron gasket, a hard steel gasket
plug and a threaded closing plug. The M 16 booster is used In the burster well and
consists of a water-proof fiber tube filled with 4.45 lbs. tetr tol.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Standard 1000 lb. G.P. tail assembly consisting of 4 fins welded to a sleeve
which is held on to the base plate by a locking nut.

SUSPENSION:

Horizontal suspension by dual lugs 	 7" 	 on either side of the center of gravity
or by a single lug 180 9 removed at the center of gravity.

CCLCR & MARKINGS:
•

Blue-grey overall with one or two colored bands around the body to indicate the
type of filler used.

, CTION:

On impact with the ground the tetrytol booster breaks the bomb case into a few
large pieces without causing the chemical agent to "flash". 	 The initial cloud formed
by the burst of 	 this bomb when filled with (CG) covers an area of 100 yards in
diameter within approximately 8 to 10 sedends.

REMARKS:

Attempts to disassemble the bomb or any of its components are to be avoided ex-
cept for the fuzes which may be removed provided it is necessary to return the bomb
to storage. 	 Release of the filler is dangerous should not De undertaken except under

exceptional circumstances. 	 In handling any damaged chemical bombs or when conducting
surveillance tests by means of the M 1 needle valve, personnel should be equipped
with rubber gloves and a gas mask.

M 115A1 adapter booster can also be used In place of M 115.
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Data

U.S. NAVY BOMB RESTRICTED

50 LB.

FLOATING 	 SMOKE
Mk 1, Mod 1

OVERALL LENGTH 	  38.29 in.
BODY DIAMETER 	 8  85 in.
TAIL LENGTH 	 9  4
TAIL WIDTH 	 12  5 in.
FILLING   (EC) mixture
FILLING WEIGHT 	  28 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	   54 lbs.

FUZING:

Wk 3 Mod 1. 	 Soecial nose fuze actuated uzon water impact.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Aluminizz nose casing attached to a hollow wood float which provides buoyancy.
The nose carries a water impact fuze and at the tail of the float is a valve cap with
a valve to prevent water from leaking into the interior of the bomb. 	 The rear of the
bomb 19 conical and the nose is hemispherical.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

The tail consists of four fins bolted to the rear of the bomb with 4 tubular
_struts bolted to the fins. 	 The fins do not extend after the rear of the bomb.

SUSPENSION: 	
1

One movable suspension band.

ACTION:

Impact operates the firing Mechanism in the 	 nose, detonating the primer which
in turn ignites a length of time fuze giving a delay of 18 seconds, during which time
the smoke bomb is returning to and becoming stable on the surface of the water. The
time fuze ignites the ouickmatch which in turn ignites the starting mixture and this
initiates the action of the smoke mixture. Gas pressure formed by the burning smoke
mixture breaks the vent discs and opens the valve cap at the tail and of the wooden
float. The bomb then evolves a dense white smoke for about 3 minutes.

REiLARES:

This bomb should be dropped from an altitude
dropped in less than 40 feet of water where the bottom
bomb to stick and fail to return to the surface.
the bomb may also be effective if dropped over ordinary
an altitude under 2000 feet. If dropped from over
altitude onto very hard rocky ground the bomb will
ture is a pressed powder safe under any normal storage
smoke, while harmless In the concentrations found
toxic in more concentrated form.

of over 500 feet and should not be
is soft enough to caugt the

While designed for use over water,
loam soil if dropped from

2000 feet or if dropped from any
usually deflagrate. 	 The RC mix-

or handling conditions. 	 The
in smoke screens in the open, is
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Data
U. 	 S. 	 NAVY 5C:U3

100 LB.

FLOATING 	 SMOKE

Mk. 3

OVERALL LENGTH 	 48  5 in.
BODY DIAMETER   10.25 in.
TAIL LENGTH   13 in.
TAIL WIDTH 	 '4  25 in.
FILLING   HC mixture
u-oILLING WEIGHT .   59 lbs.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	  102 lbs.

FUEING:

Mk 3 Mod 1. Special nose fuze actuated on water impact.

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Aluminum nose casting carrying a pyrotechnic charge, attached to a hollow wood
float which provides bwaymncy. 	 The nose carries a water impact fuze, and at the tail
of the float is a valve cap with the valve to prevent water from leaking into the
interior of the bomb. 	 The rear of the bomb is conical in shape and the aluminum
nose is heispherical,

TAII. CONSTRUCTION:
'

The tail consists of four fins bolted to the rear of the bomb with four tubular
struts bolted to the fins. 	 The fins do not extend upon the rear end of the bomb.

SUSPENSION:

Two movable susbension bands.

ACTION:

Impact operates the firing mechanism in the nose, detonating the primer which
in turn ignites a length of time fuze giving a delay of 18 seconds, during which time
the smoke bomb is returning to and becoming stable on the surface of the water. The
time fuze ignites the ouichmatch which in turn ignites the starting mixture and this
initiates the action of the smoke mixture. Gas pressure formed by the burning smoke
mixture breaks the vent discs and opens the valve cap at the tail end of the wooden
float. The bomb then evolves a dense white smoke for about 7i minutes.

REMARKS:

This bomb should be dropped from an altitude of over 500 feet and should r:ot be
dropped in less than 40 feet of water where the bottom is soft enough to cause the
bomb to stick and fail to return to the surface. 	 While designed for use over water,
the bomb may also be effective if dropped over ordinary loam soil if dropped from
en 	 altitude under 2000 feet. 	 If dropped from over 2000 feet or if dropped from any
altitude onto very hard rocky ground the bomb will usually deflagrate. 	 The K0 mix-
ture is a pressed powder safe under any normal storage or handling conditions. 	 The
smoke, while harmless in the concentrations found in smoke screens in the open, is
toxic in more concentrated form.
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RESTRICTED

Data

OVERALL LENGTH 	  27 in.
DIAMETER CF CASE 	 4  75 in.
WEIGHT   18 lb.
BURNING TIME  	 3 min.
INTENSITY   300,000 candle-

power.
COLOR 	 . 	 .	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 .   Ahite.
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE . . 	  1200 - 5000 ft.
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION 	 . . 	  350 ft/min.

.NAVI

MK. 4 FLARE
(AND MODS)

USE:

1. Primarily, it is used to illuminate an area to permit the landing of air-
craft.

2. Occasionally, it is used for reconnoitering, bombing, and blinding anti-
aircraft defenses.

DESCRIPTION:

The complete flare consists of a parachute and illuminant contained in a shel-
lac-impregnated chip board tube closed at the ends by chip board discs which are
held in place by gummed cloth and sealed with paraffin. 	 There are two metal steady-
ing bands fastened around the case against which the steadying forks of the bomb
rack rests. 	 The complete flare is issued in a water-proof metal container.

RELEASING METHODS: 	 •

1. Bomb rack or shackle release: 	 Mk 50 and Mk 51 racks; Mk 3 (and Mods.)
shackles; Mk 4, Mod. 2 and above shackles;
Na 5 and Mods. shackles.

For this type of release support bands are required, being shipped with
the flare and attached in positions indicated on the flare. 	 The Mk 35 and
!LK 41 racks are not designed to operate with less than 100 lb. load and
should not be used with this flare.

2. Adapter Release (chute or holder): 	 The flare is inserted into the adapter
with the heavy end down and the rip cord
is secured on a hook in the plane. The
flare is released by a switch from the
cockpit.

S. 	 Cockpit Release (Not recommended except In emergency): 	 An additional 10
feet of rip cord Ls attached to the
arming plate of rip cord and the other
end is secured to Some substantial part
in the plane. Inc flare is released in
a vertical position, heavy end down,
with as much downward velocity as possi-
ble so that it will be well clear of the
plane when rip cord is taut.

OPERATION:

As the flare is dropped from the plane, the ..2-r=ing plate of the rip cord is
retained by the plane and the rip cord is pulled from the side of the flare case to
which it is fastened by .7.u:oozed cloth tape. 	 As the flare continues to fall, 	 the rip
cord, which is wound around a weoden spool inside the end of the flare case,is un-
wound tearing away the end of the flare case. 	 The end disc and spool fall away as
the parachute tube is pulled from the flare case and retained by the rip cord. 	 The
parachute is pulled out of its the by the weight of the illuminant and flare case
and causes the parachute and parseute shrouds to straighten out. 	 When the parachute
and parachute shrouds are fully extonded, a small cord attached to the release key
nulls the release key down al10 , 	7,:ie rip cord to slip th.1-0 ,16h the key and the
'flare falls free.

An ignition wire is attached to tae suspension cable in s.oth a manner that it
is pulled before the cable is fully extended. 	 Four friction wires are attached to
the ignition wire and run through primer cups of match compound. 	 This ignites e
double quickmatch train which burns down the outside of the illuminant ease and
ignites the primer composition which in turn ignites the firet fire and illuminant.
When the parachute opens, the illuminant is pulled out of the flare case, and flare
case falls clear. 	 Full suspension and ignition occur about 30 - 50 feet below the
plane.
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RESTRICTED

Data

OVERALL LENGTH 	  27 in.
DIAMETER OF FLARE CASE 	  4.75 in.
WEIGHT 	  
BURNING TIME 	

 18 lb.
3 min.

INTENSITY   750,000 candle-
power.

COLOR 	 - 	 ..   Mk 5 and Mk 5
Mods 1 & 2 are
white; Mk 5 Mods
3-7, yellow.

EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE 	 . . 3500 - 15000 ft.
TERMINAL VELOCITY (Before

ignition) . . 225 ft/sec.
RATE OF FALL (After ignition). . 450 ft/ min.

S. NAVY.

MK. 5 FLARE
(AND 	 MODS.)

USE:

To illuminate an area for reconnoitering, bombing, or landing.

DESCRIPTION:

	

The complete flare consists of a parachute and illuminant and impregnated chip 	 .
board case. 	 It is closed on the parachute end by several layers of chipboard discs
held in place by gummed cloth tape and sealed with paraffin, and on the fuze end,
which contains the Ensign Bickford fuze, by a metal cover. 	 There are two metal
steadying bands fastened around the case against which the steadying forks of the
bomb rack rests. 	 The complete flare in its case is issued in a water-proof metal
container.

OPERATION: 	 1

The setting of the Ensign Bickford time delay fuze is made by turning the lock
screw on the metal firing mechanism housing to the desired delay, which is indicated
on the bevel of the fuze setting ring. 	 The numbers indicates the vertical distance
the fuze will drop before igniting. When the correct setting is obtained, the firing
mechanism is secured by screwing the lock screw until its point is buried in the
flare case.

When the flare is released from the plane, the arming plate is retained on the
plane, 	 the rip cord is torn from the side of the flare case and the cover on the
fuze end is flipped off. 	 The rip cord is attached to the snap cord that passes
around a lug on the firing lever and is secured to the fuze block. 	 As the flare
continues to fall, the snap cord is pulled, overcoming the lever spring and cocking
the firing lever. 	 When a tension of approximately 38 pounds is reached in the snap
cord, it breaks releasing the firing lever and the lever spring then drives the
firing lever back against the fulvinate of mercury primer. 	 The flare now falls free.

The primer ignites the black powder pellets in the fuze plunger and the expand-
ing gases from the burning black powder propells the sharp point of the plunger
radially outward into the Ensign Bickford time fuze. 	 There are three small holes
near the point of the plunger which allow some of the flame to escape from the in-
side of the plunger into the powder of the Engisn Bickford fuze that causes its
ignition. 	 The time fuses -burns its predetermined length at the rate of approximately
12 inches per 60 seconds, and ignites the quickmatch under the firing block.

	

The flesh produced by the quickmatch, ignites the fire cracker fuse 	 stapled
to the ignition composition. 	 The gases evolved when the ignition composition begins
to burn force the end discs out at the parachute end then the parachute and illumi-
nant. 	 The parachute tube which is of split construction falls away, the parachute
opens and the retention cable slides through trigger snap on the end of the shroud
lines until it reaches the cable stop. 	 A short length of cable on one side of the
cable stop suspends the flare case, and a longer length on the other side suspends
the illuminant. 	 This keeps the case from dropping as a missile hazard. 	 The sudden
shock caused by the cable stop making contact with the trigger snap is taken up by
a shock absorber. 	 This is done by pulling a cable contain lead balls called snubbers
through a hole which is of smaller diameter than the diameter of the snubbers, and as
each snubber passes through the hale, part of it is sheared off, thus absorbing part
of the shock. 	 The last ball is of much greater diameter and acts as a stop,

REMARKS:

In later models a new type of shock absorber eliminates the use of lead snub-
bers. 	 The cable pulls through a connection in which friction absorbs the shock
of the parachute opening.
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RESTRICTED

Data

U. S. NAVY

MK. 6 FLARE
(AND 	 MODS.)

OVERALL LE ,IGTF 	 37  75 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE 	 5  4 	 in.
WEIGET   30 lbs.
BURNING TIME 	  3 - 3.5 min.
INTENSITY   1,000,000 can-

dlepower.
COLOR 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 .   Yellow
EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE . . 	  3500 - 15000 ft.
TERMINAL VELOCITY (Before

ignition) . . 225 ft/sec.
RATE OF FALL (After Ignition). . 450 ft/min.

USE:

To illu=inate a large area for reconnoitering
blinding effect on the onerators of anti-aircraft

and bombing, and also as a
weapons.

DESCRIPTION:

The complete flare consists of the illuminant, a pirachute,.and an auxiliary
parachute contained in a shellac impregnated chipboard case. 	 The case is closed 	 on
the parachute end by several layers of chipboard discs held in place by gummed cloth
tape and sealed with paraffin and on the illuminant end by an Ensign Bickford time
fuze and a metal cover. 	 To the snap cord of the Ensign Bickford fuze is attached
the rip cord which is taped down along the side of the flare case. 	 There are two
metal steadying bands around the case against which the steadying forks or sway
braces of the bomb racks rest. 	 The flare is issued in a water-proof metal container
and should be kept there at all times when not installed in an aircraft.

RELEASING METHODS: 	 2

	1. 	 Bomb Rack or Schackles - Mk 50 and Mods Racks
Mk 51 Mods Racks
Mk 3 and Mods shackles
Mk 4 and Mods shackles
Mk 5 and Mods shackles

For this type of release, support bands are required, which are shipped
with the flare and attached in positions indicated on the flare. 	 The flare is sus-
pended on the racks and shackles with the fuze end forward. 	 The Mk 35 and Wk 41
racks are not designed to operate with a load less than 100 lbs., and should not be
used with this flare.

	

2. 	 Adapter Release - Due to the size of this flare, it cannot be installed in
the flare adapter used for the Mk 5 flare.

	

3. 	 Cockpit Release - (Not Recommended except in emergency) - An additional
10 feet of rip cord is attached to the arming plate on the rip cord and the other
end is secured to some substantial part in the plane. 	 The flare is launched by
throwing It over the side in a vertical position with the fuze end up.

OPERATION:

When the flare is released, the arming plate
rip cord is torn from the side of the case, flipping
sign Bickford fuze. (The operation of the fuze is
flare).

The gases evolved when the ignition composition
out of the flare case, followed by the auxiliary
and the illuminant. 	 The flare case falls clear.
retards the parachute 	 in its case to which it is
the parachute out of its case. 	 The auxiliary parachute
and the narachute opens.

is retained by the plane and the
the metal cover off of the En-

the same as given in the Mk 5

begins to burn, forces the end
parachute, the parachute in its case
The auxiliary parachute opens and
attached, and the Illuminate pulls

and parachute case fall .way

REMARKS:

This flare also incorporates a shock absorber as used in the Mk 5 with either
lead balls passing through a hole of smaller diameter than the lewd balls, or a
special connection utilizing friction to absorb shock of the parachute opening.
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RESTRICTED

Data

OVERALL LENGTE 	  50 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE  	 8 in.
WEIGHT   53 lbs.
BURNING TIME . . .   3 - 3.5 =ins.
INTENSITY   800,000 candle-

power.
COLOR 	 . 	 . 	 . . 	 . 	 .	 . 	  White light.
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE . 	  4000 - 25000 ft.
RATE OF FALL (after ignition). 	  700 ft/min.

USE:

To provide illumination for night bombardment;
aircraft defenses.

ARMY-NAVY

AN - M 26 FLARE

also may be used to blind anti-

FUZING:

M 111A2; M 111 Al; M 111.

DESCRIPTION:

The flare is enclosed in a metal cylindrical case with a rounded nose and tail
fins. 	 In the nose a M 111A2 fuze can be inserted and the tail end is closed with
a shipping cover that has a handle attached and sealed by a strip of tape. 	 The
case is equipped with two suspension lugs 14 inches apart.

RELEASING METHOD:

This flare may be dropped from any bomb rack or shackle in geLaral service ex-
cept the Mk 35. For single suspension racks and shackles the aft suspension lug is
used, being located at the center of gravity.

OPERATION:

When the flare is dropped, the arming wire is pulled allowing the vanes of the
X 111A2 fuze to rotate. 	 The lasngwire is retained and pulls off the cover of the
stabilizing sleeve compartment. As the flare continues to drop, the tear wire and
tear wire cord pull out the stabilizing sleeve, and the cover lock cord attached to
the shrouds of the stabili zing sleeve unloCks and pulls out the cover lock. When
the sleeve is fully extended, the tear wire breaks allowing the flare to fall free
stabilized in flight by its fins and stabilizing sleeve.

When the nose fuze functions, the gases of the black powder booster forces the
releasing cup cover out of the detachable cover, releasing the retaining pins fro=
the groove in the flare case and freeing the detachable cover. 	 As the detachable
cover is pulled out by the stabilizing sleeve, a pull out cord pulls out the para-
chute. 	 When the parachute opens, the flare stops with a jerk breaking the pull 	 out
cord which allows the stabilizing sleeve assembly to fall free and pulling the entire
flare assembly out of the flare case which then falls away. 	 The sudden stop also
pulls the friction wires through the igniters, starting the 6 second delay through
the center of the candle which allows full opening of the parachute.

The shock caused by the opening of the parachute is taken by the shock absorb-
ers, made of copper tubing in a spiral or coiled shape, and straightens out in ab-
sorbing the shock. After the parachute is opened, the delay ignites the first fire
which ignites the candle. 	 When the first fire is ignited, the gases formed by burn-
ing forces the rib retainer down and the spring loaded ribs Jump out opening the
glass cloth spade.

REMARKS:

The An-M 26 flare can be dropped at air speeds up to 240 knots, but above that
the stabilizing sleeve is apt to tear away. 	 The M 26 flare cannot be dropped at
air speeds greater than 130 knots for the same reason.





RESTRICTED

Data

U. S. ARMY SOME

M 46 PHOTOFLASH
OVERALL LENGTH 	 48  4 in.
DIAMETER OF BODY  	 8 	 in.
WEIGHT 	 51  9 lbs.
WEIGHT FLASH POWDER 	 • 	  25 	 lbs.
BURNING TICE 	  1/5 sec.
PEAK INTENSITY 	  500,000,000

candlepower.

USE:

For night photography. (Developed so that planes
reconnaissance need not be limited to low altitudes.)

engaged in night photography

FUZING:

M 111A2; 	 M 111A1; 	 M 111.

DESCRIPTION:

In appearance it resembles a conventional light case bomh. 	 Uses an M 111A2
fuze in the nose, but it is issued unfuzed. 	 It also has two suspension bands for
rack and shackle suspension. 	 Has box type tail with square drag plate closing off
the tail vane assembly.

RELEASING METHODS:

This bomb can be dropped from any Oaf,: rack or shackle except the Mk 35 rack.

OPERATION:

When the bomb is dropped the arming wire is pulled, starting the mechanical
time fuze. 	 When the tine .set on the fuze has elapsed, the flashlight powder is
ignited by the fuze booster. 	 The resulting flash of light lasts for about 	 1/5
sec. and has a peak intensity of approximately 500,000,000 candle-power.

RDEARKS:

1. Because of the brilliance of the flash it is detrimental to the vision to 	 .
watch the explosion of photoflash bombs. 	 .

2. Extreme care should be exercised in handling these bombs, because the charge
is very sensitive to friction, shock, and temperature.

S. 	 Bomb should not be jettisoned over friendly territory, as it may function
on impact.
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`j. 	 hAVY
RESTRICTED

MK. 8 FLARE
MOD. 1

VERY 	 SIGNALS

OVERALL LENGTH 	  25 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE 	 4  75 in.
WEIGHT AS DROPPED   16 lbs.
BURNING TIME     3 - 3.5 min.
INTENSITY   600,000 candle-

power.
COLOR 	 . 	 . 	 . . 	 . 	 .   Yellow (pale).
EFFECTIVE  RELEASE ALTITUDE . . 	
RATE OF FALL (After ignition). 	  500 ft/ min.

USE:

For nimht anti-submarine warfare.

DESCRIPTION

page 105 ) except that the ex-
has a 90-second delay fuse

This flare is the same as the Mk 4 flare (see
ternal length is 2 inches shorter and the illuminant
tlith its center.

RELEASING METHODS

Same as for Km 4 Flare, see page 1 06 .

OPERATION:
:

Similar to Mk 4 flare, except when the ignition wire attached to the suspension
cable is pulled it pulls the friction wires In the Ensign Bickford fuze igniter,
ignited the 90-second delay fuse running through the center of the illuminant. 	 When
the parachute opens 	 the illuminant is pulled out of the flare case, and the flare
case falls away. 	 IL sudden shock caused by the opening of the parachute is taken
up by a shock absorber. 	 This is 'done by pulling a cable containing lead balls,
called snubbers, through a hole which is of smaller diameter than the diameter of
the snubbers. 	 As each snubber passes through the hole, part of it is sheared off,
thus absorbing part of the shock. 	 The last ball 'is of much greater diameter and
acts as a stop. Full suspension of the flare OCCUTS 30 - 50 feet below the plane,
and approximately PC seconds later the first fire of the illuminant is ignited by
the delay.

REMARKS:

The Wm 8 Mod 1 flare can be launched at speeds up to 220 knots, but the EK 8
flare which does not have the snubbers for the shock absorber effect should not be
launched at speeds over 150 knots.

VERY SIGNAL CARTRIDGES, MARK 2 (Sinmle Stars)

distress signals. 	 They resemble
to be fired from a Very , s

a height of approximately 200 feet
mile.

Identification of Color of Signal

case is painted red, 	 The closing
is corrugated.

case is natural color (white).
closing wad has a small cone in
center.

case is painted green. 	 The
wad is sMooth.closing

Very , s Signal cartridges are used primarily as
10 gage shotgun shells in appearance and are designed
signal pistol or a hand projector. It will retch
and has a mR,, ".1.= visibility of approximately one

Color of Star 	 Burning Ti=e 	 Candlepower

Red 	 7 sec. 	 300 	 Paper
wad

White 	 6 sec. 	 250 	 Paper
The
the

Green 	 5 sec. 	 600 	 Paper
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RESTRICTED

Data
ARMY-NAVY

NIGHT DRIFT SIGNAL
AN-Mk4 	 AN-Mk5-Mod 1

OVERALL LENGTH 	 13 in. 	 19 in.
DIAMETER OF BODY 	 3 in. 	 5 in.
WEIGHT 	 2 lbs. 	 4 lbs.
BURNING TIME 	 3-3.5 min. 	 15-17 min.
TIME OF IMPACT TO

IGNITION 	 8-12 sec. 	 9 sec.
EFFECTIVE R=7..EASING

ALTITUDE 	 Under 500 ft.
VISIBILITY 	 Mite - 6-7 miles.

USE:

To obtain the drift of the plane from which
To mark the initial point of contact with submarine.
To mark an object to which an aircraft desires

surface vessel.
To determine the wind direction before landing.
To mark landing deck on aircraft carriers for
To mark location of surface of water for emergency

it was dropped.

to call the attention of a

night landings.
night landings.

DESCRIPTION:

The appearance of these signals differs in that the AN-Mk 4 has an ogivAl
shaped, die cast nose with a lug on one side to turn the signal so it will not
strike the bottom in shallow water, while the AN- Yk 5 Mod 1 has a flat die cast
nose and its overall length is 6 inches longer. In both cases the die cast nose
contains a water impactfuse. The bodies of both signals are made of hollow
wooden cylinders three inches in diameter, with one end tapered to a one inch
diameter on which the tail asse=bly is mounted.

The pyrotechnic mixture is formed into pellets approximately 4 inches long
and 1.25 inches in diameter with a .022 inch hole down the center through which
the delay fuse passes. One pellet is used in the AN-Mk 4 and three pellets are
used in the AN-Mk 5 Mod 1. 	 The pellets are enclosed in a pyrotechnic tube to keep
the hydroscopic material from absorbing moisture through the wooden body. 	 Original-
ly pure tin was used for this purpose, but in recent lots lead and zinc have been
substituted. 	 The nose and of the signal is closed with a paraffin treated sealing
disc, while the tail is sealed by a metal cap.

OPERATION:

When launched from aircraft, the drift signal falls nose down. 	 On impact 	 with
the surface of the water, the water breaks the paraffined paper sealing disc, and
drives the firing pin up against the primer. The flame fro= the primer ignites
the time fuse which runs the length of the hole in the center of the pyrotechnic
pellets and give the drift signal enough tine to return to the surface and right
itself. The time fuse ignites a length of quick=atch which in turn ignites the
starting mixture and then the pyrotechnic pellet. The gases evolved break open the
pyrotechnic tube and force out the cap which seals the discharge tube in the tail.
A bright flame 12 - 15 inches high and a white smoke are produced, which is visible
for 6 - 7 miles on a clear night.

REMARKS:

This signal may be used for day signal, but under certain conditions daylight
observation is difficult.

FTIME FUSE

PYROTECHNIC TUBE

- STABILIZING VANE
- STARTING MIXTURE

SEALING DISC -- 	 S
. 	 '

4‘ , 	' \ 	 . 	 T-7 \
../, r* 	 - 	 -	 ••■AT'-,' . 	 ,r

'' ..--1.- 	 "--'-.----M,<'-,,,	 ,-----t",,,___ 	 ,1."--' 	 --;;‘,____-.-..^.
— 	 ..'--;"?--77----------.7.71",""- 	 , , 	 1

•We 1.'
___ 	• 

- NOSE 	 OU,CKMATCHlFIRING PIN/
NIGHT DRIFT SIGNAL 	 AN -MK 5 MOD. I.
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J. S. NAVY RE ST R I CT E D

SUBMARINE EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION FLARE,
MK 10, ME 11, MK 12.

Use: Identification of surfaced submarines.

The flare case consists of a seamless steel
tube, closed at one end by a steel cup and at the
other by a casting which carries a steel closure
disc, primer, and the firing mechAn 4 sm. The
firing mechanism extends along the side of the
flare body. When the firing pin is cocked and
released, it strikes the primer which ignites a
black powder charge which in turn ignites the pyrotechnic candle. The pressure
built up within the flare case blows the closure disc off and a flame about 9 in.
high becomes visible.

Weigh'	  3.2 lbs.
Dimensions 	  9-3/4" x 2" dia.
Total Burning Time 	 .   55 sec. (Mk 11 end Mk 12 - Duration

of lights are 10 seconds and dura-
tion of blackouts are 5 seconds).

Colors:

Mk 10 	 - Red
Mk 10 Mod 1 - Green
Mk 10 Mod 2 - Yellow
Mk 11 	 -
Mk 11 Mod 1 - G-B0-G-B0-G-20-G 	 BO - Blackout (5 sec.)
Mk 11 Mod 2 - Y-B0-Y-50-Y-80-Y 	 R - Red (10 sec.)
Mk 12 	 - R-BO-G-BO-R-BO-G 	 G - Green (10 sec.)
Mk 12.Mod 1 - R-BO-Y-BO-R-BO-Y 	 Y - Yellow (10 sec.)
Mk 12 Mod 2 - G-BO-Y-B0-G-B0-Y

AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION SIGNALS, MARK 6 and MARK 7 

Mark 6 (Star) 	 Mark 7 (Smoke) 

Dimensions 	 6" x 2.5" die. 	 10" x 2.5" dia.
Weight of signal 	 1.4 lbs. 	 2.5 lbs.
Burning Time 	 25 sec.. 	 25 sec.
Color of Signal 	 Red, White, Green 	 Red, Yellow, Green, Black
Visibility 	 8 - 10 miles 	 5000 - 6000 yards

Use: For identification of aircraft - Mk 6 star signal is used at night and
Mk 7 smoke signal during the day.

The signals are contained in aluminum cylinders about 2 :e in diameter with a
grenade firing mechanism screwed on one end and closed by a metal cap on the other.
An ejection charge, a pyrotechnic candle, and a parachute made of silk, rayon or
paper are contained in the signal.

Before the signal is launched over the side, the safety pin is removed. Upon
release, the release lever is thrown off as the striker rotates about the hinge pin
and the striker point impinges on the primer which ignites the 2.75 second delay.
The delay ignites the ejection charge which forces the parachute and pyrotechnic
candle out of the signal case and also ignites the starting mixture of the candle
that burns for about 25 seconds.

The cylindrical surface of the signal is suitably marked with ink to indicate
the type and color of the signal. The closing cap of the Mk 7 day signal is painted
the color of the smoke, while the closing cap of the Mk 6 night signal is embossed
to serve as identification in the dark. The red star signal has a dot in the center
of the closing cap, the white star a short ,traight line, and the green star a
wide "V". In addition to the center marking, there is an arc of a circle, one inch
in length, embossed near the edge of the cap to indicate it is a star signal.

IDENTIFICATION

FLARES
AND SIGNALS
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Data

U. S. NAVY

DEPTH GHGE. MARKER

Night - Mark 2

OVERALL LENGTH 	  7 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE 	  5 in.
WEIGHT 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 .	 . 	 .   2.5 lbs.
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE . . 	  Up to 3000 ft.
VISIBILITY. . . . 4 miles from deck of ship.

10 miles from aircraft.
BURNING TIME 	  55 min.
IGNITION TIME (after impact) 	 . . 	  70 - 90 sec.

USE:

To indicate the initial point of contact with
point for further search and attack during night operations.

submarines and provide a reference

DESCRIPTION:

The marker is a sealed, cylindrical, metal container that has a centrally lo-
cated tube which is sealed on both ends by tear strips with a pull ring attached and
contains calcium phosphide. 	 The main charge is calcium carbide that surrounds the
central tube and is held in one end by a screen. 	 This produces a concentration of
weight at one end and allows the marker to float In an upright position.

OPERATION:

After the two tear strips are pulled off, the marker is launched by throwing it
overboard. 	 Water enters through the small holes in the bottom and reacts with both
the calcium carbide producing an inflammable gas, acetylene, and calc;.um phosphide
producing a spontaneously ignited gas, phosphine. 	 Both gases escape from the small
holes in tha top and ignite within 70 - 90 seconds after impact with the water.
In extremely cold weather, the ignition delay may be somewhat longer. 	 The resulting
flame is about 9 inches high and if it should be put out by rough water, the gases
will ignite again.

C ONFIDENTIAL

Data

U. S. NAVY

DEPTH OH GE.
MARKER

Day - Mark 1, Mod 1

OVERALL LENGTH 	 11  88 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE 	 3  46 in.
WEIGHT 	 3  5 	 lbs.
WEIGHT OF DYE 	 . . 	 . ...... 	 2.75 lbs.
WEIGHT OF BURSTING CHARGE 	 . . 	 . 30 	 grams.
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE . . Up to 1000 ft.
VISIBILITY 	  3000 yds from

deck of ship;
5 MI. from air-
craft.

USE:

To indicate the initial point of contact with
point for further search and attack during day operation.

submarines and provide a reference

DESCRIPTION:

The marker consists of a circular wooden block on which is mounted a arenade -
firing mechanism with a 15 second delay. 	 Fluorescein day is contained in two cylin-
drical paper cans, one attached to each flat side of the wooden block, and a cellu-
loid tube containing the black powder bursting charge is attached to the delay ele-
ment and extends through the wooden block into the paper cans. 	 The dye is rusty
red in color when dry, but a water solution of the dye is yellow-green.

OPERATION:

The marker is clasped firmly in one hand being sure that the release lever is
held against the body of the marker. With the other hand, the safety ring which is
attached to the safety cotter pin is pulled and the marker is launched by throwing
it over the side. When the marker is rele&sed, the spring loaded striker forces
the release lever off and the striker rotating about a hinge pin hits the primer
that ignites the 15 second delay fuze. The delay gives the marker sufficient time
to reach the water and float on the surface, and then i&mites the bursting charge.
The gases evolved burst the dye containers and spread the dye on the water forming
a yellow-green slick about 40 feet in diameter that lasts for 45 to 60 minutes.
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AIRCRAFT SIGNALS, DOUBLE STAR (ARMY)
SIGNAL CARTRIDGES, TWO STAR (NAVY)

Double star aircraft signals are used as
a method of emergency identification of aircraft.
They can be seen at any time during the day or
night, but should not be fired when it is pos-
sible to use the radio or electric signal light.

These signals project two separate freely
falling stars of the same or different colors
lihich burn for 7 seconds and reach a height of
approximately 250 feet. The stars can be distinguished at distances up to 5 miles
at night and for 2 or 3 miles in the daytime. All the signals can be fired from the
AN-M 8 pyrotechnic pistol, and the AN-M 28-33 series can be used in the M2 pistol.

Designation Color of Tracer Color of Stars 	 Remarks

(1) Dimensions of this series -3:02
x 1256 die.

(2) Cartridges are made of aluminum
or steel and plastic.

(3) Embossed letters on closing wad
and colored bands on the cylin-
drical part indicate the colors
of stars.

(1) Dimensions of this series- stles
x 1754 dia. 	 2

(2) Cartridges are constructed like
shotgun shells.

(3) Colors of stars are printed on
paper closing wad and colored
bands are painted around the
paper end of the cartridge case.

(1) Dimensions - 385 m 154 dia.
(2) Cartridges are constructed like

shotgun shells.
(3) Colors of stars and tracers are

printed on closing wad and col-
ored bands are painted around
the paper end of the cartridge
case. Heavy bands indicate col-
or of stars, and thin band the
color of tracer.

Mk 3 Mod 3
	

Same as
	

None
	

(1) Same as AB-M 37-42 series.
AN-M 37-42
	

(2) No markings indicated on outside
of case.

Mk 4
	

Same as
	

Same as
	

(1) Same as AN-M 53-58 series.
AN-M 53-58
	

AN-M 53-58

PISTOL ROCKET SIGNAL, MARK 1, COMET.

The Comet Rocket Signal is used for emergency identification by a surfaced sub-
marines. The signal consists of an aluminum body approximately 14 inches long in
two sections. The bottom section or rocket chamber is 8° long x le in diameter and
houses a primer which ignites a 1 gram black powder charge. This charge serves both
as an auxiliary propelling charge and as the rocket ignition charge. The upper
section, or rocket tube, contains 58 grams B.F. rocket charge, expelling charge, and
the signal. The after end has four folding tail vanes, which spring open as noon as
the rocket tube leaves the rocket chamber. The signal is fired from the Submarine
Rocket Pistol or the pyrotechnic pistol AN-M 8.

When the signal is fired, the one gram black powder propelling charge sends the
signal to a height of 30 feet before the rocket charge takes over and sends the sig-
nal a height of about 650 feet. The rocket charge serves as a delay, and when the
signal reaches its maximum height, the expelling charge is ignited which ejects the
star signal and ignites it at the same time. Star signal falls under its own weight.

Burning time 	  11 seconds.
Candlepower • 	  60000
Visibility (night) .   9 - 10 miles.
Colors   Red, green, and yellow (single star)

SIGNALS,
CARTRIDGES

AN-M 28 None RR
29 None YI
30 None GG
31 None BY
32 None RG
33 None ca

AN-M 37 lone RR
38 None yr
39 Hone GG
40 None RI
41 None RG
42 None Or

AN-M 53 v NY
54 G RR
55 G GR
56 R GG
57 R ER
58 R GR
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FUZES

Bomb fuzee designed by tae G. S. forces can be classified in three ways - by
their position in a bomb, by their method of arming and by their firing action.

In current production the primary fuzes are of AN standardized types, the fuzes
used against land targets being of Army design, and fuzes used against naval targets
being of Navy design. In addition to the AN types, both the Army and the Navy have
their own fuzes designed prior to standardization. Most of these are obsolescent,
but may still be found in the field. Between the two services the following types
of fuzes can be found; nose, eta:Fart:ships and tail fuzes using one of the following
six methods of arming,

(1) arming vane
(2) arming vane with reduction gear
(3) arming pin
(4) arming pin with pyrotechnic delay
(5) arming pin with mechanical delay
(6) a combination of any two of the above.

and functioning in one of the following ways: instantaneous, selective instantaneous
or short delay, short delay, long delay, hydrostatically, or with aerial burst.

Nomenclature:

Army fuzes use M (for Model) designation followed by a three digit Arabic num-
eral, beginning with 1 (i.e., M 105). Modifications are indicated by the letter A
and the proper Arabic numeral.

Navy fuzes are prefixed by the letters Mk (for Mark) followed by a three digit
Arabic numerals beginning with 2 (i.e., Mk 233). Modifications are indicated by
the abbreviation Mod, followed by the proper Arabic numeral. (Fuzes made before
Spring of 1943 were numbered by Roman numerala and used only a two digit number. To
avoid confusion with Navy projectile fuzes and Army bomb fuzes, 200 was added to the
rs:mer of each bomb fuze and Arabic numbers were adopted for convenience). Fuzes
accepted by the Joint Army-Navy Standardization Board are prefixed with the letters
AS followed by their Army or Navy design number.

Explosive Train: 

Typical firing trains employed in both Army and Navy fuzes use pointed strikers
with sensitive primers for instantaneous action and blunt firing pins and percussion
primers for delay action. The simple instantaneous explosive train in nose fuzee
ccnsists of a sensitive primer mixture of lead aside and lead stypdanate, and upper
detonator of lead aside, and a lower detonator of tetryl.

For a short delay, the blunt firing pin initiates a mercury fulminate percus-
sion primer, which sends a flash through a chamber of compression to ignite a press-
ed black powder delay. This on completion of burning flashes a relay pellet of lead
aside which boosts the flame sufficiently to ignite an upper detonator of lead aside,
and lead styphnate which detonates the lower detonator of tetryl.

The explosive train including the booster is usually incorporated in all Navy
fuzes end Army nose fuzes, but in Army tail fuzes, the explosive train does not
include the booster, and may have the remainder of its explosives contained in an
interchangeable primer detonator to allow optional selection of short delays. Three
such primer detonator assemblies are now in use - The M 14 (see fig. 1 ) used in
AN-N 100A1 and A2 series fuses; the M 16 (see fig. 1 ) used in M 112 and M 115
aeries fuzes' and the M 16A1 (see fig. 1 ) used in-I-112A1 and M 115 series fuzes.
Another primer detonator Assembly, the M 19, is used in the chemical
long delay fuzes for safety in shipment since it is not assembled to the fuze until
shortly before the fuze is assembled to the bomb.

Since the Army-designed tail fuzes do not have an integral booster, this part
of the explosive train is furnished by a device known as the adapter booster, which
serves to seat the fuze as well as act as the booster. There are four adapter
boosters in current use - the M 102, M 102A1, M115 and M ll5Al (see fig. 2 ). The
first two have an internal thread diameter of 1750 and the second pair have an
internal thread diameter of 20, which is further reduced to 150,bv a removable
adapter ring. The Army tail fuzes all have a thread diameter or 1750 while the
AN-Mk 230 tail hydrostatic fuze has a diameter of 20. To enable the smaller Army
nose fuzes (primarily M 127) to be used in the large fuze pockets, another adapter
booster, the M 117, has been designed. This adapter booster converts the nose fuze
pocket of G.P., S.A.P., L.C., 260# and 90# frag., 500# incendiary, and 500#, 1000#,
and 2000# chemical bombs from 270 threads to 1;150 threads.
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FUZE EXTENSION, M1 

The following reprint of instructions which accompany the fuze extension M1 is
published for the information of Bomb Disposal Personnel who may encounter this
device in the field.

GENERAL 

The fuze extension M1 fits the fuze cavity of any standard aircraft bomb and
is used to secure bursts of the bomb at a distance above ground equal to the length
of the extension used. Two sizes 9 and 151 indhes are issued at present, but ex-
tensions can be obtained in any length up to 36 inches. An AN-M 103 nose fuze
usually is used with the extension.

Description 

a. The extension consists of the following parts:

1 pipe containing outside threads at one end and a collar with inside
threads at the other.

I lock washer.
1 burster charge in a waterproof fiber tube.

b. The extension is 2-3/8 inches in diameter and is similar to a common
steel pipe with the exception of the collar. A lock washer is provided to secure
the extension to the bomb and make certain that it does not become detached in
flight. The burster charge, consisting of cast tetrytol, fits into the pipe and
carries the detonation from the fuze to the bomb.

Assembly

a. When this extension is used, the following procedure will be followed:

(1) Place the lock washer on the collar end of the extension.
(2) Assemble the extension to the bomb, making certain that it is screwed

up tight.
(3) Place the burster charge in the extension..
(4) Screw the fuze into the extension.
(5) Prepare the fuze for functioning in the normal manner.
(5) If the bomb is not dropped, the above steps, in reverse order, will be

followed to return the bomb and fuze to storage.

Precautions 

a. Make certain that the lock washer is placed on the extension before it is
assembled to the bomb, otherwise, the extension and fuze may become detached during
flight.

b. The burster charge should be handled with reasonable care at all times.

c. Precautions pertaining to the handling of bombs and bomb fuzes should be
observed.
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Data

ARMY-NAVY TAIL FUZES

AN-M100A2 I AN-M 101 A2
AN- NI 102 A2

MECHANICAL 	 IMPACT

Obsolete 	 Obsolescent

BOMBS USED IN:
AB-311 10012 	  100,250 lb. G.P., 250 lb.

frag•
AN-N 10112 	  500 lb. G.P., S.A,P. Chem.

Incendiary, 600 lb. a.p.
AN-N 102A2 	  1000 lb. G.P., S.A.P.Chem.

1100 lb. G.P.
2000 lb. G.P., Chem., 4000
lb.

FUNCTIONING   M 14 interchangeable primer
detonator with delays of
.01, .025, or .1 second
or non-delay.

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . • When gear carrier atop pro-
trudes less than 1" below
Vane cup.

FUZE'S USED 91TH 	 . . . AN M 103 Normally.

ARMING TIME   150-170 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   5" (4 vanes)

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . 	  1.5°

OVERALL LENGTE . . . 	  AN M 100A2 9.6"; AN-N 10112,

MATERIAL   Cadmium plated steel with brass
onator holder and other small

I( 100 	 AN-N 100A1
M 101 	 AE-M 10111
M 102 	 AN-N 102A1

.

12.6"; AN-N 102A2, 16.8".

striker block, primer det-
parts.

GENERAL: 	 These three fuzes are identical except for length of arming
stem. 	 Larger bombs require a longer arming stem so that
vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb.

OPERATION: 	 As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear which is attached to the
vane assembly revolves around the stationary gear. 	 Since
the movable gear has 30 teeth and stationary gear 29 teeth,

the movable gear is rotated clockwise one tooth per revolution of the pinion gear.
The arming stem is secured by a cotter pin to the movable gear sleeve and hence
unthreads from the firing plunger as the movable gear is rotated. 	 In unthreading,
the arming stem lifts the movable gear, and since the stationary gear is held by a
.collar threading into the lower extension of the movable gear sleeve, the station-
ary gear is lifted also. 	 After 150-170 revolutions of the vanes 	 the double-thread-
ed arming stem will have unthreaded from the firing plunger and the fuse will be
armed. 	 Further air travel will unthread the arming sten from the fuze body and the
entire assembly will fly off. 	 On impact, the firing plunger will overcoat, the creep
spring and the striker will function the primer detonator.

EARLY DESIGNS: 	 The M 100, M 101, and M 102 fuzes had a fixed delay of .1
sec., and had 24 single threads on the arming sten. 	 Had
eight broad vanes with less pitch and required approximately

720 vane revolutions to arm. 	 AMA( 100A1, AR-M 10111 and AR-M 1=1 incorporated
interchangeable M 14 primer detonator. 	 The A2 modification then reduced the nanber
of vanes to four, and the number of threads to 16 double threads, thus decreasing
the arming time to 150-170 vans revolutions.

REMARKS: 	 When these flues are used in the 260 lb. Prag. 500 lb. In-
cendiary, 500 lb., 1000 lb., 2000 lb. chem. and 4000 lb. L.C.
the if 14 primer detonator should have non-delay functioning.

On G.P. and S.A.P. bombs the length of the short delay will be governed by the
tactical use.

—
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Data
75717S USED IN 	  All G.P. bombs or in

depth bombs for land tar-
gets, chemical, frag. and
incendiary bombs. May be
used in S.A.P. for frag.
effect, but results not
too consistent.

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous or .1 sec.
delay alternative set-
tings.

ARMED CONDITION . . . • When safety discs are out.

FrZES USED WITH . . . . AN-M 100 Series normally

AMINO TIME 	  Instantaneous setting, 330
.1 sec. delay setting, 220

VANE SPAN   6" (2 vanes)

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . 	  2.7"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . • . • 7" (with booster)

MATERIAL   Cadmium plated steel with

ARMY-NAVY NOSE FUZE

AN- M 103

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(M 103 Is Obsolete fuze)

vane revolutions
vane revolutions

some brass parts.

GENERAL: 	 The AR-M 103 is the standard nose fuze in service. 	 When
shipped the fuze is set for delay action. 	 One auxiliary
booster is required when this fuze is used in Navy bombs.

When used in light case frag., chem., and Incendiary bombs and aircraft depth
bombs, the fuze should be set for instantaneous action to prevent breaking up of the
bomb case before detonation occurs.

OPERATION: 	 When bomb is dropped, arming wire is pulled and vanes ro-
tate. 	 The two pinion gears are rotated counter-clockwise,
their off-center hubs walking the external tooth gear back-'

wards around the teeth of the internal tooth gear, which is thus cranked in a counter-
clockwise direction. 	 The outboard edge of the internal tooth gear is grooved and
rides screws projecting through from the vane cup, maintaining an even position.
The arming screw, being positively attached to the base of the internal tooth gear,
is gradually unthreaded from the striker. 	 As it unthreads it lifts the entire vane
assembly, including the vane cup. 	 After 220 revolutions of the vanes, the vane cup
will clear the safety discs, which spring free, leaving the striker secured only by
the shear wire and setting pin. 	 The spring-loaded arming stem will rise as the
vane assembly rises, being retained only by the base of the internal tooth gear.
If the setting is for delay action, however, the setting pin will be depressed into
the deep slot and will protrude into the Channel of the arming stem to engage the
collar on the arming stem after it has risen only sufficiently to clear the step in
the detonator slider, lining the detonator up with the delay firing train. On Im-
pact the force of inertia will cause the striker body to shear the shear pin and
setting pin and the delay firing pin will impinge on the delay primer, setting off
the flash which ignites the delay pellet, relay, primer, detonator, booster lead-in,
and booster in succession. The instantaneous firing pin will merely protrude into
the empty channel positioned to 	 receive it. 	 If set for instantaneous action, toe
setting pin will be in the shallow slot and will not protrude into the arming stem
channel. 	 After an additional 110 revolutions of the vanes (330 total), the vane
cup will have been lifted high enough to have the arming stem moved out of the
slider cavity, allowing the slider to line the primer detonator beneath the instan-
taneous firing pin. 	 The slider is motivated by two springs and is locked in the
armed position by a spring loaded detent. 	 On impact the firing pin will impinge
directly on the primer, setting off the detonator, booster lead-in, and booster in
succession. 	 Even though an instantaneous setting is used, the delay striker will
impinge on tne delay primer, 	 setting off the delay pellet. 	 It is thus possible
that the fuze would function on delay, even though set for instantaneous 	 at action,
if it failed to function instantaneously.

EARLY DESIGN: 	 The early M 103 fuze had 15 single threads on the arming
stem instead of 6i double threads, with an arming time of
850 vane revolutions for instantaneous firing and 525 vane

revolutions when set for deleg_ action, and nad larger and weaker vane construction.

REZARKS: 	 (1) Especially large vanes have been designed for the
AN-M 103 for use with flat nosed depth bombs, as the regu-
lar vanes have difficulty in arming.
(2) The AR-M 103 can be used for dive bombing, Out not for

masthead bombing.
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Data
U. S. ARMY NOSE FUIES

AN-M 104, M 109

MECHANICAL IMPACT

, ;AN-M 104 replaced by AE -N i2oAl)
(M 109 replaced by AN-M 110A1)

BONES USD IN . 	 . . 	 .AN-M 104: 23 Lb. AN-M 40 Frag.
m 109: 20 Lb. AN-N 41 Frag.,

FUNGI: ON-ING   Instantaneous

ARCED CONDI"ION 	   When delayed arming disc
iS out.

FUZES USED WITH 	 None

ARMING TI &E 	  2.5 ( 	 0.25) seconds
(pyrotechnic)

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . . 2.2"

OVERALL LMICITE 	 . 	 . . 	 . 4.4^ (with booster)

MATe:PTAL   Aluminum alloy body, ca -dam"'ta
brass delay train cup.

plated firing pin and striker,

GENERAL: 	 These fuses are identical except for three minor differences:
The M 109 has an additional spring beneath the striker head,
a smaller striker disc, and the arming wire is removed from

the arming tin when it is released from the plane (AN.-1: 104)arming wire removed when
parachute opens). 	 .

OPERATION: 	 When bomb is dropped and parachute opens(AN-M 104)phe arming
wire is pulled from the arming tin and the spring-loaded arm-
ing pin flies free. Ejection of the arming ioin allows the

spring-loaded delay firing pin to spring up against the delay primer, starting the
pyrotechnic delay train, and permits the spring-loaded slider to move against the
delayed arming plunger. In 2.5 seconds the 326° pyrotechnic delay train has been
burned and the body- pellet of 	 black powder is ignited, setting off the delayed
arming charge and slowing- out the delayed arming plunger, which is no longer re-
tained by the plug, and lines up tne primer detonator with the firing pin. 	 The fir-
ing pin is retained only o7 the weak firing pin spring, and on impact the firing pin

- 	 impinges on the primer in the slider.

RE1CA FRS : 	 Since the fuze has a mushroom
firing pin, it is a semi-always
tive if touched at any angle.

flush with the fuze body and the delayed arming disc
that the fuze is In a fired condition and care should
room striker head away from the fuse body.

AN-M 104 has been replaced
has been replaced by the AN-M. 110A1.

I

Pulling out arming 	 Time train
wire lets arming //pellet to
pin fly out/ 	II

/ 	 . 	
'/ delayed

*.41/0 	 "■67. 	 At, 	i	 charge
–/-.2-_-_, 	 .•••

...

Slider

striker head and a sensitive
acting fuze and very sensi-

If the mushroom head is
Is out, then it is assumed
be taken not to lift the mush-

by the AN-M 12CIA1, and the Si 109

V-

fires 	 _

ignite

arming

I 	 (/j; 	 "s.

% ie
arming 	 ,

blows 	 --1

arm-

/

\
------:

\

spring's over, pushing out 	 \

arming plunger 	 \

moves —1--------N .... 	 a.; 	 Delayed
against delayed 	 charge
arming plunger 	 out delayed

ing plug

A \
,
' \

Delay firing pi 	 springs up to hit primer ___:, 	 Slider

which fires time train 	 \ delayed
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Data

BOMBS USED IN 	  Modified Mark H.E. bombs

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous or .1 sec.
delay alternative settings.

ARMED CONDITION . .	 • When safety discs are out.

FUZES USED WITH . • . • It 106

ARMING TIME 	  720 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN 	  6"

MAX. BODY DIAMExe;( . • 2.7"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . 4.3"

MATERIAL • 	  Body, striker assembly, and safety discs are of cadmium
plated steel. Gear train and arming vane hub is of brass.
Detonator cup may be of brass or plated steel.

OPERATION: 	 Upon release from the plane an arming wire is pulled to allow
the vanes to rotate in the air stream. The reduction gear
carries this rotation to the arming screw, Which unthreads

from the striker to lift the vane cap. After 450 rotations of the vanes, the cap
will be lifted high enough to allow the spring loaded safety discs to be.expelled
from beneath the striker head. Additional rotation will cause the arming screw to
thread out of the striker, allowing the arming mechanism to pull away from the bomb.
Upon impact, the striker block is forced down, cutting the shear wire and forcing
the two strikers against the firing assembly. If the setting pin Is in the deep
slot, the fuze is set for delay action and the striker point over the instantaneous
channel merely protrudes into the empty recess with no effect; the delay cap being
fired, setting off the delay and relay element, detonator, and bomb filler. If
setting pin is in shallow slot, fuze is set for instantaneous action, and the instan-
taneous firing pin sets off the primer cap, detonator, and main filler, before the
delay can function.

REMARKS: 	 No. 4 primer caps are used to initiate both trains of explo-
sive. The delay channel and detonator assembly are as
follows: delay traLn of 0.32 grains of biacx powder, the

relay charge of 1.47 grains of lead azide.

U . S. ARMY NOSE FUZE

M 105

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(Obsolete)
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Data

U. S. ARMY TAIL 'PT=

M 106 A2
MECHANICAL IMPACT
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

arE 	 ly Designs:

BOMBS USED IN 	  G•P•H.E• bombs

FUNCTIONING   3-5 sec. (pyrotechnic)

ARMED CONDITION . . . • When arming pin is out.

FUZES USED WITH . . . • AN-14 103 Cr X 105, as an
insurance fuze.

ARMING TIME 	  Instantaneous

MAX. BODY DIAMETER	 . • 1.5.

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . . 9.4°
MATERIAL   Cadmium-plated steel except

is brass.

X 106
M 106A1
M 106 Long

percussion cap housing, which

GENERAL: 	 This fuze is dangerous to handle if the arming pin is out
because it has a heavy striker and a weak creep spring. This
fuze should never be used for norizontal, glide or dive

bombing if there are any fuzes of the AN-M 100 series available. 	 It should never
be used for skip or masthead bombing if there are any fuzes of the M 112A1 or M 115
series available.

OPERATION: 	 Upon withdrawal of the arming wire from the anning pin, the
arming pin is ejected by its spring. 	 The only thing pre-
venting the heavy striker from impinging on the primer at

this point is the weak creep spring. 	 Upon Impact, the striker block overcomes the
creep spring, the firing pin impinging on the primer. 	 The flame from the primer
ignites the primer pellet, which in turn ignites the short length of safety fuze
which is coiled in the fuze body. 	 The opposite end of the safety fuze is primed
with the detonator pellet of black powder which insures the functioning of the upper
detonator and lower detonator 	 When the safety fuze has burned its entire length.

EIRLY DESIGNS: 	 (1) The original M 106 bad a longer coil of safety fuze,
with a functioning time of 45-60 seconds.
(2) The M 10641 had a reduced funtinning time of 8-11 sec-

onds, for masthead bombing.
(3) X 106 long was used in the Modified Mark series 2000 lb.

G.P. bomb, having an overall length of 31.3 inches.

REMARKS: 	 If any of these fuzes are found in storage or elsewhere in
an unarmed condition, they should be carefully checked to
ascertain that the wire clip preventing the arming pin from

being ejected by its spring is in good condition and not rusted or weak. 	 Should
this clip or wire rust through and give way, the arming pin would pop out, leaving
the fuze in a dangerous armed condition.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE EAS DECREED- THAT ALL OF THESE FUZES
ENCOUNTERED IN NAVAL ACTIVITIES BE DISPOSED OF BY DUMPING IN DEEP WATER.
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RESTRICT 	 D

Date

T.T. S. ARMY NOSE FUZE

M 108

MECHANICAL IMPACT

BOMBS USED IN 	 M 75 Target Identifi-
cation.

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . . 	  When safety block is
gone.

FUZES USED WITH 	 . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME   Instantaneous

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . 	  1.3"

OVERALL LENGTH 	  2.6"

MATERIAL 	  Brass fuze body with cadmium or zinc olaed steel striker.

GENERAL: 	 This fuze is not threaded into the bomb nose, but is pushed
down and held there by two spring loaded retaining balls
which protrude from the side of the fuze. 	 The fuze re-

quires an adapter ring having an annular groove to receive the retaining balls.

OPERATION: 	 When the arming wire is withdrawn from the arming pin as
the bomb is dropped, the arming pin is ejected from the
fuze by the action of the arming pia spring. 	 The safety

block holder then falls free of the fuze 	 and the safety block is ejected clear of
the fuze and striker by its spring. 	 On impact, the striker is driven into the fuze
body, cutting the shear wire and impinging on the primer, setting off the upper
detonator, and lower detonator successively.

EARLY DESIGN: 	 ' 	 The early M 108 did not have a safety block inserted be-
tween the striker head and fuze body, and was quite dan-
gerous as a drop of only a few inches on a hard surface

was enough to function the fuze. The M 108 Modified is shipped with the safety
block as shown in drawing.

RES:ARES: 	 This fuze was designed for use in the M 47 100 lb. Incen-
diary. 	 It is being replaced by the AN-M 126A1 in all bombs
except the M 75 Target Identification bomb.
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RESTRI CTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
AN-K 110A1 	  20 lb. AN-N 41AI Bi-Level

Frag.
115 lb. M 70 Chemical bomb

AN-N 12641 	  100 lb.
bomb.

 AN-M 47A2 Chemical

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous

ARMED CONDITION 	 • . 	  When safety block is gone.

FUZES USED WITB 	 . • 	  None

ARMING TIME   340 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   3.6'

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . • 1.7"

OVERALL LENGTE . . . . AN-M 110A1, 3-5/8' with booster.
AN-N 126A1, 3-1/16" with booster

MATER/AL 	  Aluminum body with steel safety

ARMY-NAVY NOSE FUZES

AN-M HO Al

AN- M 126 Al

MECHANICAL IMPACT

housing.

blocks and striker.

GENERAL: 	 These two fuzes are identical in both construction and opera-
tion. 	 The only difference is that the booster is eliminated
from the AN-N 126A1. 	 Instead of the booster, a steel cylinder,

the same dimensions as the booster, is screwed into the base of the fuze body. This
steel cylinder contains an enlarged firing train consisting of primer, upper detona-
tor and lower detonatcr, which is seated against the tetryl burster of the chemical
bombs.

OPERATION: 	 When the bomb is dropped and arming wire pulled, vanes rotate.
The vanes are positively attached to the upper part of the
stationary gear, which can rotate but can not move in a verti-

cal plane because of a collar which rides in a groove in the fuze body. 	 As the vanes
and stationary gear rotate about the ball race, the movable gear, which is threaded
up inside the stationary gear also rotates. 	 Both gears mesh with an idler gear,
and since the movable gear has one more tooth than the stationary gear, for ea4. ro-
tation the movable gear lags one tooth, thus unscrewing downward from the stationary
gear. 	 As the sleeve of the movable gear moves down, it releases the safety block,
allowing the block to be expelled by centrifugal force. 	 The sleeve is moved down far
enough in 340 rotation of the vanes to arm the fuze. 	 On impact the striker is driven
down, overcoming the resistance of the firing pin spring and the firing pin initiates
the explosive action instantaneously.

EARLY DESIGNS: 	 The original designs, M 110 and IL 126, had more teeth on the
gears, and consequently required 570 vane revolutions to arm.
They also had three safety blocks, each 120°segments, and the

arming sleeve fitted in a groove in the blocks in the unarmed position, preventing
them from falling out. 	 The original designs also had larger vanes.

REMARES: 	 If the striker head is flush with the fuze body, the fuze is
in a fired condition. In such condition, the striker should
not be pulled away fram the fuze, as the firing pin is sensi-
tive and withdrawal might create sufficient friction to ignite
the primer.

-
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RESTRICTED

BOMBS USED IN:.	 M 111A2 	  Flares & photoflash
and butterfly bomb
clusters, M 28, M 29.

M 127   Aimable clusters of Incen.

FUNCTIONING 	 . . . . 	  Aerial Burst, 5-92 sec.,
or impact instantaneous.

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . . When safety block and
arming pin are both out.

FUZES USED WITH 	 . . • None

ARMING TIME 	  5491,vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   3.6"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . 	  1.53n

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . • 4.2"

MATERIAL   Aluminum alloy body with zinc

U. S. ARMY NOSE FUZES

M 111 A2
M 127

CLOCKWORK AERIAL BURST

•

or cadmium plated steelstriker.

GENERAL: 	 The X 127 fuze is made by assembling the booster and detona-
tor assembly from an AN-X 110A1 fuze to a X 111A2 fuze body. -
The result is a mechanical time fuze with a tetryl booster

instead of a black powder booster such as in the M 111A2.

OPERATION: 	 The time interval is set by turning the upper part of the
fuze to the desired setting on the graduated scale and
tightening the lock screw. 	 Upon being released from the plane

the arming wire is withdrawn releasing the vane and the arming pin. 	 The vanes are
positively attached to the upper part of the stationary gear, which can rotate but
can not move in a vertical plane because of a collar which rides in a groove in the
fuze body. 	 As the vanes and stationary gear rotate on the ball race, the pinion is
rotated, thus rotating the movable gear, which is threaded up inside the stationary
gear and extends inside the safety block. 	 Since the movable gear has one more tooth
than the stationary gear, it lags one tooth on every rotation and gradually unscrews
downward. 	 After 340 vane revolutions the movable gear has unthreaded far enough for
its sleeve extension to be withdrawn free of the horseshoe safety block, which can now
fall free. 	 The timing disc, meanwhile, has been rotated by the spring-driven clock-
work. 	 After the predetermined set time has elapsed, the slot in the timing disc will
be positioned opposite the timing disc lever. 	 Through a series of levers, pressure
forces tnis timing disc lever into the slot, freeing the firing lever. 	 Since the half
round pin is no longer retained by the firing lever it is free to rotate under the
pressure of the spring-loaded firing pin, a collar on the firing pin bearing on one
aide of the notch in the half round pin. 	 As the half round pin rotates, the firing
pin is released and impinge, on the primer, firing the pooster.

If the timing mechanism should fail, the fuze would still detonate on impact, because
the striker would be forced down and would shear any obstruction between it and the
primer. 	 _

EARLY DESIGNS:	 (1) 	 Original M 111 had setting time range of from 15-93 sec.,
and because of greater number of teeth on gears required 570
vane revolutions to arm.
(2) 	 M 111A1 reduced minimum setting time from 15 to 5 sec-

onds. 	 Both of these early designs had three 120° section safety blocks with a groove
which received the arming sleeve of the movable gear. 	 They also had weaker gears
with more teeth and larger, weaker vanes.

REMARKS: 	 (1) 	 i 111A2 booster contains 70 grains of black powder.
(2)

	

	 The M 127 should not be assembled to a cluster until the
cluster has been locked in place in the bomb rack.
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Data

U. S. ARMY TAIL FUZES

.N1 112 Alt M 113 Al

M. 114 Al

MECHANICAL IMPACT
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

(For skip or Masthead bombing
from land-based planes only)

BOMBS USED IN:
X 112A1 	  100, 250,300 lb. G.F.
M 11311 	  500 lb. G.P., S.A.P.,

600 lb. 0.1.
Id 1141.1 	  1000, 1100, 2000 lb. G.P.

1000 lb. S.A.P.

FUNCTIONING 	  14 1611 primer detonators
with 4-5 or 8-15 seconds
delay are interchange-
able. (Masthead, skip
bombing).

ARMED CONDITION 	  When vane assembly has risen

FUZES USED WITH 	  None

ARMING TIME 	  15-20 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   5"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . . 	  1.5"

OVERALL LENGTH   M 11211, 9.6'
X 1131.1, 12.6"
H 11401, 16.6"

MATERIAL   Cadmium plated steel

3/4"

2

GENERAL: 	 The only difference in Wiese three fuzes is in the length
of the arming stem. 	 Larger bombs require a longer arming
stem so that the vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb.

OPERATION: 	 As the vanes rotate, the arming stem is unthreaded from the
plunger. 	 There are no reduction gears in the vane assembly,
the arming stem being secured to the vane nut by a cotter

pin, and 15 to 20 revolutions of the vanes will free the plunger. A key pin riding
in a groove in the plunger prevents it from rotating as the arming stem is withdrawn.
On impact, the plunger compresses its creep spring and the spring-loaded tiring pin
forces the locking balls out into the enlarged part of the fuze cavity, freeing the
firing pin. The cocked firing pin spring forces the firing pin against the primer,
initiating the delay in the primer detonater.

EARLY DESIGNS: 	 The original M 112, M 113, and M 114 used the M 16 primer
detonator, which is the same as the X 1611 except that the
shoulder is lower. 	 Hence, when the M 1611 was designed it

was necessary to alter the base of the fuze slightly to permit use of this primer det-
onator with the higher shoulder on its external surface. 	 The alternative hi 16 primer
detonators had delays of 4-5 or 8-11 seconds, whereas the longer delay M 1611 has a
range of from 8-15 seconds. 	 This delay consists of a barium chromate silicon powder
in place of the lead chromate silicon mixture used in the M 16 primer detonator. The
M 16, though no longer being manufactured, can still be used in the X 11211, if 1131.1,
and M 11411 fuzes.

REHLRKS: 	 This fuze will function on impact angle of 3°, and gives
positive action because of its cocked firing pin. 	 This

fuze is unsafe for carrier landings. 	 Delay of 4-5 seconds should be used against sea
targets, and delay of 8-15 seconds against land targets.

NEVER TURN THE VANES COUNTER-CLOCKWISE TO RENDER FUZE SAFE,
AS THE ARMING STEM MAY DEPRESS PLUNGER INSTEAD OF ENGAGING IT.
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Data

U. S. ARMY TAIL FUZES

M 115 	 M 116

M 117
MECHANICAL IMPACT
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

(For Skip or Masthead bombing
from land or carrier bases.)

BOMBS USED IN:
X 115 	  100. 250,300 lb. G.P.
X 116 	  500 lb. G.P., 9.A,F.,

600 lb. G.P.
X 117 	  1000, 1100, 2000 lb. G.P.

1000 lb. S.A.P.

FUNCTIONING 	  X 1611 primer detonators:
4-5, 8-15 sec. delay.
X 16 primer detonators:
4-5, 8-11 sec. delay.
(Masthead, skip bombing)

AMID CONDITION . . . . then gear carrier stop protrudes

FUZES USED WITH . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME   150-170 vane revolutions

VINE SPAN . . . . 	 . . 	  5"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . • 1.5"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . . X 115, 	 9.6"
X 116, 12.6"
X 117, 16.6"

MATERIAL   Cadmium plated steel

less than 1" bolo, vane cup.

'

GENERAL: 	 The only differences between these fuzes is in the length of
the arming stem. 	 Larger bombs require a longer arming stem

• so that the vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb. The
only difference between these three fuzes and the M 11211 series is that this series
employs the reduction gears as used in the AN-X 10012 series, consequently having a
longer arming time. Actually, the X 115 series is a composite of the X 112 series
body with the AN-X 10012 series vane and reduction gear assembly.

OPERATION: 	 As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear which is attached to the
vane assembly revolves around the stationary gear. 	 Since the
movable gear has 30 teeth and the stationary gear 29 teeth,

the movable gear is rotated clockwise one tooth per revolution of the pinion gear. The
arming stem is secured by a cotter pin to the movable gear sleeve and hence unthreads
from the firing plunger as the movable gear is rotated. 	 In unthreading, the arming
stem lifts the movable gear, and since the stationary gear is held by a collar tnread-
ing into the lover extension of the movable gear sleeve, the stationary gear is lifted
lso. 	 After 150-170 revolutions of the vanes, the arming stem will have unthreaded

from the firing plunger and the fuze will be armed. 	 Further air travel will unthread
the arming stem from the fuze body and the entire arming assembly will fly off. 	 On
impact, the plunger compresses its oreep spring and the spring-loaded firing pin
forces the locking halls out into the enlarged part of the fuze cavity, freeing the
firing pin. 	 The cocked firing pin spring forces the firing pin against the primer,
initiating the delay in the primer detonator.

REMARKS: 	 These fuzes will take either the X 16 primer detonators with
delays of 4-5 or 8-11 seconds, or the X 16A1 primer detona-
tors with delays of 4-5 or 8-15 seconds. 	 Actually the X 16

are no longer being manufactured, though they are still to be found in the field.
These fuzes can be used for skip or masthead bombing tram land or carrier bases.

NEVER TURN TEE VANES COUNTER-CLOCKW/SE TO RENDER FUZE SAFE,
THE ARMING STEM MAY DEPRESS PLUNGER INSTEAD OF ENGAGING IT.
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BOMBS USED IN 	AN-N 4CA1 and M 72A1
23 lb. para-frag.

M 71A1 ?,. M 73A1
practice.

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . 	  When arming pin is out.

FUZES USED WITS 	 . . 	  None

AR4ING TIME   1.9 (#.15) seconds mech-
delay.anical

.APY:-NAVY NOSE FUZE

AN- M 120 Al

MECHANICAL 	 IMPACT
with

MECHANICAL ARMING 	 DELAY

MAX. BODY DIMETER . . 2.2"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . 4.4" 	 .

MATERIAL 	  Altainum alloy body, cadmium plated striker & striker head.

OPERATION: 	 As the parachute opens, the arming wire is withdrawn from the
arming pin, which is then ejected by the arming pin spring.
Ejection of the arming pin frees the arbor, a semi-circular

projection on the timing shaft, to be rotated by the clockwork mechanism. 	 A regulator
controls the oscillation of the clockwork governor, and is properly-adjusted at the
factory. 	 The slider pin rides against the inside of the arbor under pressure of the
slider spring. After the arbor has been rotated a full 160°, it clears the slider
pin, allowing the slider to be forced across the fuze by the slider spring, liming
up the detonator with the firing pin. A spring-loaded detent locks the slider in
position. 	 On impact, the striker head is forced in, driving the firing pin into
the primer detonator and detonating the bomb.

EARLY DESIGN: 	 The M 120 and AS-M 120 did not have the clockwork regulator,
-and had an arming time of 2.5 (.L.25) seconds; hence attacks

had to be made at higher levels. 	 External appearance of all designs is the same.

REMARKS: 	 This fuze
mentation
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RESTRICTED

BOMBS USED IN:
If 123 	  AN-M 30A1 100# G.P.

AN-M 57A1 250# G.P.
X 124 	  AN-M 64A1 500# G.P.

AN-1 56A2 500# S.A.P.
M 125   AN-M 65A1 1000# G.P.

AN-M 66A1 2000# G.P.
AN-M 59A1 1000# S.A.P.

FUNCTIONING 	  Chemical long delay fuze:
delays of 1, 2, 6, 12, 24,
36, 72 and 144 hours.

ARMED CONDITION . . . Considered armed if dropped,
because of glass ampoule, or

FUZES USED WITS . . . None, though a nose anti-disturbance
be used with it.

ARMING TIME 	  150-170 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   5"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER. • 1.5 ° 	-
OVERALL LENGTH 	 • • • M 123, 	 9.6"

M 124, 12.6"
I 125, 16.6"

MATERIAL   Zinc plated and dichromate coated

U 	 S. ARMY TAIL FUZES

M 123 M 124

M 125

CHEMICAL 	 TIME
ANTI-WITHDRAWAL

after 150-170 revolutions of vanes.

fuze is being developed to

/
steel.

GENERAL: 	 The only difference in these three fuzes is in the length of
the arming stem. 	 Larger bombs require longer arming stem so
that vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb. 	 Functioning

time of these fuzes is determined by the concentration of the acetone solution and the
Use of extra celluloid discs. 	 The primer is lead aside, and the detonator, tetryl.•■■■•
OPERATION: 	 The stem case and gear system of these fuzes are identical with

the fuzes in the AN-IL 100A2 series, except that the threads on
the arming stem are right hand threads and thread downward in-

stead of out. 	 The pinion gear revolves around the stationary gear and in so doing
rotates the movable gear, which has one more tooth than the stationary gear, one
tooth per revolution. 	 Since the arming stem is secured to the movable gear sleeve,
it also rotates counter-clockwise, threading down toward the glass empoUle. The arm-
-ing stem exerts pressure on the pressure cap causing the glees ampoule to break whore
it rests on the knife edge. Attached to the arming stem is a stop nut, which com-
presses a rubber washer to seal the upper part of the fuze from leakage. 	 The acetone
is thus freed to act on the celluloid disc retaining the locking balls. 	 As the ace-
tone acts on the celluloid ring, the locking balls are forced out by the head of the
screw which is threaded into the spring-loaded firing pin. After the predetermined
delay, as effected by varying the concentration of acetone and adding celluloid plugs
between the celluloid ring and ampoule, the balls will be forced clear of the screw
head and the firing pin will strike the primer detonator.

If an attempt is made to withdraw the fuze once it has been
installed, the anti-withdrawal locking ball will ride into the shallow part of its
groove, and lock the lower fuze body to the adapter booster. 	 Further turning of the
fuze will merely unthread the upper fuze body from the lower part, allowing the spring-
loaded firing pin sleeve to force the sleeve balls into the separation, driving both
the sleeve and the firing pin toward the primer detonator. 	 A separation of 3/64 of
an inch activates the fuze, regardless of the length of time the acetone has been act-
ing, or if the fuze is in an unarmed condition.

REkARLS: 	 (a) Never attempt to withdraw the fuze during or after Instal-
lation in the bomb.
(b) If the bombs with this fuze are not dropped, they must be

jettisoned over enemy territory or in the sea. 	 They cannot be considered safe even
if dropped unarmed.

(c) The fuzes should not be subjected to temperatures exceeding
120°F. 	 In each shipping box there are 2 vials containing powder which solidify at
higher temperatures. 	 Follow directions in the shipping box in regard to the use and
disposition of these fuzes if higher temperatures are experienced.

(d) In assembling the primer detonator, care should be taken to
avoid damage to the anti-withdrawal locking ball and its groove.
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Data

U. S. ARMY "BUTTERFLY.' FUZE

M 129

IMPACT or A-MIAL 	 BURST

(Experimental --T 47)

BOMB USED IN 	  M 83 4 lb. Frag.
(Butterfly)

FUNCTIONING   Aerial Burst or Impact
(with slight inherent
delay).

ARAED CONDITION 	 . . . . When arming spindle has
been unthreaded 3* turns,
must be assumed to be
armed.

FUZES USED WITH 	 . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME   2.5 seconde

DIAMETER OF FUZE 	 . . 	

LENGTH (./booster) . . 	  2"

SPINDLE LENGTH 	 . . . 	  ei"
MATERIAL   Three_ zinc alloy castings,

gether by three long screws.
top, middle, and base, held to-

GENERAL: 	 The top section of the fuze is centrally threaded for the
arming spindle, the middle section houses the clockwork and
firing mechanism, and the base section is a simple flat cast-

ing added only to afford a means of screwing the plastic booster cup to the fuze. 	 The
fuze screws into the bomb with a left hand thread and is tightened with a spanner
wrench which fits into the two spanner holes in the top of each fuze. 	 Luting on the
threads insures a tight, moisture-proof fit. 	 Assembly of the fuzes in the bombs is
done at the factory.

OPERATION: 	 "GROUND" Burst:
from moving in the unarmed posi-

arming spindle. 	 The release arm
rod, which has a cutaway section
the arming spindle =threads

the release rod causes it to
A gear train, through

controls the speed of the release
stop arm. 	 Both the stop arm and re-
pro}3ction on the impact detent.
detent overcomes its light coil

both the stop arm and the
of the striker spring against the
until the striker is no longer re-

the detonator cap.

set for "AIR" burst, the fuze op-
that the impact detent has

means of the spring-loaded plunger
projection on top of the impact

arm and stop arm during their
striker is free to fire the det-

by-passed the impact detent and
striker.

The release arm is prevented
tion by the presence of the
is attached to the release

against which the spring-loaded striker boars. When
about 3* turns, the pressure of the striker against
rotate and move the release arm in a clockwise direction.
which the external teeth of the release arm pass,
arm and in 2* seconds the release arm engages the
lease arm are prevented from further rotation by a
The fuze is now fully armed. On impact, the impact
spring due to inertia, and as it is forced down, permits
release arm to be rotated further under influence
cutaway release rod. The release rod thus rotates
tained by the cutaway section, and the striker fires

"AIR" Burst:
When the setting switch is
erates exactly as above except
already been depressed by

under the setting switch. In this condition, the
detect does not offer any resistance to the release
travel across the face of the mechanism. Hence the
onator as soon as the release arm and stop arm Lave
the release rod has rotated sufficiently to free the

REMARKS: 	 This fuze is the only one of the three fuzes for the I 83
4 lb. Frag. (Butterfly) bomb which can be identified after
it has been inserted in the bomb. 	 Its setting switch,

marked "AIR-GROUND" on top of the fuze, identifies it. 	 This fuze is a copy of the
German (41) Butterfly fuze.
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Data

U. S. ARMY 'BUTTERFLY' FUZE

M 130

Mechanical Time

(Experimental - T48)

BOMB USED IN 	M 53 4 lb. Frag. (But-
terfly).

FUNCTIONING   Mechanical time fuze, max.
setting of 30 minutes.

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . . . Assumed armed when arming
spindle is out 1/4" 	 45
there is no external. indi-
cation of the time setting.

FUZES USED WITH 	 . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME   3i rotations of arming spindle.

DIAMETER OF FUZE . . . 	

LENGTH (w/booster) . . 	  2"

SPINDLE LENGTH 	 . . . 	  6'

MATERIAL   Three zinc alloy castings,
gether by three long screws.

top, middle, and base, held to-

GENERAL: 	 The top section of the fuze is centrally 'threaded for the
arming spindle, the middle section houses the clockwork and
firing mechanism, and the base section is a simple flat

,casting added only to afford a means of screwing the plastic boaster cup to the fuze.
The fuze screws into the bomb with a left hand thread and is tightened with a spanner
wrench which fits into the two spanner holes in the top of 6son fuze. 	 Luting on the
threads insures a tight, moisture-proof fit. 	 Assembly of the fuzes in the bombs is
done at the factory.

OPERATION: 	 The clockwork mechanism in the unarmed position is seen in
Fig. 1. 	 When the arming spindle has been withdrawn approxi-
mately 1/4 inch, the balance wheel release arm, pivoted an

the release arm cam, moves a limited distance until it is centered over the hole pre-
viously occupied by the arming spindle, Fig. 2. 	 This action prevents the reinsertion
of the arming spindle and starts the mechanism in operation as the projection on the
balance wheel release arm frees the balance wheel. 	 With a maximum setting time of
30 minutes, the functioning is as follows:

1. The timing gear, under the influence of its clock spring,
rotates in a counter-clockwise direction. 	 Near the end of its first revolution, the
stud on the timing gear engages the first slot of the setting plate and pulls the
latter around with it a limited distance in a clockwise direction.

2. Near the end of the timing gear's second revolution, the
stud engages the second slot in the setting plate, once again moving it a limited
distance.

3. 	 Near the end of the 	 third revolution, the stud on the
timing gear engages the heel of the setting plate to move the latter clear of the
timing gear. 	 With the setting plate in this position, the setting plate cam presents
its cutaway section to the release arm, thereby freeing the release arm. 	 The release
arm is forced past the setting plate by the spring-loaded striker bearing against the
release arm can. 	 As the pivoted striker clears the release arm can it is free to
strike in a counter-clockwise direction and fire the detonator, Fig. 3.

REMARKS: 	 Each complete rotation of the timing gear takes approximately
9 to 10 minutes and with the maximum setting of the setting
plate a delay of 27 to 30 minutes will result. 	 By varying

the initial position of the setting plate and/or timing gear at the factory, the fuze
can be set to function for any desired time up to 30 minutes. 	 This fuze is a copy
of the German (67) Butterfly fuze.

590103 0 - 4-4 - 11
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Data

U. S. ARMY °BUTTERFLY° FUZE

M 131

ANTI-DISTURBANCE

(Experimenta). - T49)

BOMB USED IN 	  M 83 4 lb. Frag. (But-
tartly).

FUNCTIONING   Anti-disturbance.

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . . 	  No external indication

FUZED USED WITH 	 . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME   Approximately 5 seconds
after impact.

DIAMETER OF FUZE . . . . 1-3/4 °
LENGTH (w/booster) . . . 2°
SPINDLE LENGTR 	 . . . . 6 .e
MATERIAL • , 	 . 	  Two zinc castings.

GENERAL: 	 The fuze consists of two castings, the top one having a cen-
ter hole threaded for the arming spindle and the outer
threads to screw the fuze into the bomb; the lover casting
containing the timing, anti-disturbance and firing mechanisms,

with its base internally threaded for the tetryl booster cup: 	 Assembly is held to-
gether by three long screws. 	 On one side of the lower casting is a large hollow screw
which holds the firing pin and the firing pin spring under compression. 	 Diametri-
cally opposite is another smaller screw retaining the primer detonator.

OPERATION: 	 When the arming spindle is withdrawn approximately 1/4 inch,
the escape wheel spring and the timing gear are freed, and
the fuze commences to arm. 	 Daring the complete operational

circle, the fuze acts in three successive steps as follows:
(1) After about 1/2 second, during which time the timing

gear rotates in a clockwise direction under the influence of the coiled drive spring,
the entire mechanism is brought to a halt as the stud on the impact spring engages
the stud under the timing gear and the fuze remains in this condition until impact.

(2) On impact, the force of inertia on the flat impact
spring is sufficient to disengage the studs on the impact spring and the timing gear.
The timing gear now continues its rotation for a period of approximately 5 seconda
until the stud, seated in place above the timinz gear, engages a small projection
on the end of the anti-disturbance block. 	 Here the timing gear is once again brought
to a halt with the fuze in a fully armed position, as in Fig. 2. 	 The fuze is now in
an extremely sensitive condition, since the anti-disturbance block is supported only
by the delicate anti-disturbance block spring.

(3) Should the fuze now be subjected to handling, shock, or
vibration, the projection on the anti-disturbance block and the stud above the timing
gear would become disengaged. 	 The timing gear can thus make its final run, this time
until its blank segment permits it to slip by the small gear (with which it was pre-
viously engaged) with increased momentum. 	 During this last swift movement, the stud
under the timing gear strikes the release arm stop, moving it away from the release
arm, and the spring-loaded striker can now rotate the release arm can as the release
arm is freed. 	 The cam is forced around in a clockwise direction, permitting the
striker to slip by and fire the detonator cap, initiating the booster, as in Fig. 3.

REMARKS: 	 There are no markings on the fuze to identify it, and when
fitted into the bomb, it can not be distinguished from the
M 130 fuze. 	 This fuze is so sensitive that the vibration

caused by an aircraft propeller nearby may be sufficient to release the anti-dis-
turbance block and fire the fuze. 	 This fuze is copied from the German (70)5, Butter-
fly fuze.
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BOMBS USED IN:
M 132 	  AN-2 30A1 100# G.P.

AN-2 57A1 250# G.P.
M 133 	  AN-2 64A1 500# G.P.

AN-2 58A2 500# S.A.P.
If 134   AN-2 65A1 1000# G.P.

AN-2 66A1 2000# G.P.
AN-2 59A1 1000# S.A.P.

FUNCTIONINO 	  10 minutes average chemical
delay with range of 6-80
minute delays possible, due
to temperature variations.

ARMED CONDITION . . . No external indication,as-
sumed to be armed if dropped.

FUZES USED WITH . . 	  None

ARXING TIME 	  84 vane revolutions (maximum)

VANE SPAN   5"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER. • 1.5"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . 2 132, 	 9.6 2

2 133, 12•6"
2 154, 16.6"

MATERIAL 	

U.S. ARMY TAIL FUZES

M 132
, 

M 133
M 134

CHENICAL TIME
ANTI-WITHDRAWAL

'

GENERAL: 	 The only differences in these three fuzes is in the length of
the arming stem. 	 Larger bombs require longer arming stems so
that the vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb. These

fuzes are dependent upon chemical action for normal functioning, and atmospheric
temperatures .will have a direct bearing on the length of the delay. The fuzes are
similar in principle to the 2 12$ series, but are safer in that the solvent is con-
tained in a flexible copper bellows rather than a glass ampoule. 	 The fuze body does
not project far beyond the adapter booster; hence 	 there is less chance of breakage
upon severe multiple impacts. 	 THIS FUZE, AS IN THE 2 12$ SERIES, RAS A BALL LOCKING
DEVICE AND ANY ATTEMPT TO REMOVE THE FUZE WILL RESULT IN DETONATION OF THE BOMB.

OPERATION: 	 When the bomb is dropped, the arming wire is withdrawn, and the
vanes rotate. 	 The vane assembly is the same as in the 2 125
series, and the vanes act through reduction gears like those

in the AN-2 100A2 series fuzes, to turn the arming stem 	 which is threaded to the
knife edge piece. 	 As the arming stem turns, the knife edge piece threads down 	 com-
pressing the sylphon bellows and piercing the guilding metal closure disc. 	 The T-
slot channel in the knife edge allows the acetone to drain out of the sylphon tank
and act on the celluloid plug. 	 The three felt washers absorb excess acetone and con-
centrate it on the plug. 	 As the celluloid plug is dissolved after a minimum of five
minutes, the compressed firing pin spring thrusts the aluminum ball retainer upwards,
freeing the balls holding the firing pin in place. The firing pin spring then forces
the firing pin down onto the M 19 primer detonator.

If an attempt is made to withdraw the fuze once it has been in-
stalled, the anti-withdrawal locking bail will ride into the shallow part of its
groove and lock the lower part of the fuze body to the adapter booster. 	 Further
turning of the fuze will unthread the upper part of the fuze and permit the ball re-
tainer to be forced up by the cocked firing pin spring, allowing the balls to be
forced out and the firing pin to strike the 2 - 19 primer detonator.

REMARKS: 	 The concentration of acetone is not varied in these fuzes as
in the M 12$ series, nor are additional celluloid plugs added
to prolong the delay. 	 Variable delays result only from tempera-

ture variations, as is indicated in the following table:

Temperature 	 Length of Delay

122° F 	 6 min.
1100 F 	 7.5 min.
sso p 	 15 min.
700 F 	 21 min.
55° F 	 $0 min.
400 F 	 40 min.
32° F 	 45 min.
100 F 	 80 min.
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Data

U.S. ARMY NOSg FUZE

M 135

CLOCKWORK AERIAL BURST

BOMBS USED IN 	  All G.P. bombs and
AN-M56 4000# L.C. May
be found in 90#, 260#
frag., 500# and 1000#
chemical.

FUNCTIONING   Aerial burst, with time
range of 5-92 seconds.
Will function on impact.

ARMED CONDITION 	  When safety block and
lower arming pin are out

FUZED USED WITH 	  None normally, unless AN-M
delay Si 14 primer detonator)

ARMING TIME   340 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   3.6*

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . . 	  2.7*

MATERIAL  	 Upper part of body is aluminum
plated steel.

loCIA2 series is used (with non-
for insurance purposes.

alloy, lower part cadmium

GENERALS 	 This fuze is a combination of the M 111A2-mechanioal time
fuze and the AN-N 103 nose fuze 	 In which the former fuze
has been assembled to a modified body and booster portion

of the AN-N 103 fuze. The time setting can be adjusted to the neareat .1 second,
and the fuze will fire accurately within .4 second; time calibrations are made for
every 1/2 second, with a 10 division vernier scale located on the non-rotating part
of the fuze so as to be used for setting the time for the nearest .1 of a second.

The setting pin of the AN-N 103 has been removed and in its
place the spring-loaded lover arming pin has been inserted. 	 The lower arming pin
holds the detonator carrier out of line with the firing train until the arming wire
is pulled.

OPERATION: 	 Prior to loading the fuzed bomb into the plane, the time
setting is made and the time set screw tightened. 	 The
arming wire is withdrawn as the bomb is dropped and the

vanes start to rotate. 	 The arming pin is ejected and the time mechanism starts to
operate) the lower arming pin being simultaneously ejected, allowing the spring-loaded
detonator carrier to move over into the armed position. 	 After approximately 750 feet
of air travel the safety block is released from the fuze (see Operation of M 111A2,
page139, for details on functioning). 	 After the set time has expired, the firing pin
will E; freed and its spring will force it into the primer and detonate the bomb.

The bomb may detonate if it strikes a target prior to com-
plete functioning of the time mechanism, provided the arming wire has been withdrawn,
in which case the firing pin would shear the rather delicate levers obstructing it.

REaARES: 	 Effective use of this fuze in G.P. bombs presupposes that
a method can be devised for accurately measuring the
altitude of release.
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R RSTRICTED
ARMY-NAVY NOSE FUZE

BOMBS USED IN: AN-MK. 219
Mk 4 and Mods .	 . 	 . 	 . 	 100 lb. G.P.
Mk 5 	 30 lb. Frag.
Mk 12 & Mods .	 . 	 . 	 500 lb. 	 O.P.
Mk 13 & Mods . . 	 . 1000 lb. G.P.
Mk 9 	 500 lb. L.C. Demolition MECHANICAL IMPACT
Mk 9 	 1000 lb. L.C. Demolition
Mk 42 	 100 lb. bomb Chemical (Rotor System Arming)
All Types of Depth Bombs.

FUNCTIONING 	  Instantaneous
ARMED CONDITION 	 • 	 Wzen striker flange has risen more than 5/18" from outer

sleeve, and arming wire is gone.

FUZES USED WITH 	 • Mk 223 (Tail)fuze in G.P. bombs, or Mk 224, 234, 229 or
AN-Mk 230 in depth bombs.

ARMING TIME 	  170 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN 	  4.75" (4 vanes)

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 	  2.75"

OVERALL LENGTH • . 5.5" (w/booster)

MATERIAL   Steel, aluminum alloy, and brass parts.:

GENERAL: 	 This fuze uses the "rotor system" of arming, and the opera-
tion of this system is the same in all the fuzes that use it:
AN-Mk 219, Mk 221, Mk 223, and AN-Mk 228. This fuze will

function on impact with water or denser medium, providing it has been dropped from
sufficient altitude to . arm.

OPERATION: 	 There are two stages of arming. During the first stage, the
upper gear is free to rotate and the lover gear is held
stationary. During the second stage, the lower gear is free

to rotate and the upper gear is held stationary.

let Stage: As the bomb is dropped the arming wire is with-
drawn and the vanes begin to rotate in a clockwise direction. Since the idler gear
is attached to the vane carrier and is in mesh with the upper and lower gears, when
the vanes rotate the idler gear is caused to move about the upper and lower gears.
The lower gear is attached to the hammer carrier and is locked because the hammer
carrier is resting down in the inner sleeve. Since the upper gear has one more tooth
than the lower gear, the upper gear will rotate in a clockwise direction one tooth
for every complete revolution of the idler gear. The upper gear is positively at-
tached to the arming shaft, and in rotating threads the arming shaft up until the head
of the screw on the end of the shaft locks against the shaft extension nut. A collar
on the shaft lifts the hammer carrier and the entire arming assembly. Simultaneously
with the locking of the arming shaft and the upper gear, the hammer carrier clears the
Inner sleeve, freeing the lower gear.

2nd Stage: The lower gear has one less tooth than the upper
gear, hence as the pinion continues to revolve (now meshing with the teeth of the
stationary upper gear) the lower gear and hammer carrier are rotated in a counter-
clockwise direction. The aligning lug on the hammer carrier engages the firing pin
carrier, lining up the firing pin extension with the fiv.ing pin. Further rotation
causes the firing pin carrier to engage the detonator carrier, lining the firing pin
up with the detonator. The  	 carrier, firing pin carrier, and detonator carrier
continue to rotate through 180 degrees, until the lip an the detonator carrier engages
the inner sleeve. Simultaneously, the spring-loaded detent in the striker snaps into
a recess in the hammer carrier, thus locking the firing train components in an armed
position. Since the upper and lower gears are now both locked, the two copper pine
securing the lower gear to the hammer carrier are sheared and the vanes rotate freely.
(If the air speed is less than 300 m.p.h., the air pressure will not be sufficient to
shear the pins, and the vanes will merely cease rotating.)

The fuze is now fully armed. On impact, the entire upper
assembly of the fuze is forced inward, The shear wire in the arming shaft is cut as
the upper part of the shaft telescopes into the lower part and the shear wire through
the firing pin is cut as the firing pi= extension forces the firing pin into the
dztonator. The detonator sets off the auxiliary booster lead-in, booster-lead-in,
booster, and mein charge successively.

REKARKS: 	 The early Mark 219, Mods 2, 3, and 4 are identical to the
AN-Mk 219. The different mods merely indicated the manu-

facturer of the fuze. This was important only in that slight differences in the
manufacture prevented the interchange of parts made by different manufacturers.

The internal parts are held in the fuze by a single master
locking screw.
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RE TRICTED U. S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

Data

- OMES USED IN 	  500 lb. G.?. Mk 12
1000 lb. G.P. Mks. 13

FUNCTIONING   0.01 seconds delay

ARMED CONDITION . . 	 . When striker flange has
risen more than 5/16" from
outer sleeve, and arming
wire is gone.

MK 221

MECHANICAL IMPACT
(Rotor System Arming)

FUZES USED RITE 	  Mk 223

ARt;ING TIME 	  165 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN 	  5.3" (four vanes)

MAX. BODY DIAMETER   2.75"

OVERALL LENGTH . .   8.5" (w/booster)

MATERIAL 	  Steel, aluminum alloy, and brass.

GENERAL: The Mk 221 is essentially the same
as the Mk 219, but it incorporates the
following differences:
(1) The body is longer and larger.
(2) It incorporates a delay of .01 seconds..
The delay element and percussion type fir-
ing pin are housed in tke delay carrier.
The delay carrier corresponds to the fir-
ing pin carrier in the Mk 219.
(3) A protecting cap is over the head. The
vanes are screwed to the vane carrier by
four screws which pass through the pro-
tecting cap to the vane carrier.
(4) There are three lock screws instead of
one.
(5) When the fuze is armed, a locx pin in
the floor of the fuze body falls through an
opening in the shaft extension nut, locking
the rotor and delay carrier to the shaft
extension nut, and thus preventing the parts
from getting out of line before impact.
(8).The central spindle has a shear col-
lar and a guide pin which permit the cen-
tral spindle to telescope. 

OPERATION; The operation of the Mk 221 is
the same as the operation of the AN-Mk 219
on page 

RE4ARES: The delay element consists of a
primer, delay pellet of black powder and
a special detonator of fulminate of mer-
cury; the detonator consists of fulmin-
ate of mercury mixture; and the auxi1iar7
booster lead-in, booster lead-in, and
booster consist of tetryl.

The Mk 221 will fit into the nose
of the depth bomb, but the .01 second
delay may allow the case of the bomb to
be so damaged that a low order detonation
may result. Therefore, it is not rec-
ommended that the Mk 221 be used with the
depth bomb.

ARMED CONDI ON



RESTRICTED

Data

I. '." 	 A 

MK. 223

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(Rotor System Arming)
see pages 159, 160

BOMBS USED IN 	  500 lb. G.P. Mk 12 & Mods
1000 lb. 6.P. Mks 13

FUNCTIONING   0.01 sec. delay

ARMED CONDITION . . . 	  When striker has risen
over 5/16" above outer
sleeve, as seen through
window in aluminum casing.

FUZ.Ec USED WITH . . . . AS-Mk 219 or Mk 221

ARMING TIME  	 165 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   5.25" (16 vanes unpainted).

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . 	  3.25"

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . 	  16.36"

MATERIAL   Bottle shaped external case
steel, aluminum alloy, and

is cast aluminum; raze parts are
brass.

GENERAL: 	 The fuze is essentially a Mk 221 fuze with an external pro-
tective bottle shaped casing of aluminum, a vane extension
ahaft,,and 16 vanes instead of four. 	 Thig casing screws onto
the fuze body and is secured by two lock screws. The lower

end of the vane shaft has a flattened surface and fits into a slot in the top of the
fuze cap, which is attached by screws to the pinion carrier. The fuze has a delay
element in the delay carrier similar to the Mk 221, and a celluloid window in the
protective casing permits inspection of the fuze to determine whether or not it is
in the armed condition 

OPERATION: 	 When the arming wire is withdrawn, the arming vanes and the
vane shaft rotate. 	 The lower end of the vane shaft engages
the cap, which rotates and revolves the pinion around the

inner gears, operating the redaction gearing. The alignment of the firing pin ex-
tension, delay carrier (firing pin carrier in AN-Mk 219), and detonator is similar
to that of the AN-Mk 219, see page159

REEABES: 	 The central spindle in this
collar on the central spindle
rier is held by a shear wire

cap, vane carrier, and striker move forward due to

Delay element consists of
black powder, and special detonator of Fulminate of
booster lead in, booster lead-in, and booster consist

The moving parts housing
the fuze by three locking screws.

fuze does not telescope, but the
which supports the hammer car-

which breaks on impact as the
inertia.

a primer, delay pellet of :zeal "ID"
Mercury mixture; and the auxiliary

of tetryl.

the firing train are told in
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Data

ARMY-NAVY ATHWARTSHIP FUZz

-AN MK. 224

(HYDROSTATIC)

BOMBS USED IN . . . . Depth bombs, Mks. 17, 29,
37, 38; AN-Mks. 17,Mod.2,
41, 44, and 47. .

ARMED CONDITION . . . When jump-out pins are out,
fuze i3 partially armed.
Arming completed at 12-151
depth of water when primer
and detonator are aligned
with firing pin.

FUNCTIONING 	 . . . . Water pressure at depth set
for, 25, 50, 75, 100, or
125 feet of water.

FUZES USED WITH . . . All-M 103, AN-Mk 219, or Mk 221
in 650 lb. depth bombs.

ARMING TIME 	 . . . . Partially armed when dropped
plete ar, ing time depending
depth at which it is sot to

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . Pistol assembly - 6.9w
Booster extender assemblies

MAX. BODY DIAMETER. • 3.6'

MATERIAL   Bronze, brass, steel, and al” ,, i ,, tm

in nose, and Mk 229 in tail

and arming wire is pulled, com-
on travel through water until
function is reached.

- 9.9'

GENERAL: 	 This is an athwartships fuze, and is assemAed in three sub-
assemblies: 	 pistol, booster, and booster extender. 	 The pistol
is marked for the depth at which it is set, and contains tab

firing mechanism and the detonator sliders. 	 Desired depth setting is made by insert-
ing in the proper firing pin spring and auxiliary spring if necessary, with settings
of 25, 60, 75, 100, or.125 feet possible. 	 The following table shows tne springs to
use for the various depth settings;

Depth 	 Spring Colo:"
25 feet 	 Yellow
50 feet 	 Black
75 feet 	 Black & green

100 feet 	 Yellow and red
125 feet 	 Black and red

The yellow and black springs 33 selected actuate the firing pin and in addition serve
a depth controlling purpose. 	 Green and red springs are auxiliary depth control
springs and do not actuate the firing pin. 	 The booster extender fits into the op-
posite end of the transverse tube in the depth bomb.

OPERATION: 	 (1) Action in Booster extender: 	 As the arming wire is pulled,
the jump-out pin is forced
the assembly as the bomb becomes

cue oeilows until it overcomes the pressure of the
locking slide. The booster spindze and the locking
locking balls between them. When toe water pressure
ing slide, and spindle inward sufficiently for the
enlarged groove in the fuze body, the entire booster
the remaining inch toward the pistol. The hollow-cone
ing inward against the 0-soaped primer and detonator
against their springs, thus lining up the explosive

(2) Action in Pistol: 	 As the

out by its spring, and water enters
immersed. 	 The water expends

spring acting against the
slide are held together by the

has forced the piston, look-
locking balls to slip into time

extension is then free to move
snaped slider aligner, bear-

sliders, forces them inboard
train.

water pressure increases and
depth springs in the piston, the

M0 ,703 down over the firing
and auxiliary depth springs,
comes opposite the locking balls

the firing pin to be forced
gliders will have been lined

aligner as described in (1).

overcomes the tension of tne firing and auxiliary
bellows extend and the base of the hydrostatic piston
pin guide piece. This action compresses the firing
and when the enlarged part of the hydrostatic piston
they are forced out by the spring pressure, freeing
against the primer. The L-shaped primer and detonator
up with the firing pin by the action of toe slider

REMARKS:	 If the booster extender fails to function properly and force
the slider aligner over the primer 	 and 	 detonator sliders,
the fuze cannot function. 	 The slider aligner which holds

them in the armed position is prevented from returning to the unarmed position by
the locking slide, which locks after the locking bails are forced out from the
spindze in the extender.
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Data

U. S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

MK. 227

MECHANLIAL IMPACT

(Centrifugal Force Arming)

BOMB USED IN 	  Mk 34 5 lb. A.A. bomb.

FUNCTIONING   Instantaneous impact

A.EXED CONDITION 	 . . . 	  No external indication

FUZES USED WITH 	 • . • 	  None

ARMING TIME   1500 ft. air travel
at sea level; 3000'
Et 20,000' altitude.

OVERALL LENGTH 	  2.35"
BODY DIAMETER   2.0"

MATERIAL 	  Tin plated brass and alloy castings.

GENERAL: 	 This fuze is unique in American aviation ordnance in using
centrifugal force as its arming device. 	 The rotational
velocity required to arm the fuze is acquired by the offset

tail fins on this small bomb.

OPERATION: 	 Two pairs of centrifugal detente are employed, one pair sup-
porting the striker, and the second pair positioning the
slider with primer detonator out of line with the firing pin.

At a rotetional velocity of 150C r.p.m.'e the detente move cut of the way, compressing
their springs and allowing the slider freedom of movement. 	 The slider is mounted
with its center of gravity away from the ax2is of rotation, so when the detente move
out of the slider, centrliugal force carries the slider into line with the firing pin.
Upon impact the firing pin is driven into the primer detonator, initiating the explo-
sive action. 	 .

REMARKS: 	 The Mk 34 bomb and Mk 227 fuze were designed for air-to-air
bombing, but have not proven successful in this use.
However, it has had limited use against parked aircraft and

has been dropped for its nuisance value on night raids during the early stages of the
war in the Pacific.

590103 0 - 44 - lz
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Data

U.S. NAVY TAIL FUZE

AN- MK. 228

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(Rotor System Arming)
see pages 159, 160

ROME'S USED IN 	  1000, 1600 lb. A.?. bombs.

FUNCTIONING   0.08 second delay

ARMED CONDITION . . . 	  When striker flange has
risen more than 5/16" above
outer collar, as seen thru
celluloid window.

FUZES USED MITE . . . 	  None

ARMING TIME  	 140-160 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN   5.25" (16 vanes, painted red)

MAX. BODY DIATER 	 . 	  3.15"

OVERALL LENGTE 	 . . . 	  16.36" (w/000ster)

MATERIAL   Steel, al”minflm alloy, and
plated and some steel parts
shaped tail support is cast

brass; the brass parts are tin
are cadmium plated. The bottle
aluminum alloy.

GENERAL: 	 This fuze is similar in design and operation to the Wx 223,
and is almost identical in external appearance. 	 It is dis-
tinguished from the Mk 223 in that it has red vanes. 	 The

AN-Mk 228 has tze following distinctive internal features: 	 It has two separate ex-
plosive trains and a delay of .08 second; two firing pin extensans are fitted on the
lower end of the hammer carrier. 	 Two delay elements and two delay firing pins are
housed in the delay carrier. 	 The detonator carrier has two detonators, and the
shaft amtension mats contain two auxiliary booster lead-ins which are aligned with
two booster lead-ins in the fuze body. 	 One firing pia ts slightly longer than the
other, so the two firing trains are not ititiateo simultaneously.

OPERATION: 	 As the arming wire is pulled, the vanes rotate and turn the
arming vane abaft, rotating the cap and revolving the pinion
around the inner gears. 	 Arming of the fuze than continues as

in tne AN-Mk 219, see page 159 	 The AN-Mk 228 has an added detent in the delay carrier
which locks when the firing train is lined up. On impact, a shear wire through the
supporting collar and spindle is cut, as the firing pia extensions force the firing
pins into the primers.

RZEARES: 	 Delay elements consist of a primer, delay charge of black
powder, and special detonator of lead azide; detonator con-

sists of lead azide; auxiliary booster lead-ins, booster lead-ins, and booster con-
sist of tetryl.
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Data

1 ARMY-NAVY TAIL FUZES

AN- MK. 230

MK. 229

MECHANICAL ARMING
HYDROSTATIC FIRING

BOMBS USED IN:
Mk 229 	  650 lb. depth bombs

SOO lb. Mks 9 & 12 (LC,GP)
1000 lb. Mks 9 & 13 (LC,GP)

AN-Mk 230   500 lb. G.P. AN-M 64
1000 lb. G.?. AN-M 65
2000 lb. G.P. AN-M 68
325 lb. depth bomb Mk 53
350 lb. depth bomb Mk 54

FUNCTIONING   Hydrostatic pressure with
settings for 25, 50, 75,
100, or 125 feet of water.

ARMED CONDITION 	 . . . No external indication.

FUZES USED WITS 	 . . . With Mk 229: AN-Yk 219, AN-M
With AN-Mk 230: AN-M 103, Mk

ARMING TIME   110 vane revolutions

OVERALL LENGTH . . . 	  Mk 229, 16.365"; 	 AN-Mk 230,

MAX. BODY DIAMETER .   Mk 229, 3.4; AN-Mk 230,

VANE SPAN   5.25" (16 vanes)

MATERIAL   Steel, aluminum alloy, and

103, or Mk 243, nose.
243, nose.

11Sa95

3.375"

brass

GENERAL: 	 These two fuzes are identical in construction and operation,
except that the part of the Mk 229 that fits into the bomb

. 	 body is 1.3" longer than the corresponding part of the
AN-Mk 230; hence, the AN-Mk 230 cannot be used in bombs that take the Mk 229 fuze.
The AN-Mk 230 fits into the M 115 or M 115AI adapter booster, and can be used in
the general purpose bombs that take that adapter booster for use against marine
targets.

OPERATION: 	 The desired depth setting is accomplished by turning the depth
setting knob and thereby compressing the depth spring the
proper amount. 	 If a functioning at 125 feet is desired, the

spring would be compressed the maximum amount, consequently causing the water pres-
sure to overcome the greater resistance of more tightly coiled springs. 	 If a shal-
low water functioning is desired, the springs would be only partially compressed
and the water pressure necessary to overcame the more loosely coiled springs would
be considerably less. 	 In setting, the depth adjusting sleeve is raided to the
desired spring compression by means of a five-sided cam secured to the external
depth setting knob, and resting under a projection of the depth adjusting sleeve.

On release from the plane, the arming wire is withdrawn and
the vanes are free to rotate. 	 This rotation is transmitted by the vane shaft thru
a series of reduction gears to the arming shaft. 	 The upper gear has one more tooth
than the lower gear, and as the pinion gear rotates around the lower stationary gear,
the upper gear is pushed around clockwise one tooth per revolution of the vanes.
This rotation of the upper gear causes the arming screw to rotate clockwise, since
the upper gear and arming screw are positively secured, and because of the right-
handed threads On the screw the detent retaining cup threads up on it. 	 As the cup
clears the two arming detente locking the setting spindle, their springs force the
detente out, freeing the setting spindle. 	 The fuze is then armed. 	 On impact with
the water the inertia counterbalances prevent the firing assembly from moving down
and prematurely firing the fuze because of the deceleration caused by impact. 	 As
the bomb submerges, water enters two ports in the outer body and through holes in
the depth setting mechanism housing. 	 Hydrostatic pressure acting on the sylphon
bellows forces the hydrostatic piston downward, compressing the firing spring, until
the retaining balls fail aut into the widened portion of the piston. 	 The detonator
carrier is then forced downward by the pressure of the compressed firing spring onto
the fixed firing point, setting off the explosive train.

REMARKS: 	 The detonator consists of fulminate of mercury and tetryl
pellets, and the rooster lead-in, auxiliary lead-in, and
booster are tetryl.

DO NOT DISASSEMBLE THIS FUZE WITHOUT REINSERTING THE SAFETY PIN THROUGH THE DOWER
FUZE BODY AND MOVABLE DETONATOR CARRIER.
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Data

 0.5. NAVY NOSE FUZE

MK. 252
MOD.2

rMFACT CR ELECTRICAL FIRING

BOMBS USED IN 	  All •.P. & depth bombs,
and old type demolition
and L.C. bombs.

FUNCTIONING   Impact instantaneous or
electrical impulse.

ARMED CONDITION 	  When vanes are 3/8 inch
away from striker housing.
NO ATTEMPT SROUID BE MAD:
TO UNARM THIS FUZE BY RO-
TATING THE VANES BACKWARD.

FUZES USED WIFE  	 Usually none

ARMING TIME 	  8 vane revolutions

OVERALL LENGTH   7"

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . . 	  2.5"

VANE SPAN   5.125" (16 vanes)

MATERIAL   Steel and brass. -

GENERAL: 	 The Mark 232, Mod 1 is a bomb nose fuze of the arming vane
type, requiring little air travel to arm. It may be ini-
tiated by an electrical impulse or impact on a hard sur-

face, detonating instantaneously. The fuze has an electric semi-cap which, when
fired by an impulse, blows through a hole leading to the detonator and sets it off.
For electrical firing as well as impact, the fuze must first be armed, allowing the
detonator slider to move over into a position where the detonator can be initiated
by either the firin pin or explosion of the semi-cap.

OPERATION: 	 (1) As an Imoact Fuze: 	 A cotter pin, which is wired in
prevents the arming vanes

wire is attached to this cotter
fuze wire. 	 The vanes are

rotation is transmitted to the
housing. 	 It advances until

of- the striker housing.
the firing pin from the slider,
detonator up with the firing

slider in the armed position.
the firing pin block and the

Detonation is initiated by means
through the igniter bridge.

piece with a small fuze wire,
from rotating. The arming

pin and withdrawal of the arming wire breaks the light
then rotated by action of the wind stream, and this
striker which advances on the threads in the striker
stopped by the striker stop coming up against the bottom
As the striker advances on its threads it withdraws
which is then forced over by its springs lining the
pin and booster lead-in. A detent locks the detonator
Upon impact, the brass collar threads are sheared by
firing pin is forced into the detonator.

(2) 	 Electrical Firing:
of the squib being directly fired by an electric current

REMARKS: 	 The fuze will not function on impact with water, but must
strike a hard surface in order to strip the striker
housing threads.
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Data

M K. 233

ELECTRICAL FIRING

BOMBS USED IV 	100 lb. G.F. Mk 4, Mod 4

FUNCTIONING   Electrical impulse

ARMED CONDITION . . . 	  When cable is pulled free
from rotor cap, and cap
is in a locked condition.

FUZES USED WITH . . • . Used in conjunction with
Lambe which are fuzed
with U.S.N. Mk 232 Mod 1

ARMING TIMe 	  Rotation of the rotor cap
180 degrees, when pulled
by the cable attached to
it.

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . • 4.51*
MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 • • 2.375*

MATERIAL   Steel

GENERAL: 	 The fuze will function instantly upon explosien of the
electric somi-cap. 	 It is meol,erically armed by means of a
motor in the plane. 	 The body is that of an AN-Mk 219, in

which the vanes, cap, and rotors have been removed, and a hole has peen drilled in
the shoulder for the accazodation of electric wiring. 	 A rotor block has been in-
serted in the rotor cavity in the fuze body. 	 The rotor block contains an electric
semi-cap with lead-in wires and a detonator. 	 These units are assembled, unarmed,
180 degrees from the booster lead-in in the fuze body.

OPERATION: 	 In the unarmed position the detonator in the rotor is off-
set 180 degrees from the booster lead-in. 	 To arm the fuze,
the rotor is rotated 180 degrees at which point the det-

onator and booster lead-in are aligned. 	 This is accomplished by means of a motor in
the airplane, exerting a pull on one end of the arming cable. This pull rotates
the pulley to which the other end of the cable is secured, and thereby rotates the
rotor to the armed position. There it is locked by the lock detent. Continuing
force of the motor's pull on the arming cable shears the 0.035* copper shear wire
which secures the cable to the pulley.

The protective shipping cap covering the connector plug is
removed when the fuze is assembled to the bomb and connection is made with the
source of electrical current in the airplane. 	 Closing the electrical circuit after
the fuze is armed successively initiates the semi-cap, detonator, booster charges
and explosive charge in the bomb.

.RaARKS: 	 The detonator consists of lead aside, and the booster lead-
in and booster consist of tetryl.
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Data

ARMY-NAVY ATHWARTSHIP FUeE

AN- MK. 234

HYDROSTATIC

BOMBS USED IN 	  Depth bombs 	 Mks 17, 29,
37, 38; AN-Mks 17, Mod 2,
41, 44, and 47.

FUNCTIONING   Water pressure at depth
set for, 25, 50, 75, 100,
or 125 feet of water.

ARMED CONDITION . . . . Partially armed when arm-
ing wire is pulled and
jump-out pins are ejected.
Arming completed at 12-15 ,
of water when primer & det-
onator are aligned with
firing pin.

FUZES USED WITH . . . . AN-M 103, AN-Mk 219, or Mk
650 lb. depth hambs e

ARMING TIME 	  Pe•etlally armed immediately
jump-cut pins are ejected,
on travel through water until

OVERALL LENGTH 	 . . . . Firing assembly (Pistol) -
Extender assembly 	 -

MAX. BODY DIAMETER 	 . . 3.6 °

MATERIAL   Bronze, brass, steel, and

221 in noes; KY 229 in tail in

after arming wire is palled when
complete arming time dependent

depth of 12-15 , is reached.

6.9*
9.9w

2

aluminum.

GENERAL: 	 The fuze is essentially the same as the AB-Mk 224, being an
athwartship fuze consisting of the pistol, booster, and
booster extender. 	 The firing assembly and booster extender

are inserted in the athvartehips tube of the depth bombs from opposite sides. 	 The
AN-Mk 234 differs from the AN-Mk 224 in that it has an external setting device and
does not require disassembly to effect depth variations in functioning.

The depth setting is accomplished by varying the amount the
adjustable spring must be compressed by the hydrostatic piston as the bellows ex-
pand. If a deep setting is desired, the depth setting collar is rotated so that a
shallot step on the collar would be positioned under the spring housing depth lug.
Thus, the depth lug would engage the collar shortly after entering the water, and
the bomb would have to sink farther before the water pressure could overcaze tho
spring resistance. If a deep step were positioned under the lug, the hydrostatic
piston could move farther before encountering resistance from the spring. 	 Until
the lug is engaged, the spring housing rides inward with the hydrostatic piston,
but as soon as the lug is engaged the spring housing no longer moves with the piston
and the spring resistance must be overcome.

OPERATION: 	 (1) Aotion in Booster extender: 	 When the bomb is dropped
from the plane, the arming
withdrawn from the jump-out

out by its spring; the booster spindle is freed, and
the hole created by the jump-out pin. The water expands
comes the pressure of the spring acting against the
dl•. The locking balls are forced into an enlarged
booster and slider aligner move inward, aligning the
as described in the operation of the AN-Mk 224 (see
tion.)

(2) Action in the Pistol:

wire to the booster extender is
pin. 	 The jump-out pin is thrown
water is permitted to enter

the bellows until it over-
locking slide and booster spin-
groove in the fuze and the
primer and detonator sliders,

pagel6Sfor diagram and explana-

As the arming wire pulls free,
water to enter the fuze when

flanged base of the hydrostatic
The hydrostatic piston,

until the depth lug engages
positioned opposite it. 	 At this

The hydrostatic piston continues
movement is restricted by the
movement of the hydrostatic

enlarged groove in the piston
forces the balls out, farcing

the detonator, which sets off
charge.

it extracts the plug and neoprene connector, permitting
bamb immerses in water. The water acts against the
piston and as the pressure increases expands the bellows.
adjustable spring, and spring housing all move inward
the step on the depth setting collar which has been
point the spring bee:sing no longer moves inward.
to move inward under pressure of the water, but its
resistance of the adjustable spring. Meanwhile, the
piston compresses the firing spring, and when the
cones opposite the lockimg balls the firing spring
the firing pin against the primer. The primer fires
the sub-booster of tetryl, the booster and the main

REMARKS: 	 For a diagram of the extender and booster assembly, and for
a more complete explanation of this assembly, turn to
pages 164 and 	 165.
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U.S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

5M K . 2 43

MECHNICAL IMPACT

BOMBS USED ir	 coo lb. AN-M 64 G.?.
500 lb. Mk 12, Med 2 G.P.

1000 lb. AN-M 65 G.P.
1000 lb. Mk 13, Mod 2 G.?.
2000 lb. AN-M 66 G.P.

FUNCTIONING   Delay of .015 second.

ARMED CONDITION . . . 	  When space between vane
cup and vane cup support
is 5/16 inch.

FUZES USED WIT& . . . . AN-Mk 230 tail hydrostatic

ARMING TIME 	  130 vane revolutions

GENERAL: 	 The fuze reeemblee the AN-M 103 in appearance, and has been
designed specifically to be used against submarines or ships
since it will not function on water, or at an impact angle

of less than 45 degrees. 	 The blunt firing pin merely sets loosely over the primer
in the cavity cup, and when struck by the striker shoulder is driven against the
primer, initiating the delay.

OPERATION: 	 As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear revolves around the
upper movable gear and lotor stationary gear. 	 Since the
upper gear has 23 teeth and the lower sear has 22 teeth,

the uppm• gear is pushed around clockwise with the pinion by the e:eount of one tooth
per revolution cf the vanes. 	 The lower gear is prevented fro= rotating by the
lower gear stop arm protruding into the striker. 	 As the upper gear rotates, the
arming screw unthreads from the striker, allowing the ermine stem spring to lift the
arming stem free of the detonator slider. 	 After 130 vane revolutions the vanes 	 fall
away and the arming stem clears the detonator slider, which is =eyed across the fuze
body by its spring and locked under the delay element by a detent and the slider
locking pin. 	 On Lapact with a hard surface, the striker body is forced inward,
shearing both the locating pin and the shear threads and forcing the shoulder of
the striker against the blunt firing pin. 	 The firing pin sets off the primer delay
of .015 second, detonator, booster lead-in, and the booster in succession.

REMARKS: 	 Whin using this fuze the vanes Should be checked by simply
turning back and forth a few times in order to determine
that the arming mechanism operates easily. 	 The fuze will

not function on water impact from altitudes of release up to 10,000 feet.
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SECTION 4

LAND MINES
AND

FIRING DEVICES





RE S T R I CT Er.,

IN TR ODUC TICN

The following section illustrate and
describes the antitank and antipersonnel land mines
and firihg devices that have been standardized b.,' the
U. 6. Army and issued to personnel in the field.

There are =any types of improvised mines
and firing devices tieing used in all theatres of the
war, out these have not been included in this book
because of their number and localized character. Sucn
of these as prove i.Articularly successful and can oe
accepted for general usage will be descrioed in future
amendments to tnis puciication.

590103 0- 44 - 13 	 - I 3 -





RESTR 	 C	 ED

Data:

IL S. ARMY

M IAI MINE
(ANTITANK)

DIAMETER  	 8 in.
HEIGHT  	 4 in.
TOTAL WEIGHT 	 10  6 lbs.
EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT (Cast TNT). 	 . 	 . . 	 6 lbs.
MATERIAL 	  Steel

USE:

Defense against armored cars 	 tanks 	 or other vehicles.

COMPONENTS:

The metallic Antitank mine M1A1 has three main

	

spider. 	 The spider fits over the fuze to increase

a. Mine Body: 	The steel body is cylindrical,

components: loaded body, fuze, and
the effective size of its head.

and is about 2-3/4 inches high and
to its side. 	 The flanged rim around

the center of the top is the fuze and
and locks into place. 	 The spider is a
sheet of metal. 	 Hooks on the spider
of the spider restb on the striker

is placed over the bottom of the

of a striker assembly and a body
of an inch beyond the body of the

head, or 250 lbs. on edge of spider
holes in outer sleeve with steel

forced into holes in the outersleeve,
by striker spring, sets off per-

safety of shipping and handling, a
striker head and the top of the fuze

8 inches in diameter. 	 A carrying ring is attached
the top is notched for attaching the spider. In
booster cavity; the booster fits into the cavity
ring with two cross members pressed from a single
'engage the flange on the mine body, and the center
head of the fuze. When the mine is packed, the spider
steel body to save space.

b. Fuze MlAl: 	 This fuze consists essentially
with a primer. 	 The striker assembly protrudes 8/8
fuze. Pressure of 500 lbs. directly on the fuze
depresses outer sleeve, cutting shear pins and aligning
balls lodged in inner sleeve. The steel balls are
releasing the striker. The striker thus freed, driven
cussion cap detonator--booster--main charge. For
safety fork is fitted over the collar between the
body.

ASSEMBLY:

The following steps are required to assemble the complete mine: 	 Remove spider from
bottom of mine body. 	 Check fuze cavity to see that it is clear of foreign matter and
booster locked in place. 	 If booster is received separately, push it down into cavity
until it latches. 	 Thereafter it is not removable. 	 Ihsert fuze. 	 Upper surface of fuze
body should be flush with upper surface of mine. Attach spider. 	 To attach spider, aliga
but do not engage two adjacent hooks with two notches in flange of mine body. 	 Engage
other two hooks under flange on body, next press first two through notchcs, then rotate
spider approximately one eighth turn in either airection, securing it to mine body.

ARMING:

The safety fork is removed from the fuze by pressure of the thumbs on the prongs.
The fork is not removed until after the mine is laid and is left beside the mine attaChed
to its cord, never between the body and the spider. 	 Before the mine is taken up, the
safety fork is replaced.

COLOR AND MARKING:

The Antitank mine M1A1 is painted olive drab except fcr the base, which is yellow,
and a narrow yellow stripe encircling the body at the base. 	 Type, model, lot number,
manufacturer's initials or symbol, and date of loading are printed on the head.

REMARKS:

1. Oars must be taken not to bury the mine too deeply as it may fail to detonate
when run over by a vehicle. The mine may be burled with the top of the spider protrud-
ing approximxtely 1/4 of an inch above the surface of the ground and adequately camou-
flaged, or it may be buried spider down with the top surface of the mine not more than
an inch below the ground surface.

2. The antitank mine U., the original model, is no longer being manufactured or

	

issued. 	 The principal difference is that in the mine Ml, the booster is an integral
part of the fuze; in the mine M1A1 the booster is a separate part.
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RESTRI

Data:

CTED

10 in.
6.5 	 in.

. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 14.5 	 lbs.
5.6 lbs.

. 	 .  	 Pottery
. 	 .  	 Olive-drab

DIAME= 	

TOTAL WEICHT 	

U. S. ARMv

M5 MINE

(ANTITANK)
HEI ,d'

.ILLa 'AE1. -:HT
MATERIAL.
COLCR .

USE:

Defense against armored cars, tanks, cr ether vehicles.

BOIS:

The mine body is cylindrical, consisting of a pottery container with an asphalt im-
pregnated felt and tarred paper outer protective linimc,. 	 It is heavier and larger than
the M1A1 mine and contains about the same amount of explosive. 	 Its main combat advantage
is that it cannot be detected by the electric mine detector. 	 In the center of the top
is the fuze cavity around which is a combination synthetic rubber shock ring and sealing
strip. 	 The mine is suspended in a cloth carrying strap.

FUZE:
I

:ne fuze consists of a plue, ndze container with mechanism, and a safety ring, which
fits around the container and up against the plug. 	 The plhg is screwed into the body of
tne mine v.hen izsued. 	 The fuze is a chemical one, with no metal parts. 	 A force of 350
lie. 	 (approx.)causes the striker, bearing on the wooden anvil, 	 to break the glass vial
containing the cnemical. 	 :Uxture of the chemical in 	 lass vial with chemical substance
surrounding tne vial causes a flash which sets off the detonator—booster—main charge.

ARYT:CO:

Ina
sue 	 piug-,.

the only
:I LE, 	 the
an 	 t..eCt.rie

,

c

'I
'','2,-

safety ring is' removed 	 from
It is not removed uhtil after
been removed, the ilug is

metal on this nine, and until
ring should net be left aeside

mine detecter.

.7).

ring nun

the fsze 	 a 	 puSling it 	 ClitU.ri: uha upward, 	 over
the sh.he has teen iaid Cr 	 ,:lanted. 	 After tne

screwed don firady into place. 	 :his safety ring is
the mine is issued with a nen-Letaslic safety

the mine as it will aisclooe 	 the lucation to

N-
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3 	 .
1

Mb 	 4 . •4, ' 	 . etonator
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U. S. ARMY

M 4 MINE

(ANTITANK)

Data:

	

i E 	 I C 	 E 

	

S 	 in.

10.6 lb

	

Cast TNT) 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 O	 lbs.
Steel

DIAXETE ,

TOTAL 7.-EIG"-
EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT
ATESIAL  

or other vehicles.

USE:

:efense a:tains, armored cars, 	 tanks,

COMPO=2S:

The metallic Antitank mine 114 is identical
for the booster and the fuze. Since tno
of the mine, and since the M1A1 and :::4 boosters
especially important Coat the 111A1 and 14
rated. however, the two nines are assembled,
advantage of the 114 mine is that the internal
to reuse, beouase it is not made more sensitive

a. Fuze: 	 :he ::4 fuze functions 	 on

with Inc XiAi type (see page 185 ) except
booster, after loadinr, 	 necomes an integralpm-t

and fuzes are not interchangeable, it is
mines and their respective fuzes be •kept sepa-

armed, and employed in the same manner. The
construction of the 114 fuze makes it safe

	

by repented light 'clews. 	 7

the "cricket" or "oilcan" principle, 	 while the
and shear pins. In appearance, the only dif-

c? the 114 fuze are contained within the 11::e
and the bottom edge is sharp rather than

with MiAl booster except that it has a
of the booster shell by the detonator,

top into z'nich fit the protrudinT primer and

M1A1 fuze uses a cocked firing pin sprinr
ference is that the primer and the detonator
body instead of sticking out from the bottom
beveled.

b. Booster: 	 The 114 booster is identical
flat top witn a 	 crossed scar to insure rupture
while the 111A1 booster has a cavity in the
detonator of the XeAl fuze.

ASSEMBLY:

The mine is assembled in the S87:e manner no the M1A1 mine. 	 (See.page165).

AFXIXI, :

The safety fork is removed from the fuze by pressure of the thumbs on the pronrs.
The fork is not removed until after the nine is laid, and is left beside the mine attach-
ed to its 	 cord, never between the body and toe spider. 	 Before the mine is taken up, the
safety fork Is replaced.

RieXART.S:

Care 	 must
wnen run over
inr approximately
or it may be
below the groan::

be 	 taken not 	 to ei:ry one

	

by a veniele. 	 The mine Maybe
1/4 Inch above One surface

suried spider down ,,itnt,.e
surface.

mine too deeply
buried with
of the ground

top surface of the

_ 	 ,
Ft AND

AND

F-uze BODY

SCORED TO
RUPTURE BY

FOR
AND

....

OETONATOFt

PRIMER
DETONATOR

DETONATOR

HOLE
PRIMER

DETONATOR

as 	 it may fail to 	 detonate
t::e top of tne spider
and adequately camouflaged,
mine not more than

protrud-

an inch

..

'..

MINE

--,,,,.' . 	 PRIM

WITHIN

'C.—
wft

MIA 	 FUZE TOP
/NSURE

M4 FUZE

BOOSTER

>4::imp
FOR M4BOOSTER FOR MIAI MINE.



U. S

Oc,S 7
SASE
V;EI:HT 0F SHELL 	
WEIGHT OF axpLosI , F,

in.
Its.

0  413s.
Steel
60 feet

M 2AI MINE

(ANTIPERSONNEL)

The Antipersonnel Mine M2A1 is a standard
mine, usually activated by tne combination fir-
in device Ml (see pa .F,e 199 ). The mine con-
sists of an explosive shell contained in an up -

riot tnin-walled steel tube welded to a base plate. A 1/4-inch pipe nipple treaded
to One base plate connects the firin: mechanism to the mine. The propellint, charse,
20 rains of blackscwder in a smo2c ba;, is lc-oaten beneath the shell in a cavity at
the .b ottom of the tube; the tube is sealed at the ton with a cap. The primer and iz-
niter aosembly are fitted onto the pipe nipple; a cep screwed over the primer protects
It until the mine is ass,mbled and placed.

OPEHATIO!::

The mine is similar to a small mortar. When the fule is actLated, the primer sets
e" the i7niter. The flesh from the iFhiter set, off the _propelling charwe in tne base-

pate. ne propellin chare projects
the shell into one air and at the sane

aelay fcht,. 'i,hen the shell
s at a hei:ht of approximately S feet
'cove tne base plat, tha delay fuze

b tetryl booster which detcnctes
.he nioLht explosive in t,le shell. The
effective letnal ranee of the shell is
cO feet.

loch

The mine and firin7 device are dull
olive drab in color except for the base
flanse, to yellow. Stencilled en
tnc fl,nTe is cue 17p.2 one motel of the
mine, the Let number, manufacturer's

' 	 b' d 	 • b'

mint is pocked in a corru7ated
paper cs:7 ,-: w't' firin&- device and
attach , S 	 Trip were is included.

StrlKer
aprinz

Shell
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U. S. ARMY

IMPROVISED MINES
(ANTITANK)

RESTRICTEn

The Bangalore torpedo and the 2.36" anti
tank rocket can both be used as anti-tank
mines, with slight Improvisations, as is ex,-
plained below.

BANGALORE TORPEDO AS ANTITANK MINE:

Special torpedo caps are furnisned with each box of 10 bangalores to adapt
the bangalore torpedo for use on an antitank mine. Pull-firing detonators are fur-
nished separately. To assemole the bangalore for use as an antitank mine, insert
detonators in two torpedo caps, place a safety pin through the torpedo cap ears and
the detonator loop of each as shown, and snap a torpedo cap onto each end of torpedo
allowing detonator to slip into cap well. Lay torpedo cn ground across a wooden block
as shown in opposite figure, and drive 8-inch spikes on driftpins into the ground as
close to the ends as possible. Pass the detonator wire through each detonator loop
and attach the wire to the spike. Make sure there is no tension on the detonator
wire. Withdraw safety pin. The mine is now armed, ready for use, and dangerous. 

USE OF ANTITANK ROCKET AS ANTITANK MINE:

The antitank rocket M6 may be employed as an improvised antitank mine as
follows; Place the rocket, nose up in its container, in a hole about 2 feet deep,
either in a roadbed or horizontally on the side of a cut or bank. It can be set to
fire electrically by arranging a circuit containing the rocket, a battery, and an
improvised circuit closer. Connections to the rocket are made on the ignition wires,
one from the brass ring on the nose, the other from tne fins. Ordinary twisted-pair
field telephone wire will serve; the battery and connections should be protected
from water if necessary.

The container cap is removed and the otter end knocked out. The container
is thus used as a guide for the rocket. A hole is punched in the container cap
through which the electric firing device wires ( or trip wire) are run. 	 When con-
nections have been made, the container cap is slid in place over the fins to protect
the contacts from fouling. The rocket safety pin is removed, the container tube is slid
Over the rocket and joined to the cap, and the assembly is placed in the hole. Loose
dirt and leaves are than placed over all of the rocket except the nose; the nose is
concealed by covering with leaves or light bunches of grass. Care must be taken not
to bump the nose; as the rocket is oompletely armed when the safety pin is removed.

DIRECTION OF
czl---1 -------- %

1 ENEMY ADVANCE
--i 	 4

• . • - - • • • • - , ■ • . - . I 	 . . . . . . . . . _....%
I 	 \I 	 POSITION OF TANK
\ LuNEN ROCKET IS FIRED 	 \

\
\ 	 \
\ 	 \\

N 	
\

	BOARD\	 'I
--------A s'" 	) '

•• • • • • 	 •

ANTITANK
ROCKET

INSTANTANEOUS FUSE

PRESSURE
DEVICE
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The Pull firing device M 1 is a standard
firing device which can be threaded to all of
the standard anti-personnel mines, hand gren-
ades, and to the bangalore torpedo.

. S. 	 ARYY

PULL FIRING
GENERAL:

This is a mechanical device designed for
firing explosive charges by _means of a trip
wire.	 A direct pull of 3 to 5 pounds applied
to the ring actuates the device. 	 A spring-
driven firing pin sets off the percussion cap,
which in turn sets off the non-electric cap
crimped to the base. 	 This cap detonates the
explosive charge. 	 There are two safety pins
as shown on the drawing.

DEVICE 	 MI

DESCRIPTION:

The Mi Pull firing device is composed of the fcI:lowing principal parts: 	 The body,
release pin, washer, firing pin, and standard nipple. 	 The release pin has a nib on the
internal end which fits into the split head.of the striicer spindle. 	 fhe four segments
of tne split head ere held tightly against the nib by the constriction of the internal
shoulder of the body into wnich the split head fits. The release pin is held down by
a washer and a spring.
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COMPRESSION 	 SPRING
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FIRING PIN
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	. 	 ,i,--f3ASE
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OPERATIGN:

When the device is set, 	 the blast-
ing car crimped an and inserted in an
exploslve charge such as s block of
the safety pin through the release pin
is pulled. 	 After checking the 	 device
to mske sure it has not fired when this
safety pin is pulled, 	 the other safety
pin in the lower part af the body is
pulled free, end the device is in a fir-
:lag ocneition. 	 V.hen the trip wire attached
to the release ring is tripped, 	 the re-
lease pin is pulled outward, 	 overcoming
the pressure of the spring against the
washer, and the tight-fitting nib pulls
the split head of the striker spindle
through the internal shoulder of the de-_
vice. 	 then the split need is far enough
through the shoulder to permit the sag-
ments of tne need to spread, tne nib on
the release pin pulls -free. Once this
nib is free of the split head, nothing
remains to hold the striker spindle back.,
and the /docked compression spring forces
the firing pin into the percussion cap,
which in turn detonates the blasting cap
and the explosive charge.

To activate antitank mines cr anti-
personnel nines, to supplement warning
measures and to impede advance of enemy
troops by running out trip wires connec-
ted to antipersonnel mines along a route
of probable enemy movement, to set off
booby traps, to set off explosive chaes
Instantaneously when electric means are
not available, to prevent removal by
enemy of prepared demolition charges or
delayed-action mines.
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SO Y L7o.. ,  	.	 . 	 .	 5 3/6 	 in.
BODY HEIGH':' 	 3  5 tn.
BODY W'Do , 	3  5 in.
WEIGH -	.	 9  6 lbs.
EXPLOSIVE 	 (Flaked TNT) ...... 	 0.9 lbs.
:;ATEHIAL 	 Cast Iron
LETHAL RANGE 	 30 feet.

mine; usually activated by the Combination
is issued with it. 	 The mine is a fragmentation

approximately 9.6 lbs. 	 It consists of a hol-
containing approximately 0.90 lbs. of high ex,

end there are cap wells threaded to receive any
the cap well end is a filling hole closed

M3 MINE
(ANTIPERSONNEL)

GENERAL:

The Antipersonnel 	 tine :13 is a standard
Firin 	 device M1 	 (sce page 	 199 	 ) which
type for use against personnel.	 It weighs
low cast-iron clock, 5 3/6 by 3 1/2 inches
plosive. 	 In two opposite sizes and one
standard firing device. 	 In the end opposite
with a dick.

OPEI1A:ION:

The nine can ce activated by any standard firm" device, 	 thc'.:xh it is !ssuez: with
the combination firing. device MI. 	 It has an effective radius of 33 feet when it is fired
on the cdrface of one ground. 	 '.'he effecti,e radius wnen CurLE:d is deoroascd to about 10
feet '2rovL.::in7 	 - -e mine It boned only deep enough to 	 camouflace i'.

33003 	 ', 	 :1_AHRI::..:
•

The mine body and one firing device are pained olive drab with markings in black
indicatinz the type, model, 	 date of manufacture, lot number, and date of losdin. 	 The
closinF disk is 	 painted yellow.

PRESSURE

LOCKING

ANTIPERSONNEL
MINE

•.

-

.

CAP

SCREW 	 . .lit'■41V.-,-
-. 	 SAFETY

U. S. M3
i . h4....10 	

PIN

4 (

Je 	 PLILL
A 	 Ar- . 	 SPRING 	 RING

4:r' 	 --STRIKER

PRECUSSION CAP.

.4:- 	 . 	 FUZE BASE

1	 DETONATOR
(NON-ELECTRIC CAP)

CAST IRON CASE
' UZE WEU-S

-.L....!.,,
EXPLOSIVE COMPARTMENT

FILLING PLUG
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RESTRICTED

The Pressure firing device M1 is a
standard firing device which can be threaded
to all of the standard anti-personnel mines,
hand grenades, and to the bangalore torpedo.

U. S. AWAY

	PRESSURE	 FIRING

	

DEVICE 	 M IA1
SENERAL:

This is a mechanical device designed for
firing explosive charges by means of pressure.
A pressure of 20 pounds. or more applied to the
trigger pin actuates the device. The pressure
releases a striker head to set off a percussion
cap, which in turn sets off the non-electric
cap crimped to the base. This cap detonates
the explosive charge. 	 There is a safety clip
and a safety pin.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal nerts of the pressure-firing device M1 are the body, trigger pin,
striker spindle, and standard nipple base. The projection on the trigger pin which
extends down into the device body has two holes next to each other so that an open-
ing is present between them, the hole toward the head of the trigger pin being the
largest. The striker spindle has a circumferential groove around the'part that ex-
tends through the trigger pin. 	 When the device is set, 	 the trigger pin is held up
either by a clip or just its spring so that the grooved part of the striker spindle
is engaged in the smaller hole on the trigger pin. 	 In this positicfn the striker
spindle is looked and cannot fire.

OPERATION:

• 	 When the device is set, the blasting cap crimped on end inserted in an explosive
charge such as a block of TNT, 	 the safety clip is removed. 	 The trigger pin is now
held up by the trigger pin spring so that the striker spindle is engaged in the lower
hole in the trigger pin. 	 When pressure 20 pounds or more is applied to the head of the
trigger pin it is forced inward, 	 the larger hole in tne projection on the pin being
presented to the striker spindle. Since the spindle is large enough to pass through
the larger hole, it is now free to be forced toward the percussion cap by its spring,
firing the percussion cap and detonating the charge.

INSTALLATION:

Keeping safety clip and pin in position, remove
Remove cardboard protector tube from base. 	 Place
tion where it is to be used. 	 Slide open end of
base and crimp, using cap crimper. 	 This should
a watertight joint. 	 Screw base, with non-electric
charge. 	 When primaccrd is used, tape looped end
and run the other end to charge. If primacord is
into block of explosive. Remove safety clip. It
sudden jerk may cause the striker head to spring
pull off easily, check installations to make sure
weight on trigger pin head to cause devlce to function
is removed. Remove s.fety pin from housing adjacent
removed last. 	 As long as it remains in place the

base containing percussion cap.
firing device In position at loca-

non-electric cap over projection on
be done carefully in order to insure

cap attached, to device. Prime
of primacord to non-electric cap
not used, insert non-electric cap
should pull off very easily. 	 A

forward. 	 If safety clip does not
that tnere is not already eno...gh

immediately when safety clip
to 	 cap base. 	 This pin must be

device cannot possibly fire.

REMARKS:

With the trigger spring removed, a pressure of only 5 pounds will actuate the
device. 	 The number of ways that this device can be used is limited only by the ingenu-
ity of 	 the users. 	 Among its many uses are to fire booby traps and other type trap
mines, to set off an anti -personnel mine, 	 to make removal of anti -personnel or vehicle
mines in the vicinity more difficult, or to activate anti-tank mines, so they will
detonate when stepped cm.

]
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The Release firing device is a standard
firing device Which can be threaded to all of
the standard anti-personnel mines, hand gren-
ades, and to the bangalore torpedo.

U. S. ARMY

RELEASE FIRING
DEVICE

, 	
M I

GENERAL:

The release-firing device Ml is a mech-
anical device designed for firing explosive
charges by means of the removal of a restrain-
inc load from the device. 	 A restraining load of
the load is removed, a spring lever strikes a firing
cap. 	 This in turn sets off a non-electric cap crimped
the explosive charge. 	 There is a safety pin, and
tive -safety.

at least 2 pounds is required. 	 When
pin, which detonetes a percussion

to the base. 	 This 	 cap detonates
a lever interceptor which is a posi-

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of this device are the body, which is a square metal container
with a protruding nub threaded to receive the standard firing nipple, the latch, the
string lever, and the firing pin. 	 The latch, when held down against the body by the
safety tin or pressure on the box, 	 engages the spring lever and prevents it from firing.
The firing pin is held rather loosely in place, having leeway for slight horizontal
motion. 	 When the nipple is threaded on It forces the firing pin back as far as it
can go, 	 the firing pin point resting squarely against the surface of the percussion cap.

OPERATION:

When the device is set, a weight is placed on top and the safety pin through the
body bracket and the latch is removed carefully. 	 If the spring lever does not snap
downward, the safety pin in the interceptor hole is then withdrawn. 	 If the spring
lever has snapped down It will tend to bind the safety pin interceptor, and if this
happens, 	 the nipple should be removed and the device cocked before setting again.
After both safety pins are removed, any releasing of the pressure on the latch will
permit the spring loaded lever to pull inward on the end of the latch until it is no
longer retained by the latch. 	 The spring lever will then snap against the firing pin
and drive it into 	 he percussion cap on the nipple, 	 setting off the charge.

INSTALLATION:

Place nail in safety pin holes and withcut remcvine them remove the base(or nipple)
containing the percussion cap. 	 Remove cardboard protector tube from base. 	 Slide open
end of non-electric cap over projection on base and crimp with cap crimper. 	 This should
be done carefully to insure a tight crimp and a waterproof joint between the base and
the non-electric cap. 	 Screw base, with non-electric cap attached, to device. 	 Insert
non-electric cap in charge or le.cen primacord is used tape the looped end of the prima-
cord co the non-electric cap and run the other end to the charge. 	 Provide a level,
solid foundation for the device to rest upon. 	 A board is the best foundation. 	 Place
a restraining load such es antitank mine or box of ammunition Cr exposed surface of
latch. 	 Gently remove safety pin by pulling attached string in prolongation of the
pin. 	 Do not force pin or attempt to pull it out at right angles. 	 If no clicking sound
has been heard, pull na.1 ezed as ineerceptor out in same meaner as safety pin. 	 If
It does not ceme out easily the sprine lever probably has fallen and is pressing against
it. 	 If so, remove 	 tee cher,ee; 	 unscrew the base; 	 remcee tce restraining load, 	 ene check
the mecnanism.

REY...ARKS:

Zhie device ca: 	 be used cc detonate antitank mine:, wnen an attempt ie made to
remove them, 	 and can also be used effectively as a booby trap by placing it under some
heavy object, 	 such as a ecok, 	 the rocker of a rocking chair, 	 etc.
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The Tension & Tension Release firing
device is a standard firing device whch
can be threaded to all of the standard anti-
personnel mines, hand grenades, and to banga-
lore torpedo. .

U. S. AFYY

TENSION a RELEASE

FIRING 	 DEVICE 	 MIGEN-Saki,:

This device is specially designed to be
used with a trip wire, and unlike the stand-
ard Pull firing device the trip wire must be
tightly stretched so as to exert considerable
tension on the retaining rod. The device can
be activated by tripping, 	 or by cutting-the trip wire.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of this device are the body, striker spindle, retaining rod,
ratchet wheel, the two safety pins, and the standard nipple base. The striker has a
split head which engages the nib on the end of the retaining rod when the nib is posi-
tioned inside the opening through the internal shoulder of the device body. The rat-
chet provides a convenient method for tightening and creating tension on the trip wire.
Safety pin No. 1 cannot be removed until enough tension has been created to draw the
retaining pin cut sufficiently for the large end of the safety pinto clear the elon-
gated safety pin hole. ....

'
O 7EPATION:

When the device has been properly installed with the explosive charge the trip
wire is attached and tightened by means of the ratchet reel. 	 After the retaining rod
has been withdrawn slightly the safety pin can be removed. 	 At the only position where
the safety pin can be removed, the proper tension will have been placed on the trip
wire. 	 If the trip wire is tripped, the retaining rod will be drawn farther out until
the split head of the striker spindle is sufficiently past the shoulder to enable it
to spread free of the nit on the retaining rod. 	 If the trip wire should be cut the
split head and retaining nib will be forced past the shoulder in the direction toward
the percussion cap, and once free of the shoulder in that direction the split head can
spread past the nib on the retaining rod. 	 In either case, 	 the pressure exerted by the
compression spring pulls the split head free cf the retaining nib and forces the strUmr
against the percussion cap, 	 settin7 off the percussion cap and firing the charge.

FF71.ARKS:

The device must be securely anchored to enable tension to be placed on the trip
wire without dislodging the device or explosive charge.
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The Combination (Pull or Pressure)
firing device M1 is a standard firing de-
vice which can be threaded to all of the
standard anti-personnel mines, hand gren-
ades, and to the bangalore torpedo.

U. S. ARM'

COMBINATION FIRING
..grE VICE A	 MI

1

SENERAL:

The Combination firing device M1 is
a mechanical device designed for firing
explosive charges either by means of a
trip wire or by pressure. 	 When the safety
pin and locking screw are removed, the
device may be fired either by a pull of
3 to 6 lbs. on the pull ring, or by pressure of
The pull (or pressure) releases the striker spindle;the
the striker against the percussion cap, setting
of this device is with standard Antipersonnel mines

20 lbs. 	 Cr more on the pressure cap.
compression spring forces

off the charge. 	 The rlrincipal use
M2 and M3.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of this device are the body, the striker spindle, the pres-
sure cap, locking screw, release pin, and standard nipple base. 	 The pressure cap is
press-fitted onto the end of the striker spindle. 	 The striker spindle has a circum-
ferential groove into which the lockin 	 screw and end of the release pin protrude
when the device is in the unarmed condition. 	 .

OPEFATION:

When the device is set and the blasting cap has been crimped' in place and in-
serted In the charge, 	 the locking screw is backed off so tat it is no longer en-
gsged in the groove in the striker spindle. 	 The safety pin is 	 then removed. 	 If
the safety sin binds, it is quite possible that the release pin is not properly en-
gaged in the groove in the arming spindle, so the device must be checked carefully.
Scen the safety pin hse been removed, the only thing_preventing the sirlker spindle
from being forced toward the percussion cep by its spring is the release pin, which
Is spring-loaded inward. 	 The device is now armed and can be fired either by pressure
on the pressure cap or pull on the release ring. 	 If over. 20 lbs. pressure is exerted
on the cap it will be sufficient to force the release pin out against its spring. 	 If
the trip wire is tripped, 	 the release pin will be pulled free of the groove in the
arming spindle and the striker will be forced against the percussion can by its spring.

F.E:=S:

This firing device is used almost exclusively with the M2 and M3 antipersonnel
mines. 	 For installation of this device with those mines, refer to page169 	 ).

590703 0 - 44 - 14
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RESTRICTED

The Chemical Delay firing device M1 is
a standard device and may be threaded to any
hand grenade, antipersonnel mine, or to the
bangalore torpedo.

U. S. ARMY

CHEMICAL
DELAY 	 FIRING

DEVICE 	 MiP

GENERAL:

The Chemical Delay firing device does
not require the use of trip wires or of ex-
ternal pressure or pressure release to actu-
ate it. These devices are issued in boxes
of ten with different delays. 	 The delay de-
pends on the concentration of the corrosive
liquid in the glass ampoule, the color of
the tap on each device indicating the delay of that
varies with the temperature; a chart with tne temperature
will be found in each box. 	 Following is a temperature
ferent delays:

TEMPERATRE CORRECTION

Degrees F. 	 Black 	 Red 	 White

device. 	 In addition, 	 the delay
correction for each device

correction table for the dif-

TABLE

Green 	 Yellow 	 Blue

150 	 5 =in. 	 4 min. 	 25 min. 	 3/4 hr. 	 3/4 hr. 	 1 1/2 hrs.
130 	 7 min. 	 6 min. 	 37 min. 	 1 	 hr. 	 1 	 hr. 	 - 	 2 3/4 hrs.
110 	 8 =in. 	 7 min. 	 50 =in. 	 1 t hr. 	 2 	 hrs. 	 5 	 hrs.
90 	 10 min. 	 10 min. 	 1 hr. 	 2 ; hr. 	 4 	 hrs. 	 9 1/2 hrs.
70 	 12 win. 	 14 min. 	 1 3/4 hr. 	 4 , hrs. 	 6 i; hr. 	 17 1/2 hrs.
50 	 14 min. 	 21 min. 	 3 3/4 hr. 	 8 I hrs. 	 8 ; hrs. 	 45 	 hrs.
30 	 1 hr. 	 i hr. 	 7 1/2 hr. 15 	 hrs. 16 ; Hrs. 	 5 days.
10 	 5 hrs. 	 1 hr. 	 11 hours 	 38 	 hrs. 	 4 days. 	 9 days.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of tne device are the glass a=poule containing the corrosive
liquid, the spring-loaded striker, the restraining wire preventing the striker from
imoincing on the percussion cap, the standard nipple base, and the identification and
safety strip. The restraining wire runs along the side of the ampoule and is secure-
ly attached to the end of the device. The safety strip runs through the device be-
tween the striker and base end would prevent the device from firing should the glass
ampoule be broken in handling or shipping.

OPERATION:

After the device has been installed with non-electric blasting cap and the de-
sired explosive charge, the safety strip is removed. 	 Before removing the safety strip,
however, the person setting the device should look through the inspection hole to make
sure the striker has not been freed and is not resting against the safety strip. 	 After
the safety strip has been removed, the device :must be actuated by the person setting it
by squeezing on the copper tube whichhouses the glass a=poule. 	 This will break the
ampoule and permit the corrosive liquid to act uponthe restraining wire. 	 After the
preestablished delay the liquid will eat through the restraining wire, freeing the
striker to be forced toward the percussion cap by the cocked striker spring and setting
off the charge.

REMARICS:

1. There is no safe way of disarming this device. 	 If absolutely necessary to
disarm, insert safety pin through inspection holes.

2. Troops must not approach an installed charge employing this delay fuze. 	 Areas
where they have been installed should be marked. 	 Time delay starts when tube is squeezed
not when safety tab is withdrawn.
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The 15-Sec. 	 Delay firing device M1
does not use the standard nipple, nor is
it used with a blasting cap.

GENERAL:

The 15-Sec. Delay firing device M1
is used to obtain delay in firing demoli-
tion charges, particularly during assault
demolitions. 	 It can be used to fire
charges underwater since the case is water-
proof.

15- SEG. DELAY

FIRING 	 DEVICE 	 MI

DESCRIPTION:

This firinE device consists of an olive drab plastic case, a pull ring attached
to a coated pull wire, flasn compound, and a 15-second pov,der-train delay tube with
a detonator at the end.

OPCRATION:

When the safety pin is removed, a pull on the pull ring draws the ccoted wire
through the flash compound. 	 The resultant flash ignites the powder-train delay
which sets off the detonator 'ifteen seconds later.

REMARKS:

1. The pull rinz should be jerked

2. Once the pull rin.7 has been jerked
exploding. 	 Cnoe exploded, 	 the fuze cannot

-

U. S. M1
DELAY FUZE

F LASH

DETONATOR

:
sharply.

there is no way to stop detonator from
be reused.

A

PULL RING 	 'f'

kr/SIN
SAFETY PIN 	 vis

•

/ -

COATED WIRE

/...4`COMPOUND 	 ,, •''

DELAY TRAIN
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The Combination (Pull or Pressure)
firing device M1 is a standard firing de-
vice which can be threaded to ail of the
standard anti-personnel mines, hand gren-
ades, and to the bangalore torpedo.

U. S. ARYY

COMBINATION FIRING
sac- 	 i 	 ,	 MIr"'"\CE\P

t

GENERAL:

The Combination firing device M1 is
a mechanical device designed for firing
explosive charges either by means of a
trip wire or by pressure. 	 When the safety
pin and locking screw are removed, the
device may be fired either by a pull of
3 to 5 lbs. on the pull ring, or by pressure of
The pull (or pressure) releases the striker spindle;the
the striker against the percussion cap, setting
of this device is with standard Antipersonnel mines

20 lbs. or more on the pressure cap.
compression spring forces

off the charge. 	 The glrincipal use
M2 and M3.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of this device are the body, the striker spindle, the pres-
sure cap, locking screw, release pin, and standard nipple base. 	 The pressure cap is
press-fitted onto the end of the striker spindle. 	 The striker spindle has a circum-
ferential groove into which the lockin,,. screw and end of the release tin protrude
when the device is in the unarmed condition. 	 .

OPERATION:

Then the device is set and the blasting cap has been crimped : in piacc and in-
serted in the charge, 	 the locking screw is backed cf.: so that it is no ione7er en-
gaged in the groove in the striker spindle. 	 The safety pin is 	 then removed. 	 If
the safety pin binds, it is quite possible that the release pin is not properly en-
gaged in the groove in the arming, spindle, so the device must be checked carefully.
then the safety pin has been removed, the only thing preventing the striker spindle
from being forced toward the percussion cap by its spring is the release pin, which
Is sprine-loaded inward. 	 The device is now armed and can be fired either by pressure
on the p'r'essure cap or pull on the release ring. 	 If over. 20 lbs. pressure is exerted
on the cap it will be sufficient to force the release pin out against its spring. 	 If
the trip wire is tripped, 	 the release pin will be pulled free of the groove in the
arming spindle and the striker will be forced against the percussion cep by its spring.

This firing device is used almost exclusively with the M2 and M3 antipersonnel
mines. 	 For installation of this device with those mines, refer to page159 	 ).

590703 0 - 44 - 14
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RESTRICTED 

The Chemical Delay firing device 'il is
a standard device and may be threaded to any
hand grenade, antipersonnel mine, or to the
bangalore torpedo.

U. S. ARMY

CHEMICAL
DELAY 	 FIRING

DEVICE
$ M I

2ENERAL:

The Chemical Delay firing device does
not require the use of trip wires or of ex-
ternal pressure or pressure release to actu-
ate it. These devices are issued in boxes
of ten with different delays. 	 Tne delay de-
pends on the concentration of the corrosive
liquid in the glass ampoule, 	 the color of
the tap on each device indicating the delay of that
varies with the temperature; a chart with the te.aperature
will be found in each box. 	 Following is a temperature
ferent delays:

TEMPERATYRE CORRECTION

Degrees F. 	 Black Red 	 White

device. 	 In addition, 	 the delay
correction for each device

correction table for the dif-

TBLE

Green 	 Yellow 	 Blue

150 	 5 =in. 	 4 =in. 	 25 =in. 	 3/4 hr. 	 3/4 hr. 	 1 1/2 hrs.
130 	 7 min. 	 6 min. 	 57 min. 	 1 	 hr. 	 1 	 hr. 	 ' 	 2 3/4 hrs.
110 	 6 min. 	 7 min. 	 53 min. 	 1 	 hr. 	 2 	 hrs. 	 5 	 hrs.
90 	 10 min. 	 10 min. 	 1 hr. 	 2 t hr. 	 4 	 hrs. 	 9 1/2 hrs.
70 	 12 =in. 	 14 min. 	 1 3/4 hr. 	 4 , hrs. 	 6 i; hr. 	 17 1/2 hrs.
50 	 14 min. 	 21 min. 	 3 3/4 hr. 	 8 I hrs. 	 8 T hrs. 	 45 	 hrs.
30 	 1 hr. 	 i hr. 	 7 1/2 hr. 16 	 hrs. 16 t, hrs. 	 5 days.
10 	 5 hrs. 	 1 hr. 	 11 hours 	 38 	 hrs. 	 4 days. 	 9 days.

DESCRIPTION:

The principal parts of te device are the glaas ampoule containing the corrosive
liquid, the spring-loaded striker, 	 the restraining wire preventing the striker from
impinging on the percussion cap, 	 the standard nipple base, and the identification and
safety strip. 	 The restraining wire runs along the side of the ampoule and Is secure-
ly attached to the end of the device. The safety strip runs through the device be-
tween the striker and base and would prevent the device from firing should the glass
ampoule be broken in handling or shirping.

OPERATION:

After the device has been installed with non-electric blasting cap and the de-
sired explosive charge, the safety strip is removed. 	 Before removing the safety strip,
however, 	 the person setting the device should look through the inspection hole to make
sure the striker has not been freed and is not resting against the safety strip. 	 After
the safety strip has been removed, the device must be actuated by the person setting it
by squeezing on the copper tube whichhnuses the glass ampoule. 	 This will break the
ampoule and permit the corrosive liquid to act uponthe restraining wire. 	 After the
preestablished delay the liquid will eat through the restraining wire, freeing the
striker to be forced toward the pm^cussion cap by the cocked striker spring end setting
off the charge. 	 1

REMARES:

1. There is no safe way of disarming this device. 	 If absolutely necessary to
disarm, insert safety pin through inspection holes.

2. Troops must not approach an installed charge employing this delay fuze. 	 Areas
where they have been installed should be marked. 	 Time delay starts when tube is squeezed
not when safety tab is withdrawn.
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The 15-Sec. 	 Delay firing device M1
does not use the standard nipple, nor is
it used with a blasting cap.

GENERAL:

The 15-Sec. Delay firing device M1
Is used to obtain delay in firing de=oli-
tion charges, particularly during assault
demolitions. 	 It can be used to fire
charges underwater since the case is water-
proof.

15 - SEC. DELAY

FIRING 	 DEVICE 	 MI

DZSORIPZION:

This firing device consists of an olive drab plastic case, a pull ring attached
to a coated pull wire, flasn compound, and a 15-second powder-train delay tube with
a detonator at the end.

OPERATTON:

When the safety pin is removed, a pull on the pull ring draws the coated wire
through the flash compound. 	 The resultant flash ignites the powder-train delay
which sets off the detonator , ifteen seconds later.

REVARKS:

1. The pull ring should be jerked

2. Once the pull rinz has been jerked
exploding. 	 Once exploded, 	 the fuze cannot

u. a mi
DELAY FUZE

FLASH

...,..„....

DETONATOR

:
sharply.

there is no way to stop detonator from
be reused.

A.

PuLL RiNG 	 lim,
kriNg

SAFETY PIN V,
..

COATED MRE 770 	 ,

COMPOLMO

DELAY TRAM

di,•:/,,,,fti,
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